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Computerized data processIna applications have grown

over the past thirty years to a point where they nave now .

become a oev asive influence in our society.

As the rance of aoplications has qrown, a continuing VA
concern has been the cost and access time of data storaie. A-

w1de ranne of technolooles have been IrvestitateA ' -- '

aldress this problem,

The ournose of this thesis is to examine nmcoh-volume,

on-line storaqe media of current and emerqlnq technolooles -"-

and software techniques for stionortina these on-line, htq -

eavAcity storaqe media, In the first nart, we analyze s.,.-

media as vertical maonetic recording, thin filn mediA,

ortical data 1lsks, meaonto-oPtic disks, hubble and :'

Perno'illi-effect disks. Then, comoarlsons and evaluatinns

of nroducts anA orndlct cateqorles are illustrated. In t,.

second part, we review the modorn software termnioues for

on-line database stor4qe anl access.

! J--...-
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A THE BACKGRnUND

SAromuterized late processin applications hve nrovn

over the vast thirty years to a point where thoV have -',,::'

become a Pervasive influence In our society. arlyv d t. q

rrocessino systems uised naqnetic tane A, the nrinctral

storaop r.ediii f or lArce data files, The proeess.nnw '.s

hatch-seauential on a lnh-by-loh haSiS and the In-lication .

wis mminlv acCnuntlno. These systems had only sefondar,

imnact on the operational asnects of the biisinss. TS ..

early comoutprs were In shar contrast to tho 4ra.-

orocessinq systems of today,

Tn modern data nrocesslno systems many ,'iferent jnc's

can run concurrently with the very lar-,e capac~tv oin-llr,-

storaqe CieO.e, directly accessible wi tholit V) . .4I

intervention), deta-base-orlented transactin

processinc7, and aonlication on *very operational asopet if

t!Ne business.

Ovpr the ost thirty years, since the first

vAcuum-column maqnetic-thpe transport in 1953 and tie first

mnvar,]e-heAd disk drive In J9S7, tane and diSV devices In

"'anv cnnflauratlons have been the princlal means for NWI

storace of the larqe volumes of data renitred Oy this

o . -

": " --" € .-" ' -.- ,'"," " " € .. . s "' " . " ;. 1I5[
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phenomenal acorandizement of data processinq systems.

Magnetic drums and other device aeometries have also neen

imoortant system comoonents, butt to a lesser axtent.

Imorovements in the cost, canacity, oerforpnce. anl 'S.

reliability of on-line storage devices fueled these irnwinrv

systems and their polication canability.

As the ranie of aopllcatlors has orown, a continu-ni

concern has been the cost and access time of data storai.

A wide rano of technologies hav hen 1nvesti~,atei to

aldress this challenqe, As ranid as nronrss in

storace technology has been, the need for more cAPacltv

with imoroved access has increased even faster. rhe use of

storave technologies leoends on three Drincical fAf ] nrs:

cost ror hlt, access tJme and unit-device cost, Trio retu _ 'i

cost oer bit in all technolonles derives pri.mrliv trn-

an increase in the lensity of the material keirn us,, . for

recording. The lower cost per hit is also associatei ,j1t"

an increase in toe ohysical si.e mf te basic stnr' ,

unit. In low-enA systems, tne unit-orndict cost is rr rcl l .

While the conventional recordincg, (i.e., tne 1(Jnet*I-

recording) is enterina yet another nhnse of oxnlosive

-rowth in apolicitions and technolooy in order to .

these strlnnent requirements, the optical 1jsKs nAve

trequn to challenae the magnet Ic media, There ;re

Pressures to breaK tree of the limitations of mlqntic

storage where laroe volumes of data are involved. Tnese

-a

.. , ... .. .,,,. ,.,, . . ... ... " o.,....., , . .. ,.,.... '.. .,... )'. ... ' ., • . •
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*pressures come from the continuina growth of conventional

storace, existing reauirenents of larg~e corporate

and covernmental datahases, and the development of new

aorlications such as storage Of dialtiZed doc",nents 'wber,,e

large volumes of data Must be stor*ed at low cost.-Slicn

arplications often demand a cost, capacity and oertormnco

th~at i s difticult to achieve aiaqnetically, 1.: -

storarle is ahle to provide nerfnrmancp tiar i~s

competitive with1 tbie perfnrmance of magnetic recnri. lT

tact, @Cmerrino optical technolopies are already caaoi~le nt

replacing i'naonetic disks in certain applications. iewever,

tr'ere i s n o simale technology that i s rjant tir All

acolications. Thus, data orocessing installations oftenr

have availanle a wilec rancwe o f different S t.,r. ic

tschnoloqies. The in'iividu-il needs of each atir.licition

Minst ne analyzed to determine the aporopriAte tecnoloiv t.n

4 utilize,

Toe ournose of this thesis is t~o Pxam1n' ni4h-volu, V.

on-l ir storagie media of current andi errerajjr j tectranlo-ies

ann softwArob tectmniaues for supoortinc these or-Line, r1,I i

cApacity storage media. Tt-is thesis has t o major warts.

In top first part, we analyze sucti medij% as vertieCi

magynetic recordinq, tnin film media, optical data diShKS,

maoneoto-ontic disks, bilbble and Bernoulli-eftect disKS.

17
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Then, comparisons and evaluations of products and oroduct. .. ,

cateqories are illustrated. In the second oart, No reviev

the modern software techniques for on-line oatease storace

and access, Thus, this thesis is orcanized into to oarts: -..

Part I: ,iodern Hardware Technoloqies tor in-U1n"

Database Storaae ana noeration, and, I

Part II: 4odern Software recnnioues for On-lime Oatan -4. ;.

Storacle and Access,

)n the hardsare, this thesis consists of sever cn~Ljtrs..-.

Chanter II is on maqnetic recordint;. Chapter T1I Is on

bubble-memory recording and Crapter IV is on vortic1l

recordin. Chapter V is on optical recording. Chanter .I

is on macneto-or tic recordino. Chanter viI Is on t 'o esrter

recordina tecnolootes, random-access M erorv ann th. -

Bernoulli box, The final chapter, Chapter ViJ[, is on r.-

technoloqy corparisons,

Cn the software, this tnesis consists of six chRters.

Chapter X Is on data abstraction. Cr-apter X1 is on iata

access end retrieval methods. Chapter XII is on IAt.

r comoaction. Chapter Xiii is on dAta moeelS for storaie. ' "

The final chapter, Chapter XIV, is on differential files.

The last chapter of the thesis, Chapter XV, Is tho

conclUsion for the hardware portion and the softare nortton

of the thesis,
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The maanetic recordino consists of the conventional .

recording, bubble memory recordinq, and vertical recrvi..a.

The last two recordinq technolooies are to he discussen ,,.

considerahle details in the chapters followed.

A, THE COJVP.'TIOI!AL PECORDING

"Conventional recording is enterinq yet anotmer rhasP

of explosive crowth hoth in applications a n i"

technolcgy," [Ref. 4]

For the past thirty years the conventional mAnetic

rpcordrin has, almost exclusively, fulfilled the 'it, .

storaoe requirements of the data processInq con.'unit,.

Durino that period of time siqnificant advances in il!.

aspects of convertional storago technolopy rave

resulted in very significant op:erational aains.

In this section, conventional recordino as o surface-

A
area technology is discussed, First, convent ional "..

recordIng's oneration is examined. Secondly, Ooth fxe-nea,1

and movable-head 'liss of conventional recordino r--

Investioated. Then, their technologIcal Implicatlons ar"

scrutinized. These implications include tneir storaie-device

capacity, which is a direct function of the areal density of

recording, the surface area provideo by the storaoe media,

19
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and the efficiency of their utilization, rhe nivier

storaqe densities have required iprovement in conventiontd"

recordinq resolution, which has been achieved trrounoh

reduction in, head-disk spacing ana in medium thJcness".

Progress in reducing the head-to-surface spacinj has oeen"

the key factor in increasina the linear density ot ls<

storaae. A boundary layer of air Is used to provi-fe fn.

air oearing which in turn determines tre soacing, re.

Progress in air bearing technoloov (bearina design ir t-'a

surface finish and material properties of head and '-le-1iu-.)

has reduced spacinas to .25 mtcrons with lahoratory stu:di.s

at soacinqs as low as ,I micron (one ,Micron 10 to the -,|

Inches),

The track density (track density * lineal d bnl1ty =

areal density) of conventional disks is determine! ry tro

accuracy and tolerance of tne head positioninq pchari,"is"

and the transverse resolution of the read-write ,ae., as

long as an adequate signal-to-noise ratio is av4ilanle As

the track width is reduced, Over the same ti.-c reron.i

the track density has increased from 2,0 to alTost ik.'

tracks Per inch. rhe placinn of the servo information .trn

the data and the utilizing of better head-diSK ass IV""

PacKaqinq will lead to further advances.

To date, advances in disk media nas been made by ,oinrj

to thinner and smoother coatings to Imorove resoutiton ani

to reduce demagnetization, These advances are elahoratec
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later in the chaoter. Thin films are heino pursued. 4tt%

these films, it Is easily possible to Produce medium layers

of less than 25 nanometers (a nanometer =one oillioit of -3

meter),

In respect to conventional recordinq's efficiency, most

of the Imnrovements during this decade mill conitinue to Cnn

from the increased areal density, The track density can re

increased by reducinothe track widths anr! Vie linedr lensit;l

can he achieved throucan contifluino improvements in reor-!1r

resolution, as a result of the decreased le,4ium Lhj.C'ness,

t he reduced head-qan and nead-diSK. st'actnq~ 8an-1 t ,v

increased use of soohisticated siqnal crocessina Ar1-

error-correction codes.

The Danish en-iineer Valdemar Pauilsen exhibited thue

first magnetic recorder at the Paris Exposition of InoO. 7t

came 23 years after Thomas Edison had built the mnnran).

In Paulsen's device a steel piano wire was coiled on tnp

sriral groove arouni the surface of a drum, An~ ejectrni-Annet

"ade t ,e contact sit', the wire and %as free to slide %l,)M"

a rod acing Positioned parallel to the axis of the lrti,,l

The drum's rotation pulled down true electromacnpt. mhen tne ~

current from a microphone passed througn r*

electromagnet# a seqment of the wire (%.here the cont~ct 4as J

made) was maqnetiZed In proportion to the current. Althaus)j

% Poulsen's Invention created a sensatiom, the recordel
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signal was weak. it was not until th~e invention of the

Vacuum-~itube amolifier in the 19200s that magnetic recordina

began Its steady evolution, The piano wire evolved into

Plastic tape with a certain amount of maonetic material. ILn

another confiouration a rotatina drum was coated with a

maqnetic medium on which siqnals could be recnrled .on

numerous circular tracks, Each track hae' its nAfN

electromagnet. Such devices became memories for tfle first

modern computers (Ref. iJ.

a. The Macnetic Writing

The magnetic writina, the recording of Oata in n

magnetic mediuim, is based on the same crinciole todav

that applied in Poulsen's device, If a current flo*!s

in a coil of wire, it Produces a magnetic field. Thus,
the magnetic writinn occurs as follows: The eiertricv

current supplied to the head flows tnroiioh a coil around a

hcore of magnetic material, rhe core throws a niAgnetic

field into the lisk, thereby magnetizing the medium Ivini

on the disk, i~e., writincIthe data (R~ef. III

b, The Maanetic Reading

The head that writes the data can also Do use,'

to read its flne way this Is done Is based nn tne

vrinciple of Induction$ formulated by Michael FaradAv

In 1031, In the principle of induction, a voltnge is

inducee In an open circuit, such as, a loop of wire, Oy the

Presence of a chancing magnetic field* In the case of a
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head Positioned above a spinning magnetic disk of which data

have been written, the magnetic fields are originated from"

the magnetized regions on the disk, During the time the

head is over a sinole magnetized region the fiela is mere

or less uniform. Hence no voltage develops across the

Coil that is a part of the head, When a re4ion passes

under the head in wnich the magnetization of the ,neoi4i

reverses from one state to the other, there is a rall-'

change in the field. Hence a voltage Pulse develons. I..

this way the digital data in storage are read as an analo,7ue

signal, Ohich can me readily converted bark into linital

form [Ref. I."

2. Siad-gaad and gaaa -Hea Q±sX&

A magnetic disk Is a direct access device which

has read-write heads that can hoth read and write data nn..

the surface areas of platter-shaped magnetic djsks. As

illustrated In Floure I, access arms are used to Place tr e

read-write heads over the surface areas of the rotatinq .

disks. !Aaqnetic disks are available in both ftxeo-hea.

and movahle-head form,

Fixed-nead disks are not removed from a disk drive

unit. Finure 2 depicts a side view of a fixel nisk,

w? ich consists of six platters #dtn 10 surfaces and 1")

read/write heads Per surface, Each surface is divioed into t V

concentric rinqs, called tracks. NormalLy, the

outermost surfaces of the top and bottom olatters are not

% 23
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Read/Write Ifead

Magnetic D)isk

Figure 1. A -Magnetic Disk Drive
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Rea~qwq~eeheedRead/Write Head
asle.wMty Access Arm

Al or Magnetic Disk

MBq 11

Stationary

Figure 2. Side View of a Fixed-Head Disk
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used for storinq data since they can be easily damaged.

Data is recorded on the tracks by the read/write heads which

are arranged on a read/write head comb assembly t ridt is

fixed in Place, Since there Is one read/write neaa Per

track, no seek time (i~e., the tim~e associated 4itm tre

shiftinq of a read/write head over a track of oata) Is

required to move a read/write head to the prooer track onl A

surface. rhis leaves only the time for rotational de1iy.

The rotational delay is the time rerluired to wait tor tne

desired data to rotate under the read/write head once trne

read/write read is positioned over the desired traCK,.

rhis provides faster access time since access time is trne

sun. Of the seek time and the rotational delay.
.v,

Fixed-nead disks are normally used In systems that

are either dedicated to one or a few arDlications or v4,)n

files are required to be on-line with a low access ti'~e.

Characteristics of some of the commercially avAilabic'

fixed-head disk units are Illustrated in Viatire 2a.

Aovabie-healItdsks are more comm~on than Lixed-naa,4

disks because tme disk Packs are removaole and; since

there is only one read/write head ner disk surface, tne

cost Per bit of storame is less. Fiqure 3 depicts a sirme

view of a movable-head disk with 10 surfaces. h

read/write head comb assembly Is moved in and out in order

to access all of the tracks On each surface, since there is

only one read/write Mead per disk surface, The
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Manufacturer Burroughs DEC ISKI Arncomp
Model B9370-2 R503 2305 0.530/256-

Surfttees/unit 2 I 24
Tracks/suarrace 1()64 Q218
Sector sei 1N)hce 64 lij ies variale
Sectorvirack lEN) 6-S vaiable
Track c~ipaiciiy 10.000 h~'tes 41VIA 11% lei 141.116 hvlcs 150K hits
Toital capacity 2NI hytes 26:K fl'tesv 5.4h1' htei 76 RM h i up
Ave~rage la'ency 17 tn.% 8 5 nis 2. 5 tn% R.3 rnv
Transfer rate 3003K 250K 3MI QNKi hats. contI

h% tes/secrand bI' S'ecolld hytcs.'seconil

Figure 2a. Characteristics of Fixed-Head Disk Units. 'S

%-I~
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read/write heads usually move toqetner as a ,init, and

only one head can transfer data at a time, TntiS, sine

the comh assembly mechanism moves, a laroce recordin-

surface area can he covered with only a few readl/rit-

heads. The characteristics of some rmovale-meAd vil ks 

* 4
units are illustrated in Figure 3a,

There is vet another cateuory of .mdonetic -isos

which is a hvtril of the ahove two. The finclestor-tvr
L

6isks, are colled fixed-Media direct-access Storaje dises.

Inese are fixed disks, meanina that it ergPloYs n-

nonremovable sealed head-disk assembly, With mnvaale- )PA'.

Oisk units, In ott.er words, the comb assembly, m1ttc -.-

movable, is an intearal part of the disk olatters. Tntis, ,'.p

car, replace one assembly and its nlatters with annrter

assembly and another set of platters, These fjxel-ieiJ"

disks were introfiuced tby IBM in the earlv 197o's AitL, te"

IFM 3344, followed by the IBM 3350, and in 1979, te 331(, .- _

3370, 337S and in 190 the 3390,

Technoloqical implications of conventinnal .is 1C

systems encompass tne tollowlnq three salient features: -

(1) material requirements,

(2) Features and benefits, and
~~~~(3) f, mitations,m-.-=

--
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Manufacturer HP IBM IBM CDC
Model 2100 3330 3340 33801 AZ

Stirfaces-tinit 4 19 12 19
Tracksistirface 200 404 696 8018 ~
Sector size 256 bytes Variable Varinble -

Sccturv track 24 vniiable variable-
Trick capacity 6144 bytes 13.03(0 bytei 8368 bytem 13.03n1 bytes
Total capacity 4.9NI bytes 101N bytes 69.9K1 bytes 4tM)M bytes
Average latency 12.5 nis R.3 ins 12.5 ins 16.7 mi
Transfer rate 312K 8016K R85K t.2N1 bytes/ ___

byres/secoiid bytes' scc(In( hytesecnd seco'nd

Figure 3a. Characteristics of Movable-Head Disk Unit.
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a. Material Requirements

The materials for the meaqnetic recordino

medium are arranaed from the too to tne bottom in Fiqure 4

for the oldest to the neoest materials available tooay, ff'

course, the writinq and reading of data depend on the

magnetic prorertles of the media in which tne aita Is

stored, The most common of these Is the gamma fora. ot tho

iron oxide, which is currently in use today, Iron oXt-t, i.s

desirable because its properties are hest suiten fnr-

magnetic recoraino and its cost is very reasonahle.

Moreover, its surface is uniform and noroqeneoos, onic_

makes the iron oxide ideal for recordini. -

ro use this medium in tne manutacturing of A

disk, the "chemical plated" process is utilized. 'The

chemical Plated process is a process oy which Oa1Mt-ltK_

coatinqs of iron-oxide Particles are susoenmed in L noly7er

binder, such as the alumi'ntim, his aluminum disk iS coated

with a slurry containino the iron oxide, The oxile in tno

slurry consists of needle-like particles approximately A

micrometer (10 to the -4 centimeter) in length and a tenti

of a micrometer wide. The iron atoms in each particle nAve "-

their own minute magnetic fields, hut the eloniated snan,

of the particle forces the fields into an altgntent

along the particle's lona axis, Each needle Is

therefore a magnetic bar, and nas a dipole magnetic tield, .'.

The only possible chanqe in the field is a reversal of the

."
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north and South poles at the ends of the needle. The overall

maqnetlzation In any qiven reqIon of the disk is the

stlim of the fields of the needlelike particles within it.

Plainly, the macnetization of a reqion of th s%

disk would he maximal if its needles were aliinea and if

they all had their north (or their south) voles taci...-

In the same direction. The alignment of the neemles

Is achieved when the disV is manufacturel, ,v

rotatino the lisk In the presence of a mannetic field net'rp

the slurry has dried, The needles come to lie in the rnlane

of the disk and more or less Perpendicular to a rAdius of

the disk. In an ooeratina disk, the needles are .nore Nr

less aligned with the direction of motion of the IiS..

The alignment of the poles is achieved w"-en

the data is written. Specifically, it is achieved *hen t,.

head applies a maonetic field to the medium. the ,aaiqnetic

particles are sufficiently far apart, so that their own"

fields do not interact appreciah ly with one another.

However, as the strength of the applied field increases,

some of the maqnetic Particles whose aioloes Are

opposite to the dIrection of the applied magnetic fieli

reverse their dipole field, Ultimately, the applied fiol. ,.--..

becomes strona enouqh to polarize all of the particles. lVo

cnmOlIcations must be noted, First, the field of toe

nead falls off raoidly as the distance frnm the mead

increases. Second, the medium is moving, and it tnerefore

32
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Fe 0 (Uniform and Homogeneous) P

Cr 0 (Unsmooth Surface)

Cobalt-Iron Oxides (Temp Dependent)

Barium Ferrite (Temp Dependent)
L. .A

Metals (Unsmooth Surface)

Figure 4. Magnetic Recording Materials.
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passes out of the region in which the field is stronn.

enouqh to Polarize the medium, It is the trailing elge of

the field that qoverns the final orientation of the

macnetization. When the field of the head is re.oved, tne

reqion of oolarizel medium remains, That Is wnv ")e ,

data can be stored, The maqnetization can oe nriven

tack to zero, by reversing the flow of the current

throuch the coil in the head and thereby applying to tr e

magnetic medium a reversed maqnetic field. n ce

the magnetization Persists in the medium, t he reversal

of tne mannetic field does not immediately reverse trio

dipoles by which the medium was magnetized in the tirst '.-.

Place until the field reaches the efficient strength,

For a maonetic medium It is destrable tnat the

remanent mignetlsm (i~e., toe magnetism that Persists 4he

the Pagnetic field Is absent) he large. It also is ..--

lesirable that a moderately larne filH strPnlth bef,

Present to demagnetize the medium, oth -it these

reguireents help to ensure the permanence ot the stored .

data, In addition It is desirable that the reversal it trp-1

maonetization of this medium be accomrlishej over A small -

range of aoplied tiel strength, This helps to ensure -:

that the states of the medium that are used for data.

storaoe w1ll be well defined, All four of these criterlI

are summarized by the requirement that tre nysteresis
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tooo for the magnetic medium be laroc and nearly squar,

(Ref. 1].

In addition to the iron oxile, there are tiur

materials on the horizon as candidates for mannetic ineclius,

chromium oxides, cobalt-iron oxides, barium ferrites, r .

metals. See iaure 4. The four medium materials, altno. n'r

very ,In potential for the near future, are very Iiitt'.-i

fmr current usage lue to tneir innerent disaovantrAes ri,-

hiah manufacturina cost. Disavartaoes for Cnrot, . -

oxi es include difficulty in ohtainino smromt' surfacp

and cood orientation. PisadvantAges tot cotaLt-fron oxi-es

and barium territes include the temperatire depenieCe ot(:t

the coercivity. Coercivity is the ability of the raterial -

to resist accidental ano selt-macnetization, Ot course, "

te higher the coercIvity the better toe mediurn is for .. --

maOnetic recordinq. Althouqh this deoendencp cart n e

reduced t V varyina the comnosition of its components, r,( --
last mediu", metals, are the frost prc.iisina, due to treir

excellent coercivity, However, metals are currently

frost expensive. Metals also have other

dfsadvantnqes, sucn as a reduction In r'aqnetism wnen exosei

to elevated teroeratures and numidity.

Further, the four materials must be manufacturel
V!

by utilizing the "sputterina" orocess, whjcn is thb ...

process by which atoms or groups of atom's are ejecte.1 trn," .

a metal surface* The Iron oxide does not need this Process, ,

.. '.4,
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since it utilizes the platted Process, Although the

sbutterinq process aenerates a very clean surface and has 3

to 8 times the capability of the platted orocess, it noes :

cost approximately 60% more,

Fioure 5 lepicts the maximum coercivity of

each Of the qbove materials, aloni with the three rost

common anisotrophic structures of medium materia-'s.

Anisotronhy is the phenomenon of a material in wnich tn..

exists preferred directions for the monetization. e'3tais.

are not included in the fig~ure because there does not ve~t

exist sufficient information for coffoarison,

b. Features and B enefits of Conventional ;,Is.

The features of conventional ,1 s K ar.

illustrated in Figure 6, renefits are listed oelow:

(1) lowest cost oer bit as a readl/write on-line
storage medium,

(2) a comoetitive marketplace based on numerous
suppliers ani a large choice of oroduct offerinas,

(3) caoacities up to lriabytes,

(4) read/write capability and nonvolatility,

(5) broad environmental tolerances, Ile

(6) relatively modest entry cost,

(7) multi-billion dollar industry,

(8) establishel production processes,

(9) increase demand for capacity occurrinq faster than
storace density#

(10) density still far from ultimate limits,
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'C4 C

Iron Cobalt Nickel Fe 0

Crystaline 250 3000 70 230

Strain 300 300 2000 10

Shape 5300 4400 150 20

Figure 5. Maximum Coercivity.
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Develepment a( technologies in key areas Of magnetic head and Its air bearing support, disk substrate and Its celig. headl.
poitioning actuatur. and read/write electronics.

lea, riff A" ship 1917 19%! 1962 19151 1966 1971 19"3 1976 1979 1979 1961
Product 350 1405 1301 1311 2.314 3330 3]40 3350 330 3370 ]I80

fteroodine JenjiIY f

Areal density lP.bhtin.) 0002 0.009 0.026 0.051 0.22 0.18 1.69 3.07 3.8 7.8 >12
Linear h'i density lbptJ 100 220 520 1025 2200 40-40 5636 6425 8530 12134 15200
Track density Itpi) 20 40 50 100 192 300 478 450 613 >8100

Kry geoiWemin partrniefer

IHead-to-islk spacing goo 650 250 173 Is 50 Is 13 <13
Held antp lengtth 1000 700 !00 2.5 0 l 100 60 so 40 25
Medium thickness 1:00 900 543 250 3 50 41 - 23 41 <23

Air brin,vq A manverre elflhienf
BeatiOff type hydrostatic hydrodynamic
Sur-ice contour tRat cylindrical taper flat
Slider, atferial Al stainless steel ceramic ferrite ceramic
Core material lamsinated fervite film

mis-metal
Slidericore bond epoxy glass Integral depoesited

oil*i
Diameter fin.) 24 14 00 1
Substrate thickness (n) 0 100 0.050 0.075 : !! 075
Rpm 1200 1900 1500 2400 16M1 Z"44 16M5 1123 2964 3420

*Fi ied/rirmovable Axsed .0 removable pack ** module flned 0 0 -j

Dwsa surfacesr spindle too 10 -20 19 6 Is 11 Q2 - I

Acruutor
Access geometry s-y linear ridia rotary linear
Heads 2 head-/acruator I headuisiface 2 headssittace I Wit/ 2 his .,

Positioning mostor-clutch hydraulic voice coil motor . i*-

Final postiton detent servo stetface (+lsector) servo surface
Actuacorswipindle (max. no.)1 0. 20 I1 2
Avg. seek time imsl 600 165 ISO 60 30 2.5 27 20 16

Read/'i-fie elecrrminie,
Data rate tKbyiess 88 17.3 68 69 312 306 8ll5 1198 1031 1859 3000
Encoding NIRZI 21, mfm . mum 2. 7 00

*Detection ampf peak delta delta clip
Clocking 2 osc clk trk use sfo0.4

Figure 6. Features and Characteristics of IBM Disks
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(11) a wide choice of materials, and

(12) completely reversible, inherently Stable orocesses.

As a recording type of storane, conventional

*disks have the advantages of non-volatility, lower cost,

direct access, allocation flexibillty, a simple am! reliable

recordinq Process, and allowing undate in place. Treir

miajor disadvantages are two: The movable-nead -i1SKS involve I
the mechanical motion of access assemb~ly and lonrg access

times, the fixed-head disKs incur higher Proauction cost.

C, Limitations of the Conventional Fecordiny

The conventional rpcordingi is litmite'i hv its

physical density as depicted In Firlure 7. Figuire 7 shous

that the current density equates to 1.2 gigaoytes tor til

18mJ 33800P with the ultimate density equatinq to 22.5

gigabytes, The Patty Il disk system, nianufact'ired by

I~ational Telegraph and Telephone Co,, is. a prototyne and is

to be discussed later,

The key Parameters wvhich limit the linper

density are (1) the flying heiqht Of the Mead aoove tno

meoalA, and (2) the Onysical width- of the transition

between neighboringi, orpositely maginetized fields, Tri

increased linear density requires a balanced redtiction In

these two parameters, and is ultimately limited by the

failure to maintain the minimum bit-error-rate WAP~)

requirement for the storane device, A s the linear

density Is increased the BER qrows due to systematic
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IBM 3380 ULTIMATE PATTY H

LINEAR DENSITY - 15 K bPI 40 K bPI 25.4 K bP1

TRACK DENSITY - 800 TPI 3K TPI 1800 TPI

AREAL DENSITY 12 Mb/.eq in 120 Mb/iri7 40 Mb/sq in

Figure 7. Limitations of Conventional Recording. r
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Peak shift associatel with transition crowdina alno.

the track, and/or reduced playback sianal-to-noise rati'

(SNR). The SNP tails due either to increased noise aristn.

from media granularity and surface rouqnness, or siqnal,

loss resulting from demaqnetization, combined Wit tre-

need to resort to thinner layers of material in order tn

reduce the transition width.

At a ;Iven linear density, tne tracw

density achievable in manetic aAta stenFaqq is

fundamentally limited by the inductive nature of tne

magnetic read process, As the track wintn is reaca!,--

the read siqnal voltage falls oroportionatelv ann tr!

limiting track density is reached wnen the PIybaCK S,"

falls to the critical value required to sustain

acceptable RFR, In nractice, the achievable trac<

aensity is limited by the quality of the radial"

Dositioning servo mechanism, and the denree of cross-talk

dtje to the frinoinq fiela of the read/write neaI counitnq

to adjacent tracks. The highest track densities requires

developments in all of these areas,

The linear density and trck density Are

fundamentally linked throuqh the SNH relujre'7~nt

mentioned above, with the highest tracK lensitv

corresponding to reduced linear density (compared to its

limit) and vice-versa, The maximization of the overall .

areal density requires an optimum trade-oft hetween

41
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these two parameters# dependina on the media type and the

magnitude of the magnetization of the storaqe layer, as ___

well as the detailed performance achieved by the radial

tracking servo-mecnanism (Ref. 22.

4. Zzaa and Czab1sms, In Oillaacn XaxanazJaa

Finures A and Ra illustrate conventional t-sk

trends. Note that In Figure A, the current disK caDacit"

of 1200 bits Per inch eauates to 1.3 qiaaoytes, and tmnt

by 1990, 5 qiqabvtes. This is far areater than rre

established doublinq of storage caacitv every 30 ,oit"s,

as been the case for the last fnrty years.

In Flaure Ga (Ref. 31, note tnat 1;4M is

experimentino witn the 3300 enhanced (E), WhicI has a

storace capacity of 2.5 aiqabytes ner .oindle, whic,'

doubles the 3390's capacity, rut is far short ot N-ational

Telephone and Telegraoh's (NTT) Patty II capacitv, wntch

enuates to 1.07 oiqaoytes oer head IsiK assemoly (tou^), or

S.6 qiqabytes per unit, which has R HDA's. Moreover, tr, e

4TT driver operates at a rate qreater than 40 million o.ts

Per square inch, and has a track density of ton traces

Per inch (TPI), as well as a linear density oft j,4o0

bits oer Inche. The data rate is 4,5 neaahytes ner seconi,

and the seek time Is 12 milliseconds. Ibis level of

performance exceeds that of the ISM 3390 CE) in storAQo

density by almost a factor of two and in data rate by 5fk.

Innovations Include a sealed head disk assembly (HPA),
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IN MICRO INCHES

Df~ EVI.CE BI.ThL/il ERACKS/jm SILJ/ 2  SPACI.NG ORE TIK M.

1956 IBM 350 100 20 2000 1000 800 1200

1961 IBM 1301 500 50 25000 500 500 500

1964 IBM 2311 1100 100 110000 125 200 250

1965 IBM 2314 2200 100 220000 85 105 85

1970 IBM 3330 4040 192 775680 50 100 41

1973 IBM 3340 5600 300 1.68 x 106 17 60 41

1975 IBM 3350 6425 476 3.06 x 106 17 60 41

1978 STC 0650 6425 952 6.12 x 106  17 60 40

1979 IBM 3370 12134 635 7.71 x 106 15 24 35

1980 IBM 3380 15000 801 1.20 x 107  11 24 26

1981 NTT PATTY 13970 1092 1.53 x 107  8 32 7

1984 NTT PATTY 25400 1800 4.57 x 107  6 20 7

1985 IBM 3380(E) 15000. '-1400 - ;.B+ x 1 7

Figure 8a. Rigid Disk Trends.
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with a helium atmosphere, a thin film sputtered ferrite

disk, a tlyinq heiqht of 0,15 microns. and a unliue

rotary multiactuator assembly. Both the IBM 3340u (F') and

*the 14TT Patty 11 are still only Prototypes,

Some of the problems that must be overcome in nr~ier

to achieve the anticipated conventional recorlini

perform~ance are vetter tracking error, Dositionlr; ar.6

servoini systems developments, They are currently very

P.oorly developed, a very nicjh decree of Accuracy JS

renuired between the Position o f the read/writp ne

and the location of data on tne media stirtace., Also, tr:16

track densities appear very unlikely to exceed 2000~ TI.
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Ill. Zug &URBLE :199M2

"Subble memory, initially touted as a tiniversal

replacement for disk technology Is today recjardea as a

technological flash in the ran," (Pet. 71

The maqnetic-biibnle mem~ory CAS I) is a Solil'-SrAtp

maonetic memory which emoloys shift registers. rhoesp

shift reqisters move magnetic domains which represent Mnav~r

date, The rotating magnetic fields of the O'o1ains are uspl

IL for the binary orientation of the data, Unlike conventionai

semi-conductor memory devices which are Pro-lilced from,

silicon materials, M4M utilizes synthetic crarflet or

amorphous materials,

The ingenious technological discovery of N.P dates

back to 1966 wahen B3ell Laboratory scientists

discoverel that mainetic bubbles couild the used to recorl,

store, and read data by applying and maniplilatinro

exera magnetic forces, The toljlowina features nt trne .*

bubble phenomena airleci its development as Potential merlorv

devices:

(1) Bubbles were stable over a range of the
maonetic bias field (i~e.. stable
storage);

(2) EButbles could be elonated by lowerina
the manetic bias field for further
manipulation, and
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(3) Bubbles could be annihilaLed by raisino

the bias field,

A, CONCEPTS

Bubbles are microscopic magnetic cylinders of

reverse oolarization to that of the thin mQnetc

film substance surroundino the bubbles on a memory entp.

The bubbles are the individual memory cells, only snatlpr,

and hence, more densely packed than conventioAl.

semiconductor memory. The Presence of a nubble inlicates

a logic MlQit of "I" and the absence indicates a loqic diit-

Floure 9 depicts the technique for creatinq Dubbles. The .

bubbles are created in memory cmips made of tw.

layers. The first layer is a nonnagnetic substrate of

gadolinium gallium jarnet about 0.015 inenes thicK. rria

second layer is an extremely thin 3 micrometer terro-
,%.

maonetic sinale crystal of garnet grown on the substrate,

The stnle crystal completely covers a 3 inch diameter

wafer vleldina up to 44, 1/4 square-inch hunole ,e'i'ory

chios. The macinetic film crystal is ,iaqnetized At right

anqles to the surface so that raqnetic equilibrium occtrs.

Wavy interspersed areas of north And South Poles ar'

created in total equal Proportions. hhen an external

magnetic field, or "bias" field as it i5 usually called, is

imposed on the chips, magnetic regions with polarit.

similar to the bias field expand and those reqions of

47t
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reverse Polarity shrink until they form tiny magnetic

cylindrical bubbles, These bubbles are like small islands

in an ocean of oovosite magnetism. In other words, the

Polarity of bubbles can be either north or south Poles, but

are always opposite In polarity to the bias field used jP%

the manufacturing Process,

5. OPFRATIIINS

Fiqure 10 illuistrates the operation of blibble mnemirvL

recording* maintaining and manipulating the hobbles

around laterally throueahout the film Is A delicate

ooeratton, The bubbles are stable within a certaim

intensity range of the bias field created oy two rectanciular

Permanent maonets, one above and One below the cnip to

develop the perpendicular maonetic field wvhicht cenerates

and maintains the bubbles, Above a certain range the nuhcles

collapse and disappear, and below this rance the buiooles

eypand once aqain to form tne wavy, sta'IP an.

oPositely polarized mecinetic regions. A varyini

electromagnetic fiell created by a pair of electromagnetic

or orthogonal coils wound arouni the chia at rifqht analps

tM each other provides a rotatino eloctromaonetic fiftl,1

that moves the bubbles laterally alono a oermallmy traCK

whenever 90 deirees out-of-phase current is tea to tre

two coils, The Permalloy tracks are laid out on tnei

garnet film using Printed-circuit technicues In Chevron,
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T-har, or semicircle Patterns, As the rotatina magnetic

field changes tne instantaneous polarity of the trac<

elementsp the bubbles move around the traCK, The

chanaes In Polarity pull the bubbles through the cnevrom

areas and down the Path, A bubble mioves one stage (line

Chevron, T-oar, or semicircle) along the track for eacr'

degree revolution of the magnetic field. The oubMle strpa 71
is kept In motion by passing "write" and "reali" heeds At

different Points with data beina read as the bubbles mave

full revolution aroiind the tracw,

A MBP! chip must also Contain structures catnahle nf

aenerating, annihilatinq, detecting, and reci~icattrv,

bubbles, With Stich Tecrianisms, the basic functions tor A

memory can be emulated hy the macretic buhble device. rijs

device is the controller.

bubbles are aenerated by a nonmagnetic Conauctor loio,

called the "hairpin", which is inserted between the aarnet

f iln and the soecial "Pickax-shaoed" ne r'n& 1. ov*

Proaeation track element (Cchevron, T-ojar, or semictrrl.'f.

#hen a pulsed current passes through the loop, A inanetic

field opposite to the bias field creates a bubule -nicn

is then passed onto the track 1by the effect of the rotAtiri

magnetic field. ChAngiing bubble direction involves tisintu tne

same "hairpin" and "Pickax" arranciement to croate fiell

polarities which momentarily block bubble movement caused h'V

the rotating electromagnetic field and divert it
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into other propagation tracks. Erasing old bubbles is

accomplished similarly to the method of chargina ouDble

direction except that instead of channelinq a 6ubole to

another storage loop track, a ouoble is removed from the

track, isolated, and erased by another pulse of Prooer

polarity strong enouqh to to cause a buhble to col]iDse.

Bubble detection is either destructive or

nondestructive. In destructive detection, the hu.ule is

detected and read, but is destroyed by the read orncpss

and does not remain in memory storage, In nondestructlv-

detection, the oubble Is detected and replicatld; tne

replication is diverted to a "read" detector *nern tt-ar

bubble is read and then erased, and the orilinal oubnlr-

remains in storage. In the nondestructive read process, t-

replicator basicallv splits a stretched hubtle creater! ov

the "hairpin" and separates the two clones, As tno

rotatino field operates, the two identical bubbles follo"

separate paths, one to remain in Perorv anl the otnr t'v

pass on to the detector and eventual erasure. rne Olhole "

oassinq to the detector is stretched hundreds of ti:,es in"

diameter and passed undter maqnetoresistive materia].

this conductive material has a resistance which varies

with the strenoth of the surrounding maonetic field, ,

small milliampere current is sent through this mkaterial

normally In the chip, When the bubble oasses this

material in the detection device, the resistance of
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the material drops sharply and enouoh current tflowS t f

Produce a pulse announcing the presence of a nuo~le (Ref.

-C. THF ARCHITECTUPF

Tnere are basically two categories of architecture for

m4m: the serial loop system or the major-minor loot, system.

The major-minor loop system has three imolementatton

variations: transfer gate, block replicator transfer 4t'-i

block replicator swap,

Fach of these four architectures uses fuinction oates to

generate* replicate, detect, and erase date and a oair of

detectors to eliminate the effect of toe rntatin2

naqnetic fileld. The serial loop scheme will be mentiome1 l~-

only briefly since it is seldom eninloyed (see Firlure 114).

The serial loop scheme consists of a single serial loon

which forces tne bubble stream to circulate throughout the±

entire looo oetore a bUbk.le can he read or destroyei.

Access times are typically hieqh at around 370 ms, Detection

can be destriuctive or nondestructive.

The first scheme of major-minor loo0 OUbblP memnry

architecture Is the transfer coate system (see FI;ure 11m9),

The transfer late System major-minor loon architectures

are constructed with a major loop which directly connects

to the cenerationp detection, replication,. 31

annihilation devices for reaaini and writing on one Side anl

.1-5I
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to a Parallel series of minor loot. This system has serial

innut, oarallel storage, and serial output. '4nor loops

are connected to alternate nit Dositions along the major

loop which are all enclosed in a transfer gate, unta is

written into the major loop in alternate hits, snifted

around the major loon until the first bit arrives at tne

first minor loop, the second data bit at the second minor

loop and so on until each minor gate entrance holds a bit.

Then the transfer ;ate is pulsed to enter data into storaa..

Old data must be read out serially from each minor lono at

the respective minor loop exit before ne. data hits can

occupy memory previously occupied my old data.

There is no "write-over* Procedure available, Rather,

old data must be destructively read before new data can oe

enteren into the same address. Control circuitry ensures ne."

data is inserted only into the previously vacatea menorv

slot occupied by the old data, When data is only to be read

and not replaced, it must be replicated so that one copy .''

raturns via the malor loop to the minor loop Storage and tre

other cony is read by the detector and then annlnilateo,

As it may he surmised, the transfer qate architecture is

not fast enough for some applications because of the

alternate spacing between minor loops.

-* The second scheme of major-minor loop bubble memory

architecture is the block reolicator transfer system (see

Fiqure 11c), More organizational separation of tunction
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is utilized, resulting in a scheme wnich is twice as fast as

the transfer gate version. The major loop is divided into! .
two write lines at one end of the minor 1oa0 bank and two

output read lines at the other end. The minor loop oanK

is divided Into even-bit and odd-bit storage oanKs Altn

each bank having its own generator and major loop write

line, The oad bank has an extra bubble oosition so th t

Identical data bits are offset from those in the evon oa--k.

Old data is destructively read out the same basic way as

the transfer qate system; however, in this architecture,

auxillary control circuitry times the rotation of minor

loops and the transfer an replicate gates so tnat new

data properly replaces old data, That is, new data is

*written only where old data vacant slots are located. Trip

advantace of having the read and write functions senarate"

is that they have their own dedicated loop connections. AS

soon as a vacant memory spot Is available on a ,inor loo,

new data from the write end of the minor loovs can op

entered into the vacancy. Consequently, there is no need

to wait for outqoinq data to clear the major loon

before the arrival of new data. This is In direct contrast

to the corresoondino actions in the transfer pate scneme,

To simplify data read-out, the control circuitry

collects a bubble from each minor loon at the read enod

of the minor loop banks where the replicator gate for each

such loop is located, The block replicator is then pulsea,
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resulting in the replicated copies being kept in' trie

minor loop storaqe. AS with the transfer qate

architecture, the block replicator architecture emoloys

nondestructive detection for only readinq data.

The third and final major-minor loop bubble momory

architectuire Scheme Is tne swap qate scheme (see FIljure

lid), wmich replaces the bank of transfer cates at the write

end of the minor loop banks with a bank of Swap 98tes. i'~is

bank allows old data to be transferred to write/swap exits

at tle same time new data is available at the SWdn/*rite

entrances to the minor loops. When tne swap iate Is

energized, new and old data merely swap ipldCeso Me'q

data is stored in the minor loops and old data is whiskeo

away b Y the major write lines to be erased Dy the

annihilator. Ihe obvious advantage of this sciieme is tnat

a lot of data does not have to be erased betore new lata is

writter. This architecture also uses nondestructive

detection for only readinq data.

D, 8uI3BLE MATKRIIALS

Certain elements and their alloys (Fe, Co, !'i, r,)

along With other Substances exhibit the well-Known prorverty

of magnetism. This property Permits a material's atoms

to achieve a high degree of alignment despite trie

atoms tendency towards randomization due to some type

Of thermal motion, Materials can be shaped such that their
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direction of magnerization Is along a particular

direction, Several important properties of magnetism are

exhibited when a manetic substance is subjected to An

external field. First, a relative increase in the external

field will cause a relative increase in the substanc'*s "

maqnetic field, Secondly, if a sinale, thin, crvstal.

film of certain maanetic materials is shaved Perupndicnltir

to the axis of the original magnetism, the results are

wavy strips of matter navina alternating directions of

maqnetization ehich are Perpendicular to tne surface

of the film. Thus, it is the como-iration of these two"

properties which suoplies an environment for a P4,.

of the availaole bubble materials, the most conmon -n.1

currently most utilized is a cubic structure aarnet, which

include rare earth (Re), and Iron (Fe), k'ainetic ;arnet

films can easily be tailored to oroduce specific tannetisr

alonn a desired direction, as well as to enable tne

coercivitv to be better controlled, Also, satisfactorv

omeration can he sustained with these oarnets over ..
r...

temperature range extending from room temperattirp or to

70-100 degrees centlgrade, oreover, the Curie temoerature,

which is the tevoeratire at which demaqnetizetion occurs,

is fairly constant, This of course Provides useful buonles.

The size of bubble created can vary from substances for 14*,,

Other films include mexaferrites (such as RaFen),

amorphous materials (such as ReTu alloys), and
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orthoferrites. Nexeterrites are hexagonal, and thereby

have a crystalline anistrophy, which is adeauate for

bubbles, They represent a class of materials with a . ,

hiaher coercivity than qarnets and the capability of

creating smaller bubbles (<,5 um). But, the structire

tends to 1row more raoldly perpendicular to rhe Axts,

tnerehy maKcin good films more difticilt. Altnough, its

velocity is faster than qarnets, its Curle telrerarure is

rore varied. Also, at tnis time, since only small trles

can be created, its uses are uncertain and llmitel.

AmorpnoiS films being amorphous are not simnle-

crvstals-like aarnets. They are less PxnenslVe tna.

other materials, out are too sensitive to variations I:-

temoerature. Also, its velocity Is slower than tht oter oil-

materials. The size of buroles is slinhtly cette[ than

Mexaferrites (.2 to '6 11m), but still nuch less tM"n

garnets.

The orthoferrites were the first materials to no.

utilize for FL;BM. Its maqnetization is mich too low to '

very useful and only laroe bubbles can he createi, in t.n

rn;ae of 50-100 um Ret, 11(e .

F, ADVANTAGFA
"

r
The following are some of the advantages of buohle

memory over conventional semiconductor technologies tRef.
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(1) non-volatility of memory (if there is a power loss
to the bias field generating coils), .

(2) high robust reliability and ability to ensure aata

integrity,

(3) non-mechanical aspects,

(4) ease of Programmability,

(5) simpler interfaces than with disks,

(6) versatile technoloay in terms of architectural
options,

(7) highly Portable without the need of power of refresh
technilues,

(A) high relative yield in malor-minor loop chio
manufacturina which can tolerate a deoree of
defect in manuficturing, an,

(9) more resistant to the effects of electromagnetic
pulse effects (simple maqnetic snields can oe
used to encase devices containing bubble memorv
chips).

F. DISADVANTAGFS

Some of the disadvantaqes include:

(1) high cost of technology,

(2) slower access rate (in the range of 4 to 10 ms),

(3) slow data transfer rates (in the ranne of 40-10n" ;
Kbits/sec),

(4) not too resistant to temperature variations
(typical operatinq ranqe 0 to 55 dearees
in C), and

(5) non-operating storaqe temperature ranninq only from -..
-40 to +100 dearees in C, #

,.. .:,,
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G. BUBBLE PRODUCTS

Almost every major electronics company in the world was

Initially involved with maqnetic bunble research, Either .

the technoloy was too complex or the bubble device did not

hold enough business potential, many development procaras

were abandoned, Thus, It is no wonder that mary companies

drooped M89 altogether. Only Intel remains in te outbie

development field"

Figure 12 comnares some of the existinq vuo fle -

products. The first commercially offered Product was Texas

Instrument's T1 92 Kbit memory module, the lb0203,

in 1978. It employed a major/minor loo architectire

with 157 loops, 13 of which were redunant. IT followe.-

this with three higher capacity tinits which emplnyei -

block revlicate architecture. 30on Rockwell ani Fujitsu

also entered the market with bubble devices of their on,-

Early In 1979 Intel Introduced the first t-Molt devicp

on the market, This device also included all the supoort

comoonents to turn the magnetic buoble device into A

magnetic bubble system, These support elements Inclided a

controller, a formatter/sense amolifter, a coil Dre-Iriver,

a coil driver and a current pulse generator. The

controller interfaces wit the microprocessor system ana

converts microprocessor read/wrlte cOmmandS into tre

necessary control signals to carry out the the selectei

operation within the MBM systems The formatter/sense
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DESIC" SlWVORT POWR-#AIL ERROR
NAIIIFACTURER DEVICE CAPACITY APPROACH CIRCUITS FIOTECTION CORRECTION

TEXAS 1 124 2 Kilt COPNET NONE NOWf No -

INSTRUENTS ..
TID@303 234 NIT COMPONENT ROME NONE No

T125O 256 KIIT COIPOIENT MORE NONE NO 4

TI100 I "IIT CONTROLLER NOE W NO
ONLY

ROCIIELL RiN d 25 Kill CONUIWENT NOW MONE NO
INTERNATIONAL

RIM4tI I MII CONTRO.LER YES NONE No
ONLY

NATIOAL N1M2254 256 KIlT SYSTEM FULL BUILT-IN lES I.
SEMICONDUCTOR

OMi20.l I Milt SYSTEM FILL WILT-INI YES

INTEL 7110 1 RiI SYSTEM FULl. DUIL-IN YES
M TIC 7114 HIlT SYSTEM FULL VUILT-IN YES

ROTOILA MIRM226 26 It SYSTEM FULL OUILT-IN IES

MDM20II I MII SYSTEM FULL WUILY-IN YES

MA I ott SYSTEM FULL WILT-IN ITS

FU.JITSU FM32DA 64 KIlT MILE BUIRE EXTERNAL YESCASSETTE CASSETTE FwR
WAMD SET IO SET SEGUENCE

FDM4JDA 256 KVIT IULC MIm.E EXTEPNAL III
CASSETTE CASSETTE POVE-
BOAPD SET OARD SET SEOU["EE

Figure 12. Comparison of Magnetic Bubble Memory 1983.
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amplifier has several functions, First, it contains two

sense amolitiers for the detection of bubole signals

Produced at the detector output, Second, upon system

initialization it stores the redundant loop infor~ition

In an internal loo register and insures that the sense

amplifiers identify the corr'ect bits At the dotector

Output, Third, this element contains an arror

correction mechanism which improves reliahilJty of input

and output, rhe current-pulse aenerator cause the control

signals to enable the correct current sources for trio-

desired operation. It also inclules a Power-fail circuitry

to preserve the Integrity of the data If power is sq]dr1niv

lost, Finally, the coil driver Produce the high-value

currents to create the required magnetic fielos, Intel was

followed by National Semiconductor with a 25o-Khit device

and it too had all the necessary supoort elements,

Today, the only US company that is still involved in

this fi#%ld Is Intel, Intel has recently announced an

enhancement of its nionly soohisticated oUoble memory

controller (SC), One can support tin to an entire

feqabyte, and the other up to four meqabytes tRef. 9).

H. FU'TURF T?. "'S

Altnough M ?A Panacea has disintegrated, its future is

not as bleak as expected, Today, military applications

provide the major need for MBM, Intel has rocently
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announced a 4-Mbit chip with the capability of storina I

meqatytev and a 4-megabyte capability is In the near

horizon, Figures 13 and 13a depict actual and antici~atel

trends in the chip capacity vs. the year, and the Drice/oit

vs, the year, respectively, In Figure 13, we note that the

proJected chip capacity for 1985 falls short oy 6 -4hirs. Trne

n F&w projection for 10 Mbits is in the 1990 t Iir~e frime. *0

also note that Ficqure 13a illustrates that tre Price ner hit.

nas not decreased as expected, F'or 19AS, the Price is

approximately S.03 per bit, which is S.02 more thadn

projected; however, the trend is for lower costs, w

As the technology orogresses, the cost decreases, tr'e

access time (currently, 9h Mbits/sec) reduces, and capacity

increases, M014 can play a vital role as a supoleen't rn

other technologies, Since numerous Japanese comp~anies

nave taken up where JS companies drorped ntf, t I F

future remains optimistic for this technolojv.

1, SUMMARY

Biiohle memory technolocy, aiLhough it would not b~e

the pAnacea that many nave thought, is suiited for certaim

tasks. Its portability and reliability make It an impa1

candidate for those tasks where the tremendous soeen is

not required, but rather the durable service over a Iono

period of time Is required, Such uses include in contrnl

machinery, in recorded messages, at remote sites, at

-. 16
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Places where minimum maintenance costs are desired, in

instances where vital information cannot be risked, and in

memory cassettes or devices which must be transterre6

over distances,

Military uses of MBJ4 do exist. Intel is devntina ~W

considerable research and development effort in t- m, for

military usage, it has experimented With en-iancinn

templerature variations from 21 to 85 degrees in cernti-rado

for operational uses. moreover, when the cost is reaucei

and tne access time is improved, many industrial uses TAYv

result, Thus, PS14 is still a viable suonlement to other

storage teehfloloqies,
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The development of the magnetic recording has been A

history of Pursuing higher recording density, rhe hiqh ,A

density recording is precisely the anal of vertical

recording, Several research efforts toward the vertical

recordino took olace durina. the late 1950's. Sinre thr.

desired performance had not been achieved, (i.e., tn"

performance of the vertical recording Could not fatch or

exceed the conventional recording), the vertical researc.

was abandoned,

In the early 1970's Professor Iwasaki ant his

Coworkers at Tohoku. University discovered that thP hi'2'

density recording is inhibited by the well-Known effects

of the recordinq demagnetization, This lead to the

renewal of research of a Practical method of vertical

recording. Systematic research on the vertical rocordin,

however, did not start until 1975, and by 19Q3"

aonroxirately 140 reports on vertical recorainer hav

been oresented in the related field. This eiqht-year nerio .

have seen a slow, but steady, elevation of this suhiect t.

the rank of major research on magnetic recordino, his treni

is expected to intensify in the future (Ref, 121,
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A. CONCEPTS, CPERATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS

The concepts and operations of the vertical recordi-ni

are similar to the conventional recording. Tne only

difference is that, tne key to this new metnod lies in

magnetizing the disk surface material at rimht angles, i.e.,

at angles vertical to tne surface. In cnntrast, th"

conventional recording creates magnetized zones alonqn

the surface, with the vertical recording, niaoier

recording densities now san the depth ratner than tne

length of these maqnetized reaions. Conseouentiv, the.

raising of trie recording density no longer 4orsens tnp

demaqnetlzinq effect, In fact, the opposite is true, This

effect is explained In the followina sections. Recause tre

recorded maqnetic zones are vertical to the disk surface,

hiqner densities now squeeze their ralstlin.

dimensions, rather than their length (see Figure 14).

6, THE ARCHITF:CTURE .

Fiqure 15 depicts the vertical head heine utiliei toav

In the vertical recording. It consists of a main nole made

of a thin magnetic film, which Is less than I uM tuciK,

placed vertical to tne disk surface, and an auxiliary Pole

made of a thick ferrite film and located on the other sitie

of the recording medluln, On the tip of the auxiliary oole Is

a coil, which Is Used for reading and writinq. The aan

between the these two magnetic poles is less than 0) ur,
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Robadi1no is Performed as the current in the coil

induces a concentrated magnetic flux on the main Dole.

This flux is shown by dashed lines in Figure 15. In the

writing Process, meanwhile, the magnetic field of tinp

medium magnetizes the main pole and Induces a voltaom in

the coil,

Thils head Is characterized by a strong interaetton

between the' main Dole aind the magnetic layer of tine mfedium.

This operation Is carried out by the concentration ottn

magnetic flux from the main pole into the magnetic lAypr

of the medium. Consequently, only the vertical n~ianetic

field on the tip of the main pole becomes siqnificantly

strong, In addition, as the width of tne vertical fiell

is governed only by the thicKness of the main pole, .A

purely vertical magnetic field Is always apPliel to the

medium remardless of the recording level.

In conjunction With the above vertical head a louhle

layer medium is used, This is done to enhance the readinmi
and writin1 Process tenfold, The maaretic inreraction

Oetween the main Pole ana the magnetic layer of the -i.!diu-

is therefore much enhanced,

C. THiE VERTICAL MED~IUMi

Althougih the same medium materials as in this

conventional recording can he utilized, cobalt chrome

(Co-Cr) film is best suited for this type of recordina. Co-
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Figure 14. Concepts of the Vertical Recording.
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Cr film has a wide range of variations, which are not found

in the other materials, First, Co-Cr film has the largest

vertical anisotropy, Secondly, both Co and Cr are soluble in

a composition where the ferromagnetism may anpear, aKino .

them more controllable with a cohesiveness from 10-2200

Oe. Finally, the Co-Cr film has the distinctive feature

that It Is conposed of closely packed columnar pArtlcl.s.

Ttese particles are physically small enouan ar% -.

sufficiently independent of one another maqnetically to

oermit the ultra-hiah density recording, rhis columnar

structure is not found in other medium materials, rhs,

Co-Cr double layer film Is currently the leadinq candidate

for the vertical recordino medium [Ref. 12],

D. PROPERTIES OF THE VERTICAL PECORUING

In the vertical recording, the adjacent magnetize.,

regions are in anti-parallel states; thus, an attractiv-

force exists between each pair of residual maonetizatioo

reotons, maKing them stable. Therefore, a sn-r , -

,naqnetization transition (that reoion that is sub3ject to

demagnetization) can be obtained even in the hi h-densitov

recording without being affected by the demeqnetization.

There is no limitation due to the demagnetization i;iosei

or on the recording density for the vertical recording ERef.

6.P
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133. This high-density recording can be achieved slmtly by

using a thinner main pole.p: E AT)VANTAGES OF THE VERTICAL. RECORDING

with the Prospects of the vertical recording becoming a •"

reality, there Is a great deal of discussions on the future

of the conventional recording* The vertical recortn-i

offers the following advantages as comparel to the

conventional recording:

(1) greater linear density (the vertical recordinq
has 100,000 flux reversals Per inch, as cofip"r--
to 15,000 flux reversals per inch, for the -
conventional recordino),

(2) greater areal lensity (the vertical recordinq
has 10 to the 10th flux reversals per square inch,
as compared to 165 times 10 to the 6th flux reversals
per souare Inch for the conventional recording],

(3) thicker medium (for vertical recordIna, the mellum
may be thicker than the ones for the conventionat
recordirq, since bits are recorded verticallv to the
medium),

(4) reduced demagnetization (as the lambda gets snorter
for the vertical recording as depicted in Fioure 14,
the adjacent regions are in close, opposed fields,
making demagnetization difficult, whereas in the
conventional recordino, the adlacent regions are still
far apart in onposed fields, makina demaonettzAtton
easy), and

(5) small transition lenoth (it Is so small tnat It is -.
close to zero, for vertical recording).

F. DISADVANTAGES OF THE VERTICAL RECORDING ".'.'.

The future development of the vertical recordino

will require extensive Investigations on new heads 4n4

media. Only by developina new needs and decreasing the
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cost to manufacture media for the vertical recording, can

we fully exploit the successful application of this

technology,

G. FUTURF TRFNDS

Vertical recording is beina developed mainly by an

alliance of Japanese industry and universities, Tn th.is

country, the "aqnetics Research Laboratory at rn.

University of finnesota is soCriously rursiln tne

potentials of this new technology. The Vertimao svstpes

Corporation is the only company in the United $tates

reportedly involved in the vertical recording. The Jamanese,

on the other hand, have a massive effort aon, on In t.

vertical recording. In 1942, the first Internationdl

Symposium on the Vertical Recordinq was sponsored in Jarpan,

Of the 23 papers Presented on this topic, only tnree were oy

US.A. authors and all three were fro," Vertiiq', fon other

20 were oy Japanese authors.

virtually, every well-known Japanese electrnnics

comoany is working on this technolooy, These companies

include: Hitachi, Toshiba, Fujitsu# Nippon tlectric

Company, Sony, 8atSushita, and a number of smaller .

organizations, The announcement of a 3 1/.-incn,

vertically-oriented prototype floopy oisK in 1903,

represents the level of Japanese achievement and dominance

in this field. They anticipate production now,
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Once a medium is available at a mass-production

price and the technology Is well understood, there will

be a rapid movement Into this field by companies tn the

U.S.A.. The rate of development and market penetration~

is likely to be constrained for the near future,
4

oecause of the slow and expensive process to fahricats

the media, the large capital investment for the sputter

system, and requirements for a new tyoe head. It is expecte1'

that the vertical recording m~ay com~plement the cornveritional.

recording for at least the next ten years. "re

vprtical recordinq, as the Japanese have already realizeri,

represents the next level of macnetic recordina teco~nnoln '

for the not-too-distant future,
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A, AN~ INTROOLJCTION

Tn today's society, the expansion of our knowledie has

generated data in ever-increasing volumes and given rise tc

the need for their efficient long-term storage, Storin'

(writina) these data reauire economical, co1~pact, arvi

high-speed mass memory systems* Retrieval (readin., of thiese

data require the random-access Capability to tIe selPcterl

oate.

Over the years, the manufacturers of conventiona

storage devices have been able to increase storace

capAcities to keep pace with the growth in ata stora and

retrieval requirements, However, even more draatic

advances in storage capacity are needed to satisfy, these

newly emerin remouirsments, Althouh, the conventional

recordini has Much room for future qromth, i~e., anutbltn

its capacity every 30 months, it is an evolutionary

developments, rather than dramatic leaps i Increasn

storage capacity,

An attractive new technology to satisfy this hior-

capacity data storage needs may be the optical recnrdin.,

which makes use of a highly focused laser beam, R hesearch

and development of this hihadensity optical data storA.e

go I



actually began over 20 years apo, with the invention of the

laser, The ternm laser is an acronym for light amplification

by stimulated emission of radiation, or a 1i q r. t

amplifier, The process of stimulated emission can oe

described as follows: When atoms, Ions, or molecules

ar~sorb energy, they can emit light spontaneously, As in the

case of an incandescent ldMP, A lioht wave miav oe 4jsec to

stimulate the emission, Thus, the stimulated em~ission is -

the opposite of stimulated absorption, where unexcite-i

matter is stimulated into an excited state oy the liait

wave, It a collection of atoms is prepared so that viore

are Initially excited than unexcited, then an incient

light beam stimulates more emission than absorption, And

there is the net amplification of the incident liciht heA'.

This is the way that the laser AM01ifies ERef. 14].

Like the conventional recordina, tine ontical recordini

encompasses a family of configurations that address tne

many reauirements of data storage users, In the Mot ical

storaoe technology three configurations exist: read only,

write once, and erasable recording, Principles of

L orerations, the architecture, applications, technoloatcal

implications, media types, the capacity, the cost, future

trends and problems of tine optical recordinq 01i1 be

discussed in the following sections.
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S. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATIONS

Figure 16 depicts the write and read operation for

optical recording. First, the process for the write *

ooeration is reviewed, In the write operation, tlie drive ..

focuses a hligh-power laser beam on the underside of the disc

and into the preformed track (pre-embossed diata Dits). Trip

beam passes through the disk substrate (ife.,

polvmethvl-nethacrylate, P.'PA, whicl is an absorbing laver),

and strikes the tnin metal coatino (i.e,, aluminum

reflective layer), and heats the coating. The coatina

conseauently becomes soft. The heat energy is th)en

transferred to the PMMA substrate which qenerates gjases wnri

the substrate has been heated, These cases push up on tne

metal layer to create bubbles, whicn are approxim-ately *

um,' Thus, data is recorded,

The process for reading data is more straightforwArl anvI

simdple, In the read operation, a low-power laser beam

detects the vresence of bubbles by neasurino the chanpH

Intensity of the reflectel liqflt from the disk s-irtace.

Thus, data can be real,

C. THE ARCirIECTURE

Figure 17 illustrates a simple optical isw memory

architecture, It eMD1oYs ttbe laser liaht to write data ty

blirning holes In the medium on a spinninq disk, The laser

7 
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is used both for reading and writings Only the intensity of

the laaer beam is different,

The optical disk architecture works as follows. First,

the laser emits a beam of coherent light that is oroken b• 

a diffraction grating into essentially three narallel oeams.

Two of the three beams are later used for detectin.

trackina errors. The third beam, which Is the strongest of

the three, is the main reading beam. These tnree beans,

moving alonaside each other, are then focusea oy a

collimatinq lens. The oeams then pass througn 8 soect- ii
wollaston Prism or polarizino beam splitter (P6s), Wnict

allows the vertically polarized projection tealts to oDss

directly through, out, separates the reflected liant, The

Projected beam Continues throuoh a quarter ,ave lenot n."

retardation plate, which brings the light back into

focus* This changes the polarization characteristtcs of

the beam which is then directed by a tracking mirror

and finally focused onto the disk by the ooJective

lens, thereby allowing writing or reading to occur,

Tf the Process is to read, on the return trip, thp

reflected light retraces the path to tne retardation olate.

This modifies the polarization, allowing the nrism to-

bend it at right anoles to the projected beam ani Prevent

any type of feedback into the laser, Tnen, the Cylindrical

lens focuses this separate reflected beam, which falls on a ,'
r,.

photo receptor array, which in turn is composed of photo
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Figure 17. The Architecture of an Optical Disk.
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diodes, The function of the phato receptors, #htch

control tracking and focus, is to read directly tne

variation In beam intensity, which encodes the dioital

data on the disk.

The two weaker tracking beams and the primary laser are

focused by tne objective lens on three different soots on .

the disk (see Fiqure 17a). The intensity of the tw'-

reflected tracking beams is compared by separate areas of

the receptor array. Differences between them are

interpreted as tracking errors, which are corrected li.-

the tracking mirror, Un thm other han-i, the tocus Is

controlled by detecting chanqes in the shAne of the nrimary .,,

beam. When the disk Is in focus, the cylindrical lens wiLl

project the reflectel beam as a circle on the array of tnur

photo diodes (see FViure 1ih), 4hen the disk moves closer or .I

further from the objective lens, the prolection hecomes

ellirtical, with more tlqht falling on one aIoynal t of,-.

receptors, This difference is detected as focus error ani a

servo mechanism adjusts the onjective lens [Nef, 151,

D. APPbICATIONS OF U PTICA, R CRrlIt""

Applications for optical recordinq are sitillar t M

those of the conventional recordina. The difference is

that the optical recordinq has greater capacity and lower

cost, However, tne optical recording has a longer access

time, Also, there are other advantAges and disadvantaces,
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which are discussed later. The followina are some

applications of the optical recordinag

(1) archive applications,

(2) reference-file applications,

(3) backup for conventional disk files,

(4) collections of large sets of raw operational
data,

(5) large relatively stable conventional files

previously saved on conventional lisks,

(6) file versions or snapsnots of files,

(7) very hiqh-density storage, 4.

(A) removable media,

(9) lare capacity oer media unit,

(10) oermanent, nonerasable, nonmodifiable Storage,

(11) fast sequential data recordling cavabilirV, .1

(12) fast seqnential data retrieval capability, ''

(13) moderately fast t1iect-access data retriev.
capability,

(14) high level of lata inteority, and

(15) low cost of or-lirp storAce..

Fiaure IR illustrates five snecific applications of the .

ontical recordino [Ref. 16).

E. CUPREINT OPTICAI,-RK:CORDING STATUS

* F'iqure 19 depicts the three cateonries of &ptical

recordinq as well as their capacity, applications, anI

media and drive costs [Ref. 171, Figure i9a illustrates tne
J
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two types of read-only optical data storage disks currently

available, along with their characteristics,

The CD-ROM (compact-disk, read-only-memory) disk can

nlow be manufactured in quantity, and thus* can become A

*medium for the use of large textual databases. Tneir -ise can

Obsolete such references as telephone directories, law

libraries, medical histories, book references, and librarv

catalo,4se Archival database services can sell their Coriplete.

historical data on a fea CD-ROM disks,

Unfortunately, applying compact disk technology to

computers is not as simple as one may think, ime of tt'p

greatest hurdles Is standardizations Although the OAta OM

CO-ROMs is organized in a standard way, a standerfi

hardware interface between the players and personal

computers has Yet to emerge, A hardware interfacae

standard is essential, because audio CD Players are

designed to transfer data serially, while most Pisrsonal

computers use a Parallel scheme for communication lktI

disk drives* Settlinq on a standard hardware interface will

also allow tne creation of the operating system tor CD-Rj'i,

The Small Computer System~s Interface (SCSI) Is one,

thouqm not the only, Proposal for standardization. It .'

Is based on the Shuqgart Associates System Tnterface

(SASY)f which is already used for hard olsks In

personal computers, Other Proposals include the IEPEF-

448 bus and high speed RS-232 serial transfer.
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The following applications are more %uited to Appyitatioln: Siar;.]. cir vvl 4J0

optical storage than to magnetic because: distritting Images p
(Nays and Enjlnoirteci Jrulytql$

Magnetic Disk - S/megabyte too high
- volume of data too large industry: MfiuIjcturil'oO. lflfn'nlet

- Not portable loiograiic maps
Drawings P %

Magnetic Tape -Physical storage space too -Rud map, %

large Weitner maps
-Capacity per reel too low
-No direct access Benefits; - Protect data; track Ltdnge

-Media life too short through time
Distribution

Optical Storage -very high capacity - Cost redutlon

-LOw 1/megabyte
-Direct access APi'. lAlltnh . "

-Portable
-Long media life AppliLation; Office automation - otusrientit

storageAPPLIAIN
-- I Industry: All ,Ingle electranic Copy I

Application: Extremely large quantities of - Electronic file catinel-

digital data electronic mll

Industry: Energy Exploration Benefits: Reduce cost, replace paper

- Seismic data - Increase productivity

- Well Information Efficient decision making

- Satellite data

Benefits: - Protect data; value Increases
through time

- Increase productivity of 
;S j ,

technical staffs
- Efficient decision making;

increase profit k'..).

APPLICIATION Z thu '

Application: Storing and retrieving Images
produced by nuclear and
diagnostic medical equipment

Industry: Medical - Patient information
- Diagnostic procedures

Benefits: - Protect data; X-rays and tests ' .
- New diagnostic methodologies 

- 4,

- Accurate decisions; life saving 1

APPLICAUft I

Application: Storing and distributing large
reference fles
(Books. Periodicals. Catalogs.
Abstracts)

Industry: Libraries - University .'--:.

-Law p

- Retail catalogs

Benefits: - Protect data; case histories,
abstEracts

- Distribution; mail platters

- Increase efficiency .

Figure 18. Five Applications of the Optical Storage.
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Read/Write

Read-Only Write-Once Erasable

Media Type Factory replicated Various thin film Magnelo-opoic: or
plastic disk with metal or organic phase-change thin
embossed surface maleri1alS film materials

Media Capaculy- I hr continuous video
Both Sides 100.000 video frames 2-8 GB Data 1-4 GB Data
30 cm Disk I hr digifal audio'* 20K-100K A4 dcc.

2-8 GO Data

Applications ronsumer entertainment Document sfoiiqe High capacity. low
Ethicalion/lrnining Archival dalabast, cost store for small
Program disf ribif ion (tape replacemenf) systemns
Database distribution On-fine mass storage
Videogame ROM (luke-box I

Media Cost Mt $2-10/438 $10-SO/G38 $10-50/438

Orave cost $I 0.5-5K $5-20K $5-20K

'12 cm disk. 1 side -

Figure 19. Classification of Optical Data Storage
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1. Digital-Audio Disk (DAD. 1983)

120 mm Diameter Disk - 1 Hr. Play

Sony / Philips Format Standardization

... First High Volume Product for Optical
Technology

... BER < 10

2. Digital-Data Disk (CD-ROM. 1984)

... Based on Digital Audio Disk Technology ,4
550 MB Disk Capacity

Sony / Philips Format Standardization

Playback Unit Price $1500.00

... Access Time < 3s, BER 10

... Extendable to Low-End Read/Write

VV
Systems

Figure 19a. Two Types of Read-Only Optical Data Storage.
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Floure 19b illustrates the current write-once optical

data storaoe products, alona with their characteristics an1

the companies who manufacture them, In January of 1.4;,

Optotech, Inc., of Colorado, will Introduce .UPA (writ,'

once, read mostly memory), for personal coinputers. Thp

ahility to write data on the disk once more *it'9i tr'

computer is the difference oetween WORM and CD-R,-i. Thus,

once data has been written, the device necomes i rea-or v

device, These devices are clrrentlv under develooent, anl

are to be introduced in the near futire into tnf'

marketplace.

w1P.Rl will ke used for internal databases such as end-

of-year financial data, inventories, customer lists,

Parts lists and other laroe collections ot iata-

developed within a personal computer. 're ootnter-

5984 is the WORM drive desiqned to interface to tne

oersonal computers, Its oouble-silded 4n0-neraovto nis<

offers 800 meQabytes of on-line storage. 'he cost of .

when volume production begins is About the same as A 41-

meqahyte wnchester drive, representinq a five-fold uecrel .s

in tte cost per stored bit ot data (aoproximately, . ner .-

meqabvte) (Ret. 191,

This write-once data storaqe disk is approximately on."

and one-half years ahead of the multiple-write optical datq

storaoe disk. Recently, Verbatim Inc. of Sunnyvale,

California, announced the successful completion of the first

93 .'
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of three development phases of a multiole-wrlte

optical data storage disk, The development of

acceptable media could lead to relatively rapid

introduction of this type disk, The anticiPated

introduction date is early 19R7. The major candidate is

maoneto-optic recording, which is discussed In tne next

chapter,

F. 14ATFRIAL RFQUIREMENTS

The design and fabrication of optical data storaoe medlA

are seen as the most critical factors in determining the

ultimate usefulness of high-density ortic1l ata

storaae. For data-processina applications, this tact

reflects the current status of all three rnedi-.

classification, althoUgh to different oeqrees,

This optical media must deal not only with the aeneric

issues of high-density media characteristics such as media

resolution, noise, microdefect and intearitv, but must

also meet some basic requirements of material pronerties

that are unique to optical data storaae, such as 0oo4

reading and writinq capabilities, and an acceotaole lati

rate. Finally, of major importance, there are media lifettm

and ak rcation cost.

Glass was the first substrate that could he Prepare

with a quality of good surface, Mioh stability anl lom L4E

(hit-error-rate). However, tris quality was overshadoweIj n'
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COMPANY DISK DISK DATA ACCESS SYSTEM
CAP.* PRICE RATE TIME PRICE

STC 4 GB S140 3MB/s 85 ms Si130K

HITACHI 1.3 GB S300 0.44 MB/s 250 ms SlODO/mo. ~

NEC/3M 1.3 GB S250 0.8 MB/s 450 ms S13,500

0 PT I EM 1 GS S100' 0.63 M1B/s 150 ms S600"-

Per Side

OEM Quantity

Figure 19b. Current Write-once Optical Data storage Products.
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its cost, bulk, and fragility. Glass is an excellent

candidate for archivability,

Polymers, on the other hand# low surface quality lue

to the molded surfacefs design. Therefore, a careful desian

and process control are needed to achieve goom surtasec___

Quality* The ability to directly pattern the surface witm

positional reference lata as welito Provide low cost ani

Milgh stability, Present significant motivation to 'Ievelon'

the required fabrication technique and control. The mass

prodiiction is already underway.

The aluminum disk Substrate used in tircnester IrIves

represents an Intermediate cost alternative to rilass

and Polymeric substrates, while offerinq exrellert

dimensional and chemical stability* Rowever, A sp'in

coated surface layer mnust be used to achieve aood surtaco!

nuality. Also, the format and Positional referonce dAtA

must be "burned in" after the disK tabrirition, whicn is a

time consuming and potentially costly procedure. Alurn~iiu

alloys are the best candidates for hiqn Dsrtnrmance

(Ret. 201,

rtirrently, the tellurium-based alloy avreers to ofter

the best combination of aforementioned oroperties, %mhile

Includinc sensitivity adequate to meet tne necessary

requirementse Chen et al, (Ref. 212 have reporte's a 2!)%

Improvement In wrltinq sensitivity for tellurium-ossel

Cre) materials relative to polymers, Te-based alloys are low
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melting materials, that are easily sublim~able, decomoosable

or vaporized by the laser heat, Also, the Te alloys has ~

adequate archivability (over 10 years), tiowever, Ine to the

high cos~t  of farctdTealyfl (sputtrina is

emlydadthe nature ofispoete,(~, tmust

be handed very carefully, since It Is poisonous), nrmlvmers

are o bethe eadio cadidaes fr opicalrecordtf

nedia.

G. FF:ATURF.S AND RENFFITS OF OPTICAL. RECORDING

Ficxure 20 illustrates features And temetitS for

optical data storage recording (Ref. 5), A verv Imoortant

feature not depicted is that the media In ootlcal recordina

is encapsulatedl that is to say, it Is protected fro!n,

c-ntaminatiom, The main function of encapsulation is tn

keep particulate matter away from the Plane of focus a3t

the Information storace layer in order to minimize its

effect on reading quality, Particularly REP A' Scnn-1

futnction Is to shield the utoraae layer f ro7,

Potentially corrosive materials, such as water vapor In trne -~

slirrounding of the disk, A third function is to Drotect it,

from user abuse, whetner the abuse Is Intentional or not.

li, Lrml~TION

The total data storage density (the areal density) is

the product of the lineal data density along the recorded

*track and the track density In the radial direction,
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Optical recording has the followinf Inherent limitations:

lineal density - 300K bits per Inch (BPI), track density -

24K tracks Per inch (TPI), and hence areal density of *

10 to the 8th track revolutions per square inch (TRPT).

the lineal density Is limite Dy the readout or

Playback step of the ootical recordinq, since the flntte

resolution of the reao bean results in raoidly livlnisninao

playback siqnal amplitude. In order to accomplish tre

above lineal density, the demands on disk flatness ani

focus servo performance can indeed be very challenqini. The

track density is limited oy the finite diameter of tro read.

beam, ahlch results In an increased crosstalk bitnal

(external noises) from the adjacent tracks as tie trac.

separation is reduced (Ref. 22].

1. FU T1RE TIN0-6

The trends in the optical recording are three. The first

trend is to improve the areal density. ,nhs can ho

achieved by the development of an enhanced servo

control system. This is essentiml, since a hjoh db.,ree

of accuracy is reautred between tne position ot t.ne nead ani

the location of the data on the media surface.

The second trend is to Improve the data transfer rate.

This can be accomplished by the use of inteqrate, arrays of

lasers. The multiple, Independently modulated output beams

of the array are focused within the field of view of a
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Features Benefits 1
increased on-line capacity for optical - Lower cost per on-line MB
designed applications - Justifies keeping must larger amounts of

data on-line .

- Have files on-line ror applications which

have a hiqh payback but which are not now
computerized%

RemovabII Ity Lower cost per off-line MB of media storage I
Store date that is presently not Machine 44
N o staging

- portability of large amount of date from
on-line to off-line and vice versa

- Remote distribution of large flies

- Long Media Life - Reduced handling and exercising costs

- Fewer media errors in stored daca i
Random Access - Because of density and removability. now

able to access randomly files that were
cost prohibitive on magnetic disk

- Improved information retrieval

Won-alterable - Protection of permanent data; no chance of
accidental oeasure or change

volumetric Efficiency (N111 per physical R educed Physical storage costs - 931
cu. in.)

-Media - Rduced Number of mounts at least 40:1 -

-Drive Reduced loor space per on-line NO for drives

- Hardware .
IN3M/SEC Data Transfer Rate - Faster throughput I.

-Outboard Indexing - Improved channel utilization

T rack buffer - improved channel utilization
IS Me PS misse

-One control module per drive - No control modulo sharing
- Faster throughput -

R AS
- Better data integrity

-Error checking when data written a -

-Error checking when data read - Better data integrity

- optical heads positioned a thousand times - Me head crashes%
higher than magnetic heads - Me head wear

- Me media wear

-Error logging of soft errors - Know when to copy Platters for data integrity

%,

Figure 20. Features and Benefits of Optical Storage.

!6
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single objective lons, and the data are recorded and "

retrieved In parallel from several adjacent tracKs at

the same time, The use of the laser array snould permit ,

an extremely hiqh data rate (> 10 MR/s) to be achieved-

without placing excessive demands either on disk rotation

velocity (and therefore servo oerformance) or on the outnut

power levels of each individual laser within the array.

The third trend is to increase the siqnal-to-noise-rAtin

(SNR). This can be accomplished by increasino thie remm nea--

power proportionally to the critical threshold power that

nrV damaoe the tracK, This increase in the readl PomT

results each time that the data rate Is increasen.

Increasing the data rates requires a corresoonding increase.

in the read beam to maintain SNr,, Tnis can o"

accomplished by utilization of more suitable storaae medium,

(Ref. 22]. %* %° %'

Figtire 21 depicts the future trends for the notical

recordinq, and includes hard and soft maqnetic disw storaop

technoloqy for comparisons, For each technoloay, there are

two colunns of data. The left column ot fioures represenvs -

the maximilm, while the rignt column of figures Js the

mn nimu, .; -.

J. THF SUMMAPY

The prospects of the optical data storaqe have continued

to strengthen and grow durina the past few years , as

100 ,
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significant develooments occurred in almost every facet of

this technology, OvtIcal storaoe has received a trem~endous

impetus from the introduction of the Sony CD, digital, audio

disk Ths cnsuer Iem ot nlyhascreated a broal1

accetanc of pticl dsk dvice# bu# bin a hion volime

high-capacity on-line storage for databases* R~eal4-only an'i

write-once technologies, which are largely complfeentary tn

the existing conventional storage, are already emerginq inte)

tie marketplace, Tne erasable disk technolooy systemis

continue to demonstrate progress, and may one day op an

alternative to conventional toaqmetic recording devices.

*10



Hard Mag Disk Soft Mag Disk Optical Disk
% *Jf

*Data Transfer 100 24 100 24 100 24
Rate (MBit/Sec)%

RPM 19000 4700 9500 2400 9700 2400

TPI 31000 1200 1500 750 38000 38000

Platters 4 4 1 1 1 1

Access Time (ins) 7 15 20 40 15 30

Capacity (GBits) 5 2 1 .5 15 12

Removable No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cost 24 4 5 1 30 12

5 1/4 - INCH DISK

Figure 21. Future Trends of Optical Disks vs. Magnetic Disks.

. it
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A, ANl INTRODUJCTION

The main developmental thrust in multiple-write

date storage (i~e,, erasable obtical data storage) is the

magneto-optic recording (409), As its name implies, trne

L
macneto-optic Tecordinq is a Combination of conventional
magnetic and optical technologies, This recording nAs been-

around for over fifteen years; but due to umsultanle

media, it has remained dormant until recently. however,

tne introduction of newer, rare-earth transition m"etal

S. (RE-TM) films, which possess vertical anisotropy (ana nence,

the maonetic domains are normal to the film plane), mas

placed the mauneto-optic recording research and ieveloptnent

Into the forefront.

The mr process Is hased on two hell-known physical

phenomena, the Curie effect and the FAraday ettect.

The Curie effect involves raisinq the macinetic material to

a soecific temperature, where the material is -nost

susceptible to magnetic cmange (ioe., It Is deiiaqnetizefl.

The Faraday effect Is the cY'anre of rotation of oclarizel

light as the lioht passes through a maonetized medium, The

light can rotate left or riahtp according to tne filrection S

of magnetization# In effect, when the light Is reflected

103.
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from a maqnetic surface Its polarization is Chamqed to

reflect the maonetization of the surface.

MOR has advanced to a stage where it has created a

surge of enthusiasm. This chapter Includes its principlei

Of operation, Its architeeture, and Its teCnnoluOical

implications, which include media, features, benefits,

limitations, arid future expectations,

B. BASIC OPERATIONS

The recording rrocess in magneto-optic filmts requires

the simujltaneous application of a bias (externally applied)

magnetic field ti be directed oppositely to the initial

* ~film magnetization, tocether wihalclzdneat ue

to be supplied by the focussed recording laser nean.,

Floure 22 Shows schematically how MOR works Eket. 231. A --

beam of light from a laser is focussed onto the surface ot

the Perpendicularly thin film causifiP the film to

Increase in temperature, to the Curio point, in trip Area of

the laser beam, The localized Increase in termoertatre c.~useq;

a localized decrease In coercivity, thereby allowing tne .

bias field, which is applied antiparallel to the orininal

mngnetization direction, to reverse the directiein nof tne

magnetization in the Meated reoion. nn cooling# tne reverse

magnetized domain persists, Thus, the writing occurs,

The same maqnetic head Is usmed both for the writinas 4nd

the reading. The reading Is accomplished with a lower P'ower
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FOCUSED
LASER BEAM >

II/ MAGNETIC \ '/,

1 ,14 ~g.MAGNETIC-
r+tFILM itll.

~MAGNET-

(in) A focus-sed tnWn heemn ruises Ilia bedn

je*ffp~lUft of thot mediumn go th.il th" riep~d
mIJk'IC l~Is #ileh to wit@ a #Ovefc4lCI domaln.

(thl the dnivinin is evanctl by tlia samn piowmn-,% now

nkded by an oppositely -directed moonct'c field.

Figure 22. The Magneto-Optical Recording Basic Operations.
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laser beam utilizing the Kerr effect. The Kerr effect

results In a small rotation and some ellipticitv heino

introduced into the reflected component of tne read team,

Thus, when liqht is directed to a maqnetizea surface, the

oolarity of the light beam changes sliohtlv, Upon ein..

reflected hack, the light whose polarity has changea due to

the effect of the magnetization of the maqnetizeu arpa,

rotates sliohtly, This rotation Is nearly unletecte, fro"

,05 to .3 of a sinale degree, but it is eno'iqn to op reAd ov

an optical device.

The erasure Process is essentially equivalent to that of

the 'ritino process, except that the direction of tne

externally applied bias field is reversed. Diie to

speeo limitations on switching (I,e,, changing rirectio%

of the current) the relatively large magnetic tield, one

revolution is used to erase the sector (i.e., smt rnP-

rmaqnetization to the zero direction) and i secmn,

revolution is used to write the ones on the disk,

C. MA'rIA, REOUTREOENTS

Amorohous, rare-earth, transition-metal (RE-") thin

films are the most widely used media for vCR. o(IF

storaQe techniques in these amorphous PE-TH films have tne-

advantages of hiqh-bit density and contactless mrite,

read, and erasure operations, Hiqh-bit density is

accomplished via the storage of data in a sequonce of *
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maqnetic domains, while writing and erasure is performed bV

a local temperature rise In conjunction with a low external

magnetic field, Although Such materials are erasable an"

rewritable, they can still achieve recordinM densities

comparable to those of write-once optical disks. Tnose

materials are ferrimagnetic in behavior, that is, the

magnetization Persists even when the applied field is

reduced to zero (i.e., it Possesses a spontaneous nAgnetic

moment), In gadolinium-cobalt (GdCO), GeFe, ani terniu..

iron (TbFe), for instance, the magnetic moment ot the i
rare-earth atoms (Gd or rb) aligns antiparallel to tr-

maqnetic moment of the transition metal (Co or Fe). Since

the temperature dependence of the two rare-earth .r.

transition-metal magnetizations are different, it is

Possible to produce alloys which exhibit a temperature

ihere the rare-earth and the transition-metal

magnetizations are equal and opposite so that tVe let

magnetization goes to zero (Pet. 24],

These RE-Tm materials are also quite stable aaAtnst

aeplied fields and at moderate temperatures, They have

nigh cohesivity, and they can be used for drchivai storage,

although more testing is necessary to ensure yreatfr-

than-five-year archival storage,

There are various combinations of HE-Tm elements

suitable for MOR. Gadolinium-cobalt films were stuaied

early on for this application but Imamura determined that
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it was easier to stabilize maqnetiC domains in GdTbre ,

(Gadolinium Terbium Iron) films E251, This markeol the

beginning of the use of ternary alloys in order tn

optimize the magnetic and magneto-optical Properties,.t 4

GdTbFe films have remained the most popular flms for mJF,.

Ttse advantaqes of GdTbFe films are that they are amorphous,

terrimmqnetic, have cood Kerr rotation, arnd mnderatp

Curie temperature, Thus, RE-TM films nave the vertnrmanco-

and stability requirel for MCR

There are also other classifications of films wlricti are,

although suitable, not entirely optimum for tflR,

1hese are the PolycrYstalline films, of which Coke Is ~

the most common. These films have higher conesivitv

tman the RE-TM films as well as better SSR (35 decibels-
.r. W%

a decibel, dS, is a unit for measuricq the relative liudness

of sounds, from a ranqe of 1 to 130, for Core as compared to

45 dP for GITbFe - The optical media storae guidplines is

45 dS), This results In lower 6FR. But these films nave many *, *

problems of which stability is the major, Due to trieir

intrinsic properties, these media are relatively

unstable,

V. FEATUPES AND BENEFITS OF MDR

The MOP technology is an attempt to abstract from the4

conventional recording the experience and Know-how anti

from the optical recording the high-denaity capacity and Low



coste The followinq are some of the major features and

Denefits of MOR:

(1) as media RE-TM alloy are the leadina candidates,

'or . C2) multilayer interference coatings are important .-
r.[' '"  ~to achievinq adequate SNR, '.'

(3) the cyclability Is good, qreater than 10 to tme

(4) the data retention Is good,.i.-

(5) the drive tecnnoloqy Is In place today,

(6) an overwrite requires a sequential erasure,
followed by a re-write,

(7) the stability of the RE-TM films is adequate,

(R) it has the similar oerformance of the opticail1
recorlino and the erasability ot the
conventional recordinq,

(9) it has removable/portable caoabilitv, and

(10) the nondestructive readout Is achieved ov the Kerr effect.

Floures 23 illustrates three of the major companies

who are developinq 4UR products, alono with its salient

c.naractertstics. AlthOuah IBM is not included in Figure 23,

it has recently joined the nuest in the development o!

maoneto-optic disks, The leading contenders are currently

Sharp/Verbatim, 3M, and matsushita [Fef, 201.

K; LI!4JTATIOPJS

gyperlments have shown that the performance of the

maqneto-optic recordinq media is crrently limited bv

system parameters, such as laser wavelenqtn, and tne
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SHARP 3 M MATSUSHITA-

READ/WRITE
WAVELENGTH 78ONM 820NM 830NM%

Le~

MEDIA GoIBDYFE -GDTsFEGE

QUADRILAYER QUADRILAYER BILAYER

D ISK
ROTATION
RATE 900 RPM 1860 RPM 1800 RPM

DATA RATE 4 MB/S 16 MB/S 4 MB/S

RECORD POWER 4 .8 MW 10 MW 9 MW

.'.' .=-

READ POWER 1.8 MW 1.5-3 MW 1.8 MWN

PLAYBACK CrIR -.-

(30 K H Z 40 DB 50 DB 49 DB

No. OF CYCLES >-0

Figure 23. Performance Characteristics of iagneto-Optic Media. a

U.

READ/WR TE ,,,.....,,

MED A Go B~y E - DTBF GE .- .

ROTAT ION .-..
RATE 00110 180RP180 P

-" PL YBACK CNR ,-... .



numerical aperature (size of the openinq) of the focus

lens. Since the size of the pits on the melia is

determined by the division of the wavelenotm ov the

numerical aperature and the multiplication of a constant

(.56), the best that can be achieved is a wavelennth of P2_

nanometers, and a numerical aperature of micrometers to I

micrometers, Hence, ootimum values are not utilizea [Pef.

231.

moreover, since the size of the pits, ,ich is Mre

primary factor that determines the oit lersity alonn the

track, is Iimited, the density cipacity, nIc is

enuivalent to write-once optical density capacitv is also

limited, The other orimary factor that determines the

bit density is the ni)mber of bits per recorded mit, re

total disk capacity of an optical disk depends on the numner

of bits that can he stored on a sinole revolution (trncl.) of

the disk and the total number of revolutions (trac' S). rhe

malor factors that determine the total numter ot tracks ar.

the size of the disk and the track-to-tracK spacing, wnl1 C ,*

must te sifficient to reduce crosstalk oetween te traCKs

to an accaptable level, since SNP does limit lArqe nit

lengths

1 ens t . ,. 4..
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F. UTURE TRENDS AND POTENTIAL PROBLFMS

The futulre trend of the maqneto-ontic recordini is to

increase the areal density, which is similar to write-once

and read-only technologies, and ennance SNIk, Rot'cnild,

president of the Rothchild Consultants Research Firm., claims

that SNR can be easily enhanced by utilizino error

detection procedures similar to tormattino a hard disk.

Hlence, hiqh error rates, due to lom SW car te elimninatecl.

most of the technical difficulties erncounteret witn the

MOR technology reside at the media level, A process usel

to create loo volumes of disKs in tne laboratory under

ideal circumstances is not easily adarten for Mass

Production of thousands of disks oer hour. Vrohablv, the

two major difficulties in mass nroduction is controllina tr-

thickness of the recordino layer and quaranteerin tne

integrity of the written data for a minimum of 10 years.

Therefore, a better amorphous suostrate saterial is

required. Until the introduction of a better nelin, tr-.

only way of ensurinq data intearitv that once dAtil IS

recorded is to protect the layer from oxidizinq, "oreover,

a question to oonder is the importance of a oreater than I'.

year Arcnivebility fRef. 26],

1.'2
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Floure 24 depicts the MOP status, Fiqure 24a illustrates

aDplications for this technology In Comparisons with other

technologies. 
.

aineto-optic drives will be used in a larqe

variety of applications, from memories for smll

portable computers to mainframes with larae on-ltr,.

datahases, Some Possible uses include:

(1) an Inexoensive replacement for mainfrare
peripherals (I to 2 Gayte),

(2) an archival back-up for those peripherals,

(3) a replacement for small wincnester
drives (.05 to ,3 Gbyte),

(4) an archival tack-up for Winchester or for
maineto-ontic drives, and

(5) an on-line mass storape system that combines
removability witn random-Access an""
terabyte caoacity.

G. SUMMARY

Maqnetic-optical memory products are expecte4 to he

introduced Into the marketolace in 198o. *Nen this

does happen, the MmF technoloiy will have an enorrpous

lmpact on the desian of future diqital data storao"'

systems, especially Personal computers.

magneto-optic drives will combine lrqe storaqe d.nsitv,

low cost, random access and erasability with removanilitv.

Removability Is particularly important because it will

enable a drive to be used with any medium, whether it be

erasable, nor-erasable or read-only. It is very likely that
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CopniNlcdia Deniv Data Rate CNR R/W Powt

CANON Oct bl'eCo - 43 7/2

DAICEL Cd lbFe - so 5/1

MEl (]dTbi:e(;e (P)(PNI) 250 0.3 49 9/1-3

NIIK GdTbCo WH)O) 0.73 40-43 10/1

WION TbfI'e/GdJfeCu f(;) - 1.25/0.3 48/55 8.7/2.7

OLYMPrtS/KDI) Gd rbre' (P) (PM) 250 0.3 43 7/1.1

*PIIIIAI'S Gd'fle 258 0.125 44 8/1

IlICUII TbFeCo 45

SIIARP Od'rbI)yIe (1')(0) 1410 0.50 so 5/(

SONY/KOI TbrcCo (P)(PN) 320 0.25 32 7/1

3M RU.N1r 300 2.o >50 12/3

XEROX Rl*- MI (A) - 1.25 36 1/1

P. - Pegroove- Ptn-I'MNIA: (J-OIla s: A-Alufumin SulistraiLs* .

Figaure 24. The Magneto-Optic Status.
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Figure 24a. Aipplications for Magneto-Optical
Storage in Comparison with Existing

Magnetic Systems.
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AOR drives will be multifunctional, thereby allowing

software to be sold on read-only disks, baCk-UP to .-

performed on either erasable or non-erasable lises, an.

erasable disks to oe used on-line for system functtons.

Inexpensive MOR drives are now practical tecause of

advances in amorphous RE-T9 filis,"

r
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Two other recording technologies which are not as

prevalent as conventional and optical recordin

technologies are the kA , (random-access memory) and t.,.

Bernoulli cartridge, rhese technologies, especially c , 6o-

not have the hiah-capacity potential and Jos cost of tne

conventional and optical recording. iowever, they do five

other superior characteristics. This chapter irtroluces

jthese two technologies and their operation, cnaracteristics

and useds.

A. RAM

In early computer systems, memory technolony was vprv "-"

limited In speed and hioh in cost. Since the 197Us, rhe

advent of hiqh-boeed random-access memory (kAM) cnis nas

significantly reduced the cost of computer main (,errnrv

by more than two orders of magnitude. Chips no larer '

than 1/4 inch square contain all of the esient Al

electronics to store hundreds of thousands of pits of dAtA

or Instructions,.6

Although the RAM acronym indicates the random-access

capability, it Is actually a misnomer, since al-,3st ..0

all semlconductor memories except for a few special tyoes

can be randomly accessed, A more aporopriate rnamp for

117 i
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this memory would be a read/write RAM to Indicate that

" data can be written into the memory as well as be reaO

out of it randomly,

There are two basic tyoes of RAMS, static ann.

dynamic, the differences are significant. The k4Am tyne

refers to the structure of tne actual storaue circuit usel

to hold each data hit witnii the eMory chip, A lyna.ic

memory uses a storaoe cell based on a transistor Arl

capacitor coirbination, in ohich t.e data is reorespte1.

hv a charqe stored on each ot the capacitors in tnp

enemory array, The memory qets the name dynamic tro.n.

the fact that the caoacitors are imperfect and will lnse

their charoe unless the charce is repeatemly rerlen sne.

(refreshed) on a regular basis (usually every 2 ms). If '

refreshed, the data will remain until intentionally chanqe,.

or the power to the memory is shut off, they reiuir.

supolementary circuits to do the refreshinq and to assire

that conflicts do not occur between refreshinq And normal

read/write overations* Althouqh they do have to contend ,Ith,

these extra supplementary circuics, dynamic NA4s still.

require fewer on-chip components oer bit than do Static

HAmS, which do not require refreshinq. Since dynamtc kv,.

r do require fewer components, it is Possibie for tnf,, t,

achieve hiqher densities than static RhMS, These nigher

densities also lead to lower costs per bit. Static RAAS, in

contrast, dO not use a charqe-storaqe techniquel instead,
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they use either four or six transistors to form a flip-flon

for each storaqe cell. Once the data is loaded into tre

flip-flop storage elements, it will indefinitely hold this

data until it is purposely changed or the Power is shut

off. Static RAMs are easier to design. Tney compete well in "

anolications where the memory requirement is not too irpat,

since the cost of the smaller memory is not overwhelmin,,..

There is another trade-off to be made with rancior.-accms- -
UD.-.,..

memories. In addition to the Choice of dynamic vs. stdri --

tves, there is the choice of mfl5 (Metal nXido%

semiconductor), and orolar chips, Fipolar levicps

are faster, and Provide better Performarce, hut mave

not yet achieved the hiqher densities and nercp tne lower

cost of OS, as well as its lower power consumption.

In order for the RAm technoloay to be viabip as an

alternative to on-line hian capacity media stora.ne, tolls

technolony must have the caoanility of nioh canacity. In-

terms of capacity, since the early 1970s, when a dh"

density of 1I (K024 bits) per chip were int rc ".e.e-ri

Improvements in semiconductor processino an.1 circuits

desion nave made Practical an increase in density. rhis

increase went to 4K bits on a chip to tbK bits, and in qg', "

to 64K bits, Limited production of dynamic PA.4s 25bK hits

began in 1903.
.. ,, %

. -... -
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Samples of dynamic and static RAM devico.s and prices are

as follows (Pef, 271:

(1) Fairchild has introduced a 45 ns MOS 64K X t-bit
static RAM for $ 90,00;

(2) Intograted Device Technology states that its
64K x 4-bit static RAM will deliver access times
on the order of 45 ns and cost less than S l00O.O;

(3) Hitachi states that its 25 ns !fl5 64K x 1-bit
static RAO Is the fastest Avallah~e and will
cost S 6P,50 (in oulks of 10,0OO);

(4) -lectronic Desiins' 16K x 4-bit MOS static '.-

has an access time ot 55 ns and costs
S245,00 (in bulks of iO0)-

(5) loshiba intends to market its 45 ns,
64K x 1-bit mos static RAm in Nov 1q85
for S 30,00 each;

(6) Toshiba and Vitelic are both introducing
I M x 1-bit 40S dynamic RAA at the end of
tnis year, These devices employ geometries
of less than 2 microns to attain access times
less than 100 ns,

B, RAM CHARACTE'ISTICS

Some of the characteristics of 4OS-hased RAO are:

(1) Consumes little Power;

(2) Does not usually require back-up;

(3) Very fast, with access speeds below 100 ns;

(4) Ideal for systems that write A lot, but stores
little;

(5) Very expensive.

(6) Areal density is 10 to the 4th hits Per square inch
for 64K bit RAM, and

(7) 256K bit density, ilth 1)4 bit density in the wings, : *,
A new type of RAM that is gradually makino its mark on
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the market Is the nonvolatile RAM. Nonvolatile memories are

a most interestinp and active segment of memory

technology. These devices retain their contents even when

the system loses power. This type of nonvolatile RAO is

actually nothing more than the combination of tne
4

flexibility ot the RAM with the permanence of the Rnh (rea- '

only memory), when power is removed. The result Is that for

every stored bit there are two memory cells, one of 'v1ric" ."..

is volatile and the other nonvolatile. Durina normal systP.-

operation, the nonvolatile RA4 uses the volatile -eorv

array, but when it receives a special store 3iqnal, Ma a

held in the RAM area is transferred into the nonvilatile

section. Thus, the RAMG section provides unliiiited real

and write operations, while the nonvolatile section

provides back-up when power is removed. The drawoAcks t-

this almost ideal memory element are twofold, First, It

wears out. That is, the electrical process used to.store

data in the nonvolatile array causes a steddy deterioration

In the ability ot the memory to retain data for A'
guaranteed period of t1,e. Currently, Availaole ---

capabilities ranoe from about 10,000 to over 1,^0^,Oo wrtte

cycles, but many times that numoer are needed for

general purpose use. Second, nonvolatile RA. s have only

S-r. '-.-
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reached 4K bits, with smaller amounts already findinn their

way onto single-chip microcomputers (Ref, 29],

C. SVMMARY OF RAm TECHNOLOGY

The possibilities of RAM technoloqy of reolacina

spinning media is remote, although the microprocessor Chin

technology continues to improve, Production of 256K cnips

is revving up earlier this year, ant the 512K chio is

already a step-child of the much heraldel meqaolt cnip,

which Is beinq introduced now,

Aiqht now, although large semiconductor electronic

memories are available, the cost Is oronibitive. Tntel's

FAST 3825, a 12 m8 to 144 MB RAM disk system, which iS mVep

up of 64K chips, is priced in the S 100,000.00 range [Ret,

28], In the foreseeahle future It seems that electronic
L

memories are not close to the cost Der megaovte offered

by the spinning technoloqies, For example, utilizinq the

hiOhest density available today (256K),to put together a

I0 wS memory with 25bK RA,4s, It will eventually get bon to

anout $ 5,0 per chip and a total of 320 chips will be

needed at a cost of S 1600.00 for the chips and another S

1nnO.nO to Put them all together. A total of S 200,00 as

comoared to S 350.00-6450.00 for a In '404 WiOchester Iisk.

However, if the density is not Important, the cost is of no

concern, and the speed is of utmost important, volatile KA'"

is the best alternative,
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D, BERNOILLI CARTRIDGE

rn 1981, three IB employees left Big Flue to start
t

their own comOany in Utah, the Iomega Corporation, to

manufacture what they believed to be the Ideal rass

storaoe system disk, the Bernoulli disk. Tne Fernnulli

disk has the test attributes of floppy disks and naru MiSkS

witnout their shortcomings* Floppy disks, for exanple, - .

trade low storaqe density and lnnq access ti.les tor -

L
portability, ease of backup, and loi cost. harl isxs, on

the other hand, trade sensitivity to dirt and ShoCK for an-

increase in storage capability and speed.

The Iomega ('orporation's Bernoulli disk, tne AlPha 1(),

is an eiaht inch, cartridqe-loaded flopny disk that holds I"

megabytes. The mannetic medium is only a three mil tnlck,
* V-.

mylar floppy disk, unlike a normal flopry, the Alpha if)

disk is housed fI a magazine-sized olastic cartrlqe..

The cartridge, liKe a Video cassette, automatically Closes

up when removed from a drive, wnich protects the disk fro' ""

contamination, When the cartridge is insertei intn the O.

Orive, the disk is exoosed to a flat plate over wr)icn it

*ill fly (around the) soindle and move close to tne

read/write head. The drive is given staoility and tne close

head-to-disk clearance crucial to hioh storaoe denstv

by taking advantage of the "bernoulli Princirle".14
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E. BERNOULLI EFFECT

Danlel Bernoulli, a Swiss mathematician, Observed more

than 200 years aqo that the pressure of a iovinq floil

is inairectly proportional to its speed. If a lisk spins

close to a stationary surface, a negative pressure is .

generated between the two and the stabilizing effects

cause the disk to fly at a determineo distance aDive th.,

rigid Aernoulli plate. Another ar rlication oL this

principle is in the head destan. The read/write nrPad

in the Bernoulli disk is stationary and protrudes thrnunh a

bAnana-shared slot in the Bernoulli olate, Tne nta

mounting bracket is shaped so it protrudes A f-.

thousandths of an inch above tr.e plate. These "zis" j--

the olate cause the secondary area of the Bernoulli

effect, drawing the disk even closer to the head, wnicn

has a 4 to 7 microinches of clearance.

The advantages of this scheme are obvious. 4ecais.

the disk flies, rather than the head, disturbance of te

device causes the disk to lose lift ano fall away from tnp

head, rather than toward it. flence, tne head can not crasn

with the Bernoulli disk.

Fiqure 25 illustrates the Bernoulli pumpinJ effect Ukef.

30]. rhe Bernoulli technioue takes advantage of the

rapidly flowing air (i.e., the air next to the surtace of a

rotating dIsK), high disk rotation speeds, and megabyte

data storage of a floppy disk. The rapid rotation ot the
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disk generates an airflow that Dulls the disk surface towara %..

~. %.*

the drive read/write head, The shape of the irive
I

head, nowever, is engineered to prevent the diSk surtace

from actually touching the head. As the disk surface ..

approaches the head, an air bearing of less than ten

microinches forms, holdino the disk away from tne head.

Fioure 25a devicts the three types of products alonl

with their characteristics, A single, 10 byte drive costs S
L

2,695,00. A dual drive, 20 Mbytes costs S 3,b95.u0. wen

two Alpha 10 drives are installed with a vower suoply in a

box, the result Is the Rernoulli Fox, Figure S -

illustrates the features and oenefits Of the Bernoulli -tis"

drive,

F,. SUMMAPY

For small database systems, the Bernoulli disk Irive

offers a very viable alternative, The Iomega innovations

nave created a systev with a 24,000 bits-rer-inch aensjtv,

a 300~ track-ner-incm track density, a data transfer rate of

1.13 meiabvtes Per second, a system latency ot k""

milliseconds, and an averace access time of b"

milliseconds. The storaqe of the Rernoulli disk is as/o

reliable, quiet, and quick as any minchester aisK currently

available, and much cheaper, Better yet, the Rernoullt aisk

provides a credible backup facility for a Aincnester

disk, one that doesn*t require the incessant chanqino of
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Figure 25. The Bernoulli Pumping Effect.
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BETA-5 ALPHA-10 ALPHA-10.5

Drives 5 1/4 in 8Sin 8Sin

Access 65 ms 55 ms 50 ms I
Data Transfer 5 MBit/sec 1.13 MBytes/sec 1.13 MBytes/sec
Rate

Capacity 5MBytes 10 MBytes 10.5 MBytes

Figure 25a. Bernoulli Box Cartridge.
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Aerodynamic Media Stabilization Highest Performance Reliability
and Areal Density of any
Removable Disk Drive

Unique Equalization Circuits 100 % Interchangeability

Flexible Media Lowest Cost 10 MByte Cartridge
More Resistant to shock and
Highly Resistant to Contamination

No Purge Cycle Fastest Stop,'Swat of any ~ ~
High Performance Drive

On-Board LSI Controller Only Disk.Subsystemn to
Conform to Disk Standard

(Size and Mounting)

SCSI Interface Compatible with SCSI H/W
and Protocol

Figure 25b. Features and Benefits of Bernoulli Disk Drives.
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many floppy disks, They are also tough, If),eqa

representatives have thrown Bernoulli cartrjiges, Afnicn

cost $80900 each, around like frisbees to demonstrate tlis

point. This disk is hard to beat when lookini for a small

mass storage system or for additional storace witn A oo

backup facility.L
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VIII. XECUU13LQGX "QAR523

The conventional maqnetic recordina is in a state of

renaissance at this time, with gains In density foreseeahle

for at least another decade. For the last 35 Years, ti-e

data storaae technology has been dominate.a my tn"-

conventional maqnetic recordinq, and the rate ot orogress In

the areal density, the key measure ot ,nerit, n,'s

continued undiminished, doUDlino about every 3o 1ontris fcr

the last 30 years. The parameter which has nade this

possible has been the head-to-mediu, spacing, Vrlcn r'.as

been reduced over the years from 25 microns to .3 uiitcrons,

With current laooratorv Investigations now at , .

microns. Also important has been the orecision nechanical

employment, such as closed-loop servo systems, as well 'Is

improvements of media utilized.

This continuinq resurqence Of the conventional

magnetic recording Places increasina Pressure on tne

ortical technolooy. The Pace of optical storage levices

entering the marketplace has heen rapil,-

increasina, A Siqnificant development was the introduction

of )AC, and CD-ROM. These products will make the .Aret

acceptance of optical read-only, write-once, an":

erasable storaoe devices, easier. Although storaqe
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devices with the capacity and removability of optical melia

will clearly be needed in the future, conventional

recordinq will maintain its dominance wnile other

technoloqies will continue to flourish. In the next decade,

it seems that optical technologies may be used as _

complement to conventional recoraing. Altnouan optical . -

technoloqies have many advantaaes over the conventional

recording, it Is still an evolutionary technolony wnich rav

take time for user acceptance and mass production. The

conventional recordini, on the otner nand, is An

establishea and understood technologv which continues t•" L
meet users renuirements.

Fioures 26, 26a, 26b, 26c, and 26d depict the teCbInolnqy

comparisons of the conventional and onticai recorlinq in

terls of:

(1) density and data rate,

(2) access, capacity, and seek time,

(3) removability and cost of media,

(4) sturdiness and archiva6ility, and

(5) head-disk oap and track servo.
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4 MAGNETIC OPTICALj

I'33R10 ULTWA IlE MOOERATIF ULTIMATEI
q, (CGjAs LASFRT. I131.UE LASER lw

0.5 NA LENS I 0.85 NA LENS)

LINEAR~ 15K bPI >,IOKbPI 3r5K bPl -ROK bPI

TRACK 3,800 Tri -3K TPI - 6IrGIK TPI 10
DENSITY

AREAL 12hlb/in 12?0Kb/In2  560?Mb/In2  3200Mb/ln2

DENSITY

DATA 3MG/i 12 MRn/s 6Mfls/ 2

RATE

(1) ASSUMIN4G (2.7) CODE AT 1.5 nI TS/111ANSITION

(2) N FOR PN ELEMENT ARRAY, PARAI I Ft. 111CODIIG

Figure 26. Density and Data-Rate Comparison.
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MAGNETIC DISK OPTICAL DISK

Direct Access Fast Medium

* Sequential Access Medium Fast

Capacity Large Very Large

Seek Time 16 ms 85-500 ms

Figure 26a. Access, Capacity and Seek-Time Comparison.

MAGNETIC DISK OPTICAL DISK

Removability No Yes

Cost Medium Low

p Fig-ure 26b. Removability and Cost of Nedia. L~
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MAGNETIC DISK OPTICAL DISK

Shelf Life > 10 Yrs > 10 Yrs

Encapsulation No Yes

Figure 26c. Studiness and Archivabilitv.

MAGNETIC DISK OPTICAL DISK

Head-Disk Gap .1 um 1000 um

Track Servo Imbedded Substrate Surface

Figure 26d. Head-Disk Gap and Track Servo.

13-4.'..-
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theman e In whc deison ar mad toay T

. - So

technologicale sidvlaneosl ixnde the sorlcet AnI

volume of information involved in aecision makinal an-

have accelerated the pace at Which decisions nave to ne

Unfortunately, the phenomenal growth in technologies

that generate and distribute information has not oeem

matched by a commensurate growth in technoloiies to

monitor, filter, and analyze huge volumes of intoriation.

A technological Imbalance has been created between t!)e

technical storage media and the technologies needed to Ma~e

effective use of the stored Information. Tlhe result has been

ar inahility to exoloit the full value of inforTAt ion

Wt

gathered,
4

In this ace of inereasel attention to the nroblems of

information Processing and utilization, one seeks tor the

formatted databases advances in techninues for d-ltd

aistractions models, structures, accesses, retrievals,

compressions and models, as well as differential files,

13. 5
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the--an.er..n.......dec.s~ons are madetoday, The-e -* .-
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Due to the unformatted nature of textual databases, one

seeks different advances in natural text-processtnq for

capturing, storing, and retrievinq large volumies of

textual data. machine text searchlinq, automatic anstractino,

and automatic indexing of full text documents, and selective

dissemination of information are are now within the reach o,

the user. Both the formatted database and text dataoase

techniques can be use effectively to wade tnrough tne nl1li

of the available intor'nation and suoport tnP aecision

makina process of managers and users, These advances in

techniques can offer a qreat return on investment, 'Qe to

tne numoer of programs and alqorithns availaule in th'

PUblic domain, Many of which were Prompte-1 ov the

intelliqence community, New advances are still be[nu adre In

the research, academic and market places,

* *o
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X. QAZA AASU2ACZZLQ10 ZECU14"UES

An abaz:actlaa hides the details of a set of alqmrtthms

and data and allows aeneral and common properties of the set

of alciorithmi and data to reveal, Thus, the austraction is

one of the main ways of structuring and visualizimq vast

aTount of data and very complex algorithirse It is used to

obtain categories of alaorithms and data and to coftibine

categories Into more general categories* It has been osei

extensively in computer science to reduce complexity and allI

understanding of alqorithms and data*

An elem~entary forff of abstraction distinguishes bet*fte

the taken leBmal and the tua Inal, A taken is an actual i
value or a Particular instance Of an oolect.

Abstraction Is used to define a tgMaa from a clas.s of

similar tokens.

In terms of database objects, the aostraction is used in

two ways: generalization and aqqreqation [Ref, 312.

In generalization, a set of similar tokens or a set of t
like types is viewed as one generic types The token-type

generalization is usually differentimted from the tyme-typo

generalization* The former process Is referred to as

'classification", while the latter process Is called
W%. *

"generalization", For instance, viewing a set of
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indivIdual emoloyees as one qeneric type, emnloyee, Is

considered classification, while viewinq the types of

employees and students as one generic type, person, is

considered generalization.

The classification of tokens enhances understandini oy

allowing Individual tokens to be qrouped into types. Tyoes

can be further qeneralized into other, more general types.

By using classification and generalization, the emphasis is

placed on the similarities of objects and typps wntle

abstracting away their differences and details. Fiqure 27

illustrates this listinction.

An acqregation is tne abstraction by which an object Is

characterized by its constituent objects. For instance, a

person can be characterized by his name, address, and atie.

.'The aggreoation can be use either at the token level or at

the type level. Por instance, the type employee carn e

characterized by the types: name, aae, and address. An

aqqrecation at the type level portrays a set of

agoreaations at the token level of the constituent types.

Figure 2R illustrates this Point.

Ahstractions have been used informally in oata"

manaoement for a long time. ,hile the acqregation is usel

during the file design to group fields of different data

types In a common file, the aeneralization is used by

IntroducIno the notion of a file as a generic record type

representina the oroperties of many records. moreover, tne
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record type has semantics and is no longer an uninterpreted

set of records.

The abstraction can be used both with the hottom-ur

approach or the top-down approach, UsiMa the bottom-uD

approach# an abstraction can be viewed as a synthesis of

simple objects that enables one to understand a co~iplex

object, Starting with observed data, i~e., the tokens, t")

which one applies the classification to ormduce tyres, them

the aeneralization and aaaregation can ne used to grotip and

structure types into new aeneric and agqrecate tynes.

Alternatelv, the too-down aporoach may be used t',

decompose complex tvpes, Starting with a cornolex tvpe, it

can be decomposed into its components, tnrou'h

saecialization, whicn Is the opposite nrocoess to

generalization, nn instantiation, which is the ooposite

Drocess to aggrecation, to the token level. TyoicAlly, thA

bottom-up approacn Is used to understand a complex

Phenomenon and the top-down approach is used to design a

comolex object, Both methods can also be used together.

These two abstraction techniqu~es are generally oresent

In most data models, Some data models first define the

tokens of intormation and then give structuring Principles

to combine and categorize them# while other data models

enable the user to specify complex types *hien are

associated With constituent types and eventually with tokens0
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Generalization is the Abstraction Technique by
which a Group of Objects are Generically
Classified

Example
employee generic El, E2, E3]

El =employee # 1

E2 employee # 2

E3 -employee # 3

Figure 27. Generalization
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Aggregation is the Abstraction Technique by
which an Object is Constructed from its
Constituent Objects

EXAMPLE:
employee =aggregate [Nm, E#, Ag, Ad]

Nm =name

E# =employee no.

Ag =Age

Ad =address

Figiure 28. Aggregation
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of information. Abstractions are used to give meaninq to

sets Of Objects, ohether they are tokens or types.

A. CURHEO1T ABSTRACTIO2N APPROACHES FOR STATISTICALi Ao-TRACTS

The current approaches for statistical aostracts are

SaM21120 (aggregation) or satisamall (ceneraliZation).

Flour@ 24 Illustrates the difference between these two,

atoproaches. Samoling is the selection of const'itu~ent

onlects from the whole for an analysis and estimation of tne

nature of the #hole, Artisampling Is defined as trne

selection of a reneric super set of the set in question in~

order to analyze the mature of the sets

In evaluatino the relative merits of SainP1.nq an

antisan'pling, there are numerous serious lisalvantaies

to attemzotina to estimate statistics on a povultation tv

statistics on a random samole of that ooc'ulation. lnerm

are six disadlvantages (Ref, 323.

Firstly, sometimes, the oats have rieen aqgrec~ated In

ffeans, counts, and so on, as there nave oeen larais a-iounts

Of data from Instrument readinas in laboratory

experiments, For example, much of the Vublished U.S. Census

data are in statistical forms to provide privacy protection

for an Individual's data values. Samolinq 8aregated data

can be very tricky, and may not be Possible without detailed

information about the data before they are agoregated.
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Secondly, sampling is Inefficient in a pagino

environment, Assuming that the sample items are randomly

distributed across oaqes, in exactly the same wAy tnat a

formula is used for any set randomly distriouted across

paqes, experiments (Ref, 331 have shown that samplinq is

going to be approximately the number of paaes retrievP4

times less Paqe efficient tran a full retrieval oft e '-

entire database,

Thiroly, random samoling is also in.fficient evem *,en

indices are use,, Cependino on how the index is store, tils

may renuire more temporary storage spoece for the L0ointers r

all the items In the set, and many index Pane accesses.

Fourthly, samnlina is a poor way to estimate extremi-"

statistics such as maximum, mode frequency, and oounos

on distributional fits, Extrema nave imoortr.rt

aoolications in identifying exceptional or oroolepatic

behavior. Similarly, it Is very poor for obtainini ahsolut"

bounds on statistics, which are importart fo n,.,inv

co-outer alqorithms based on those statistics. -,'-

Fifthly, samplina is restricted to the nature of tn.

sAmple itself, Given a sample, it Is hard to speciilate

about properties of a subset, sunerset, or stolinq of that

set.

Lastly, a sample loes not have semantics* It is of

interest only as a sample and not as a set created by Set

intersections might be, As an alternative to samPlinn, tne
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Example:
Anti-Sample 1 Anti-Sample 2

(e.g. Ohions) (e.g. Ages 25-36)

Population P 25-36)
(e.g. Ohions Ages 25-36)

Sample S
(e.g. Ohions Ages 24-36)
(with middle SSN digit 5)

Figure 29. Sampling vs. Antisampling
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author in (Ref. 343 suqqests the creation of a much smAller

database, called a databazz a.z& r.a, which is a collection

of simple statistics, Such as means, maxima, etc., on

imoortant and frequently asked data in the datanase. The

database abstract preserves most of the statistical content

of the original data, in oroer to compensate for the above

aisadvantages, This database abstract is the major els."ent

In antisamplinq,.

In utllizino this abstract, the orocessina soeeo can he.

traded off for storage. Since statiStical databases otten

have micn redundancy in attribute values ano s1'c.

these statistics can be Predfcted by other attrti.tp

values and statistics, they can be comPuted by oroiras on

cheap Processors, instead of expensive placing on secondarv

storane. A number of "reasonable-ouess" rules can oe usen t"

infer statistical characteristics of the orlainal data tro"

the abstract. This technique Provides an estimate for lata

In the initial stages Of statistical analysis,

e,-ohasizinq ouick and rough estimnates and visual ""' "

'isplays. It directed towards hvpothesis oenerartin, mci-

hypothesis testing.

This approach, by the employment of a dataoase ahstract

of Precomputeo statistics plus inference rules, overcomes

each of the abovementioned ooints and indicates as folio.os

LRet, 3 21:
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(1) The database abstract is an aggregation.

(2) Unee set up, the database need not be Paged at all.
Paging of the abstract is low, since it is much
smaller than the full database. Also, there are
usually many sets of statistics relevant to a query,
hence fewer retrievals are necessary than the
retrievals for the same query without the statistics -

on the full database,

(3) Database index Panes are uised efficiently fnr
the same reasons,

(4) AntisaMolirla handles extremum statistics well Sin~ce
it can use extremum statistics of the entire
database as bounds,

(5) Many rules explicitly address Such cases as
extensions of a set to supersets and
restrictions of a set to subsets.

(6) Sets In the database abstract have an eYolicit
semantics,

This approach Provides a new alternative to samolina for

exrlorina a large data population at lov cost.

B . AM OVEVIEW~ OF THE~ ANTISA4PLING APP~nACII

This teop-down aooroach to low-cost estimations of

statistics on a large computer database consists of A

Precomputed set of statistics knoun as a aataoaSe a'hstract

and a set of Inference rules, This new anproach starts wit )

a user and a database. The database Is troprocesspcu toN

create a database abstract, which Is a collecLion of

Simple Statistics (th~e mean, maximum, mode freiluency, etc.)

on important and frequently asked-about sets in trie

database. The user Interacts with an interface to the zI

database abstract, and asks the samp statistical questions
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that he Would ask the full database, If he had more time or

space. Tf an answer is not in the database abstract,

an estimate and bounds on the estimate are Inferred for

tthe answer from rules,

There are four dimensions to this rule taxonomy Er-ef.

341. These are:

(1) The statistical dimension, such as means and mdxina.

(2) The characteristic dimension, such as exact
answers, bounds and estimates.,

(3) Tne computational dimension, for example, wmAt
forms of queries,

(4) The derivation dimension, for examrle, trom where
tie results derived, ror an example of tne role
taxonomy, see Figure 30.,'~

Given the disadvantaaes of the samplini aoproacm it

would appear that antjsarnpling aprroach onens uo a mroe'i

area for future research, Antisamplina Is not 111st

Kanother sampling method, but somethino tunaamfentallvh different, and subject to quite different advantages ainl

dlsanvdntages than samplinq. Althougqh sone mf its

advantaries have been discussed, one disadvantaoe tnat Mas -

not been mentioned is tne amount of details tnat remains t(n

ne worked out, such as to Increase the number of rules in,'

to apt better estimates,

Some new directions for further applications have open

outlined, as well as extensions of this techniqlle [Ref. 34).

Some extensions Include rules for correlations, causations,

rules for Intensional KnOwledqep rules for Prototypes, $
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Rule Largest Item in the Intersection
of the Two Sets cannot be Larger
than the Minima of the Maxima
of the Two Sets "

Statistical Dimension: Rule for Max Statistic

Characteristic Dimension: Upper Bound

Computational Dimension: Intersection of the
Sets

Derivation Dimension: Basic Mathematics

Figure 30. Example of the Rule Taxonomy
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dependencies, quantifiers, and nulls, More sopnisticate.

control structure can be readily implemented, Snecial-

purpose hardware could improve performance of the system.

For example, obtaining tne database abstract is

computationally expensive, and special devices for

cornuting the basic aqgregate statistics on the database

miaht be very helpful, perhaps as components in ois<"

drives. Such devices would also Improve answer sneed for
L

arbitrary statistical oueries on the datahase,

M.oreover, since paqinq is a major cost in ttis system, te.

use of the remd-only memory for the database abstract niiht

significantly improve its performance. This could De auite

cost effective for much used databases liKe tne u,5.

Census,

The idea of Providing for the first ti-e an

alternative to sampling, for estimating cnaracteristics

of a laroedata population at low cost, is very apDeaiini.

C. CURRENT ABSTRA~CTIO)N ME.THODIS FO~R CONITENIT A.CSTRACTS

The current abstraction methods for content "

abstracts utilize camta aa; wala cauca&,a ras., . 3, Z:a.

arm sl-;aaaamantL xc?.Lama. and

,,,,.,MatJan , L, i.a., methods,

The content analysis Is a Process of delineatino ,hat

a sentence says, Hence, only humans can interpret AnI

fully comprehend the meaning of a natural language sentence
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that may be Incomplete, idiomatic and valid only in the

context of the dialogical communication, moreover, only

humans can appreciate the differences in the wording ot

sentences, or can easily interpret the leron,

In using this techniaue, the body of text tnat is to
-I .7

become the retrieval datanase consists of sentences* ?I

sentence means an Enalisn sentence or partial sentence wttn

no formal restrictions on its structure or oroanizatior.

Sentences are the foundation unit of which tnea datavaso is

comoosed because they are the basic unit ot tne hu'qan

communication.

Using the symbol-matchinq retrieval techninue, the

database is searched to locate the data element that

contains a certain symbol or a sequence of symbols. 'ncp

this Symbol is located, the data element may be retrievei.-.-

as a whole or may oe subject to mAnipulation, An examolp of

such a technique Is the keyword-indexinq technique in vricn

the symbol beinq searched for is an Enqlisn word.

However, this technique is not considered very viatle,

since the data cannot 6e counted on to contain approriate

key symbols for Indexing, as in the case witn th-

example, "Hit the deck".

with content-oriented retrieval, a data elemont Is

identified according to Its content or meaning, rather tVam

by the Symbols or keywords, Too often, natural Fnalisn

sentences may not be complete, such that a Pronoun Is used

.4
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instead of a noun, which may be Implied, For exa'tole,

"He was not able to continue", Is a sentence that nas no

key symbols, and hence only content-oriented retrieval would

be aopropriate, Moreover, either the meaning of sentences

is conveyed by the style; or the comoosition is frequently

more imoortant than the meanina of individual coimponpent

elements* Considerinq the sentence "Time flies", the

meanino is entirely different when each wrorl is

considered sevarately rather than jointly, The oreferrom

approach is whenever a content-oriented technique is use6,

a symbol- matching techniuue Is also used In conjunction

with It.

The content abstraction encompasses the followin7

two types of retrieval: element and Information retripval.

The element retrieval returns the entire data element

satisfyinq the query, whereas information retrieval returns

only the answer extracted from the data element. For

example, euiving a database that includes the follmwir.,i

sentence: "Comnany X will conduct a reconnaissance at (1or

hours", and the considerinq the query, "Nhat Is Company X

doing at 0600 hours?" An element retrieval -system woul'i

retrieve the entire sentence, While an information

retrieval system would only reply with "reconnaissance",

E~ither retrieval technique Is acceptable, depending on

the output desired, The contents analysis technique is

performed on each sentence by filling In a standard
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abstract form (see Fiqure 31). The technique oegins by '.

assigning an Identification number to each sentence, Then,

the content of each sentence is analyzed; all aoplicanle

properties are checked, These five Properties are mef. 351:

(1) Type - whether It is declarative, interroqatzve,
imperative, resoonsive, exclamatory, and
acknowledqment, Type is anplicable to every
sentence,

(2) r,ature - whether it Is a reouisition, conclusion,
characteristic, valuation, mr recommendation,
Nature is not applicable to every sentence,

(3) Tone - wtether it is affirmative, uncertain, or
neiative. Tone is applicable to every sentence.

(4) Tense - whetner it is Past, present, or future.
A tense is apolicable to every sentence.

(5) ;4ode - whether it is alterinq the characteristics of
the thinas that the sentence talks about, such as
ooliqation, intention, permission, abillty, rlbkt,
and desire; occurring with certain orobaullity
ana havinq a finite duration such as at the
Leqinning, somewhere in process, or terminating.
Mode is not applicable to every sentence,

kode alterations, also Known as transformatisos, are 4,-

identified by denoting ever ntity mentioned nr imPliem tn

the particular sentence with its ioentiflcation

number entered in the appropriate blank, All attributes

(characteristics) aoplyinq to that entity are checKea.

Althouah this abstraction technique appears to cover

the broad range of meanina that can be contained in an

Fnqlish sentence, there are, nowever, nunerous

constraints with this approach. if an extremely aetailed

abstraction scheme is utilized, that accurately

•152.--'
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reflected all or most of the subtlety and complexity Of the

natural E~nglish sentences, an extensive trajninq ot tne

great intelligence for the analyst would be required. If, on'

the other hand, a sentence analysis scneme siTole enouq,.

for the low-level personnel Is used, it could be too

Inaccurate, moreover, this schema is difficult to dejl witr

sentences that have -word usage errors* Also, sema~ntiC

interpretation deoends on how qooo tne input analysis is,

and contents abstracts do require human intervention,

Tnis technique can be entanced oy extendinl .sompe ni it s

capabilities. First of all, the abstraction form can De

readily automated. Secondly, an inferential retrieval

technioue can be utilized when an answer to a cQuorv is

not directly contained in the database, For example, if a.

database contained the sentences, "Comoany X is a cart of
batalin ", nd"Battalion Y is on maneuvers i

1Ponduras", and the query has been, "Wmere is Cotnoany X

?,a sorohistlcated element retrieval system shoiill ve

able to return the t*o sentences concerninq CO~'oanV X

and Battalion Y, thereby enabling the Inference that

Comnany X Is Probably In Honduras, rhirdly, the

whole process can be automated* thereby SavingJ time,

cost, and effort.
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0), T14E AUITOM4ATIC DATA ABSTRACTING

Despite recent advances in technology. high l UalitV

abstracts must Still be produced manually. Conseqnently,

the Preparation of abstracts and their associated Indices

accounts for over halt of the cost and time required' tor

rublication. Thus one must take into account t e factors

of production time and Cost When comcaring the iTann~l

ofth the Mechanized abstractina methods.

Two alternative solutions eyist to overcome tfhe Prohlen~s

associated with~ the manual abstract production:

Mt Use auithor-prepared abstracts as a orerequiisite
to publication,

(2) 'Mecnanize the abstract Production.

Ahstracts from authors, although editors and puolismers

rhave In recent years made an effort to get good aostracts

from their authors, are of questionable value. Thus,

toqether with the increasing shjortane of muAlif tel

arstractors, th~e factors of time, cost, and va.llie t'*3ve

lent impetus to a trend toward tne automatic apnoratfor

Of abstracts and Indices, This trend has caused Increase!'

emchasis to be placed on the abstract as the locus of aatA

for atitomatic retrieval syVs te m s This, of coorse,

necessitates the creation of hian-quiality abstracts.

Some Of the basic requirements which an automatic

abstracting system must fulfill, Include the unit of oata



to be processed# methods of sentence selection, notions

of contextual inference, intersentence reference anI

coherence criteria (Ref, 36),

aThe Basic Unit of Data

languace Processing program, for efficiency,

shoud coside the largest Independent itemn in its

daaae as tsbic unit, Thus, in automatic

absracinctte basic unit Is the original artielp. It

wol beinadequate to consider any approach in wnich eirtier

Paragraphs or sentences are considered basic units,

because of tI'e Interdependence between these elemnents Alr) .

the remainder of an article, A Program -Thich

operates on Interdependent units bears the ourlen of

carryingi data from one unit to the next. An Autoluatic

lanquage Processing Program must also ne ab'le to tdentt'.

and manipulate the elements at its basic data unit, wripther

* these elements be words, Phrases, clauses, or sentencPs.

08 Sentence-Selection methods

In order to develop criteria for selectlinu

sentences to form an abstract, It ts necessary to 4rialvze

tme conditions under which various Methods of sentence

selection are successful. it is apparent, no*ever,

that an abstract can also be Produced by relectinn

sentences of the original wnich are irrelevAnt to the

ahstract. hreoe it Is no wonder that methods ot

reJectina sentences also deserve Intensive analysis.
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c, Notions of Contextual Inference

Cat Luial agta aaa is the basic concert

underlyinq sentence selection or rejection. Thus, otven a

data element (word or word string) witnin a sentence and

some surroundina context, using contextual inference, it

is generally Possible to infer whether a sentence ShOuZld"

be rejected or selected for inclusion In an abstract.

Contextual inferences may be made based on eitner tt--

Physical arranqement of the elements of a document, called

the J.zatLza method, or on word strinns which comnrise ..-

these elements, called the al&a method, These tho basic

anoroaches to the malinq of enntextual inferences ar"-

discussed as follows:

(1) ZUS LgCaXJ.Qn A&bd The location fretlio-1

is based on the physical arrangement of the elements of

an article, This arrangement can be describea in terms of

the location of a sentence with respect to ho' lonn trip

document containing the sentence Is, or in terms mf t:e -"
-..., -..

location of phrases, clauses or words with resnect ti.

how long the sentence, containing these elements Is.

The first location type, called sentence

location, is governed by the style of tne author or the

editor, with qeneral writing ouldes orovidina advice

about the placement of sentences within an article, Since

It is not Possible to dictate the matter of tine
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style, the location of a sentence does not convey an

umeculvocal criterion for sentence selection or rejection. F

The second location type is actually a

sentence description, since the location of phrases AnI

words within the sentence Is subject to gramimatical rules

to which authors and editors adhere.

Since a sentence is a strin ot wk~ords

terminated by a period, question mark, or se~dCnlon, tine

runcttuation, h*ence, plays an important role in rrne

location metmod. Each ounctuation mark serves A~

specific purpose,

Both the question mark anM the semicolon

nave a rather unambiauous use; the period, however, is use-4

in abbreviations, and numbers, as well as at tnos ena f% f

sentence, These different usaaes must be different iatei

in order to properly analyze sentence$.

Commas, itke Periods, can also have several

uses, They can separate items in series, rarerthieticd.

expressions, and clauses, as well as occurriny in numbhers.

Serial or numerical commas do not really nrovi.ije

sufficient information to make the determination ot

either rejection or acceptance, Parenthetical commas, on -

the other hand, since they normally merely eiucinate, can

be rejected, beca.Jse they can be removed without affectinz

the meaning of the sentence, Commas that separate

Clauses are more Important In this
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relection/acceptance scheme, since they delimit the

leading clause from clauses wnich qualify it, SeciOrv
N

or subsequent clauses generally modify the first clause,

th~ereby concludina that the first sentence is essential

to the meaning of the sentence, However, second and

subse'nueft clauses can be rejected, and still obtain a

sensible result, For example, the sentence, "Comoarty X is

the best figfltlnq unit in the Uivisioi, oecause its

commander is Italian", is just as grammatically correct

and coherent, If Its subordinate clause are removen'

(rejected), with the result, "Comoany X is tite rest

fightina unit in the Division". Olf course, this

relection depends entirely on the abstract desired.

When dealinq with clausesF further

reductions can he made oy removina propositional phrases,

Thils, the sentence, "Company X is the best L i:;ht I T 1

unit", perfectlv excresses the orlain-al meani no,

deoending, of course, on tre abstract desired.

Thus, the location metnodl, which Is hasel

on the general hvoothesis that certain neadings nrecede

imrportant passaries and tnat topic sentences occur early or

late in a Paragraph, Is based on contextual interencee

Punctuation, words, phrases and clauses are sentence

elements whose context can be used to Infer whether A

sentence has value for an abstract or not (Ref, 36].
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b(2) Zug Cut M4ta. The method ot

sentence selection or rejection based on cuA X:zaa is

Scalled the cue method, Cue words are words that

Provide unambiguous clues to such things as opinion an-I

subjectivity, as well as to some positive notions, Tnesp

cue words are normally contained in the dictionary, alinc:

with codes, which Indicate the frequency of occiirrence

;hIthin a context (see Figure 32).

S The Cue method provides a powerful anpro~r~t

to sentence selection or rejection* The i-etnold cepenl1s on

the fact that It is Possible to decide what snouli or

should not he included in en abstract, based upon tnp

presence in the orioinal article of Particular words or

Combinations of words. For eyarnple, words thlat Inal

indicate the Purpose of a document, Such as, "my thesis",

is an excellent candidate for acceptance. opinions and

SUbjective notions, which should not Me included In an'

abstract# can be identified by such cue *nrls cis

"obvious, or believe". Moreover, the code of a cue wmrdi :rav

depend on Its position in a sentence, A sentencs

starting with "A " or "Some" Is more liKelY to orokspnt

aetailpd descriptions than a sentence which cortAins either

of these words in a more central location of the sentence.

The reason for this Is tnat these words have A

stronq quantitative function when they appear at the

beginning of a sentence, Similarly, sentences which

V.I
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begin with Participles are usually conditional in

nature, indicating assumptions or conlectures.

Also cue words may be used to ilentify

parenthetical expressions, idiomatic expressions An.

cliches as well as to carry syntactic roles in cases where

there is no ambiguitV. Thus do cue soras make it easier to

determine whetner a sentence or phrase should be selected

for the abstract (Ref. 361,

d, Intersentence Peference

Intersentence references nive quite a bit of

information about the logical relationships within tne text

material, by the use of multiple clauses, cue words, and-

title words. When more than one clause exists in .

sentence, the first clause is indispensable to the vean1ni F-

of the sentence, and generally the first clause will also.

contain intersentence references if there is any. 4ords in

the second and subsequent clauses which require antecedents j
usually refer to the first clause. Some cue worls tnat

indicate an intersentence references are " these, they, An'-

it", Fow, when these words have multiple uses, adltional £
criteria are then required in order to determine if there is

an intersentence reference. Such criteria includes

discovering Patterns In the use of words sucn as "it" to 4

make possible the use of these words to detect

intersentence references. The followino logical rule

could emerge: "It" in the first or only clause indicates
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intersentence reference unless followed closely by "that".

For example# the sentence, "It is known that Saint Nlcsz

Hrepresents Santa Clause", does not refer to a previous

sentence, while the sentence, "twsstill rollini",

does, Of course, there will always be exceptions to tnis

rule,

There are# however, intersentence references

that do not maKe use of any cue wordis; instead, they use

the name of the antecedent rather than a pronoun,

Intersentence references ot this type can be detectea ov

the title worls, If any words, which are defined as non-

function words Such as those words which are not articles,

conJunctions, preoositions etc., occur In aljacent

sentences, the sentences are likely to he cltosely

related, An example would be the sentences, "H ylr njen A r)
r-

oxyqen form water" ind "WAter Is colorless",

This method of selectinT sentences hy title

words is a scecial type of intersentence references that is

oetween the title and the rest of the sentences in i

document, The title method has the cremise tnat tne

aiithor aenerally describes In as few woras as possioiC tr~e

essence of his paper, Thus, it can be safely assumied that
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the words of the title are well chosen and of high -

significance (Ref, 361,

2. ba Cabazaaca Causidazatioa

In determining sentence selection or rejectiont .e

coherence of the abstract must be considered, For example, 4

if there is a sentence that required an anteceder.t to

be included in an abstract, it would oe necessary t"

determine if the Previous sentence ras oeen renovea ani

if necessary to reinstate it. If the restoroc! sentenca

also requires an antecedent, the procedure iTust ln"*

reneated. But, if several sentences woula nave to op

reinstated because of the required antecedents of one.

sentence, then that sentence miht as well be relectel.

3. Cba £fisaz CaQiGUaJ&n

The automatiC abstracting system consists hasicallv

of a dictionary, called &AA d CX.tol List (wCT.), and a

set of rules for implementinq certain functions spociftel

for each WCL entry, To automatically Produce dbstrracts,

tt Is necessary to identify and eliminate certAiF ).

sentences of the document, It is also necessarv to

identify and select a few sentences for the abstract, an--

to retain* by default, as well, certain senterces tor tn,.

abstract (see Fioure 33). These three methods of

sentence handling are discussed below,
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a. The Sentencial Elimination

The exclusion of sentences from the

abstract Involves the detection of words or strinas of

words Which identify sentences givinq historical data,

results of previous work, examples, exolanatioms, __

sneculative material and so on. A set of wor-I strimas

needed is in the order of a few hundred in order to

eliminate up to 9U% of the sentences of a aocument. 'e

word strinas are incorporated in wCL.

WCL consists of an alohabetically ordered set of

words and pmrases, which are referred to collectively as

A~gd attlJaosa, nd one or two associated codes (see Flaulre

33), The entries in WCTJ are treated as functionS anid PAcn

has two argum~ents: a semantic weight (see Fiqure 3jA) and A

syntactic value (see Figure 33b), Each function returns A~

value which Indicates whether the sentence is

candidate for retention or deletion. Entries in C(- ma

be varied as desired without necessitatino any cnanips

I n the procjrams of the system. In general a 'CT- entry cetrn

he represented as: word Strina miiult i al el by W PeI 1ht.

mulltiplied by Value,

b, The Sentential Retention

In qeneral, the semantic weight of a ACL. entry

can be either Positive or negative, WCL entries, which n~ave

positive semantic weignts, are retained$ otherwise, they are

rejected. Such word strings In a document as, "this cap~er",
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"this study, or "present worK*, are retained. It Is nearly

certain that the author of such a document Is about to say

what the document is all about, and should, therefore, be

retained, because it does belong to the abstract.

In addition, sentences which contain Pprsonal

pronouns such as "we", "I", or "our", are qood canlidates

for retention, Finally, sentences which contain slaniticant

title words, sucn as words of the title which are not in

WCb, and which do not contain word strings navino stron"1v

negative semantic weignts, should also be retained. There

are no other instances in which a sentence is aeliberatelv

retained, although a small number of sentences of the

document belonging to the abstract will be retainei b'

default,

c. Rules for Implementinq the Functions in 1CL

A viable solution to determine wnether A

sentence of the document is a member of the anstract or not,

using a two-valued memoership criterion, is to impose an

ordering on the semantic weicvhts (231, This oroorlno

provides considerable flexibility by incorporating tre

rules in the orogram and by supplying the semantic weiqhts

externally. The rules can be altered without the necessttv

for chanqlng wCL, and WCT, can oe altered independently of

the rules. There are a total of 19 rules,

Since tne Implementation of the semantic

weights requires some syntactic information, a partial
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Sesnantic
code *Description

I t'.ed for very pouitive terms: thoee which al-
most unequivocally indicate sometbi~g ofi-
portance (eg-. our work)

A A--niwued to very neinative terms: terms which
do not belong in =n abstract (eg- obvious, pre-
VIOUSlV)

K kmcnined to terms which ame related to items of
positive data content (eg. important)

B Parenthetical expreions. terms of low data
content, or terms- which are associated withj
items of low data content (e~g.. however)

E tsed for tntensiders and determiners (e4g..
manv, more)

L Introductory qualifrm (ex-. once. a)
C tsed for words which require an antecedent

I ex.. this. roes-e) 
A

H 7Tms which introduce a modifying phrase or

F N u*ji assiened to abbreviations)
G Asmened ow tne program to indicate intersen-

tence reiat:onsrips or reiatxon of sentence to

3 Coniuto of a semantic code assigned pre- :
D D ie- word (can be used with any arbitrary

WCL eztry%)

Figure 33a. Semantic Attributes For WCL Entrie:,1
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me.Dcnto

A Artiee
C Can junmton
D Dph'-'e tne word
F Null word
J Continuauion of a previous syntactic value
N' Pronoun
P I"PInosition

40 Exclusaveiv asuignpd to OF
Q FEzelu..veiv. a~mcned to TO
R Exclusivelv amigned to AS
V VMvh
W Auxiliarv verb
X Fxzrituveiv aiugrd to MS ARE. WA.S. and

WERE
Z Nr'gatsvr

Figure 33b. Syntactic Values for WCL Entries
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syntactic analysis of each sentence is Performed@ This

analysis Is carried out through the use of the syntactic

values associated with entries In the WCL, in conjuinction~

with Procedures implemented within the program, Ono of ten~

possible syntactic values may be associated with an entry in

*CLq These syntactic values distinguish auviliary verts

within verbs and "is00 oare "ls and "were" tire

distinguished from other auxiliaries, Sim'ilarly, the

preposition "to", "as" and "of" are distinguisnea trox

eacn other and from other prepositions [R~ef. 37].

4, QaZ~a SLz ctux1ag &aZ A~ta&C maJcbatzactla ee

In Implementing the data structures sonme features of

lists, defined as pointers to the data, and some features of

tables, defined as storage of word attributes, are

incorporated. Data structures consists of tne followinq

.1 three (see Fiesure 34):

*(1) A work area, where the text is stored
throughout the Processinq;

(2) An attrioute vector, containino pointers to each
word of the text, ana tne length, semantic an6
syntactic attributes for the corresponding 4ords. ...
Textual Properties such as the capitalization
could also be Incorporated in the attribute
vectors The nth element of the attribute vector
corresponds to the nth word of the text in tr~e
work area;

(3) An alphaetic vector, which defines the
alphabetic rank of the words of the text.
rho nth element of the alphabetic vector
contains the numoier of the attribute-vector
element which corresponds to the nlth word
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in alphabetic sequence, The alphabetic
vector Permits matching against a dictionary
witriout reorganizing the data.

The attribute and alphabetic vectors are combined

to fr ataelIt Is possible to reuse the space of tne

alphabetic vector after all alphabetic nrocessinq has tawen

place, hence combining the vector results in an nverAll

soace savings.

The abstracts that have been obtained with this

svstem have been of sufficiently cood quality. lesuts

have demonstrated that a 80% to 9n) % reduction~ of text is

Obtained, and at costs comparable to the cost of tIhose

Produced manually (Ref, 373. Furthermore, one of tne main

processing programs are text-indenendent, Thus, abstracts

*ritten In any language with a similar structure to

Englis, could be easily obtained, simply by subsr-i tut i nv

appropriate oC[, Another advantage Is that atstractS with i

particular bias can be 'produced, simply by variation of

the wCL, Thus, tailor-made abstracts can be rroduced.

Research into automatic abstracting continues to

ben attractive because of the following factors:

(1) Manual abstracting is expensive and time
Pr consuming;

(2) M~achine readable journals will probably become
more widely available in the near future due to
the Increasing use of computer controlled **\

composition In the printing industry, Tnis 5
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CONTENTS OF WORK AREA

MACHINE ADDRESS: 0 4 10 14 18 23 31 39 46

TEXT: The rocks did not have sharply angular corners.

TABLE CORRESPONDING TO THE WORK AREA

Implied Attribute vector Alphabetic
vector vector
element word word attributes
number length address

0 3 0 - A 6

1 5 4 - 7

2 3 10 - W 2

3 3 14 L Z 4

7 2

byte 1 -Z 5 7

Fiue34. C:;nii17s of ThWr Area
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will provide a relatively cheap and convenient
database for experimentation;

(3) Given the availability of machine readable
journals, automatic abstracting will be much
cheaper and faster than manual abstracting;

(4) Automatic abstractinq Produces abstracts in the
machine-readable form ready to be used for later
processing steps;

(5) Ohile automatic abstracts may never be as qool
as manual abstracts, they are good enoutin for
Practical purposes,

E. OTHER ABSrRACTI'lG METPOUS

other specific experimental automatic mostractin7

systems include the tour following systems,

The first is ADAM (The kutomatic Document Anstractinn

method), which has been designed to produce indicativP

abstracts, ite., abstracts which enable the reader to 1udoe

whether or not one needs to read the originAl doctim1ent, Lot

automatic aostractino methods differ fromr~ A,)Am in two

important respects: they rely heavily on stmtibtical

criteria as a basis for sentence selection and rejection,

and are designed to select sentences for abstracts., In

contrast, ADAM uses statistical data only oerionerAily anI

is designed for sentence rejection rather than selection.

The results of this experiment are as follows:

(1) The quality of ADAM extracts, while lower than ?t.fat
of qood manual abstracts, Is functionally adeouate;

(2) ADAM requires, on the average, 0.6 sec of comc'uter
time per documenti

(3) ADAM needs a specialized WCL for each subject area;
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(4) ADAM abstracts can be improved by simple manual editing

[Ref. 38]. -.-

The second is ASISA (The Analysis of Semantic

Information Structure in the Abstract), which is a ,met'od

to extract significant phrases in the title and tne

abstract of scientific or technical document, The ,ethc1

is based upon a text structure analysis and uses a

relatively small dictionary, The dictionary .as been

constructed based on the knowledqe about concepts in tn

field of science or technology and some lexical knowle.die,

for significant phrases and their component items may t -'

used In different meanings amona the fields, A text

analysis approach has been applied to select sioniticant

phrases as Substantial and semantic information

carriers of the contents of the abstract,

This system consists of five modules (see Figure 35):

C) Text Input Module, which reads in a card size record S.-.

at a time and decides whether it is retained nr not
according to both a sign of the first column of the
record and its Preceainq record sign, The.records of
the title and aostract are concatenated with each other
to form a character string as a OhOle, Then the
character strina is transferred to the next moaiilo, 1he
records of the keywords set are resolved into a
collection of keywords and stored in the memory to k.e
compared with the extracted ohrases, later, rhe other
records are sent to the OutPut module without any
nrocessing;

(2) Term Extraction Module, in which the term as a
candidate of the meaningful item is extracted
from the character strinq of the title or every
sentence of the abstract by dividing it with the
delimiters. Thus, the term obtained by this
process is recognized as a meaningful item and
transferred to the next module;
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(3) Term Checking Module, which consists of both lookinq
up the dictionary and the ending Processing. Te
dictionary has been constructed only for the ourPose
of extracting meaningful items bases upon tne
knowledge about concepts of the field,

S(4) Phrase generation Module, in which the terms
accepted by this module have consequently been
classified into one of the following four Kinds: ____

deletion words (D), adjective words (A), weaK 4
noun words (a), and strong noun words (N), Usin.
these sv .bols, the character strinq can be vleoed
as a seauence consisting of the symbols
corresPondino to a sequence of words in the strina
in order,

(5) Output Module, which has two different kinds ot
outputs in the system, that is the output for
every document and output for a set of documents.

Vollowing are some of the results of this particular

method, Significant phrases represented in the ahstract

have been effectively extracted and very coatitole"

with the author orepared keywords, The number of while

noun phrases extracted from the abstract is on tn--

average 1.5 times as many as the author prerared

Keywords, and the title is not an adenuate source for

semantic contents analysis of the document, for Po% nt the-,

consists of J to 2 woras [Ref, 391,

The third is SIE (The Snecializect Information Lii
Extraction), whose task it is to ontain information

automatically from a natural lanquage text, in which So,.

of this text is of a highly stylized nature witt. a

restricted semantic domain, and Place it in the .-s

database, Specifically, Sir is desioned to extract

information regarding chemical reactions from experimental
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sections of papers in the chemical literature and to

Produce a data structure containing the relevant

information,

In evaluating this system, the following three measures ,U*

have been utilized:

(1) Robustless, Which is the percentage of inputs
handled;~

(2) Accuracy, which is the percentagie of those inputs
handled which are correctly handled;

(3) E.rror rate, whicn is the oercentage of erroneous
entries within incorrectly handle6 input,

The results are as follows: the robustness was 02I*, bUt

the accuracy was only 78%, and since these were full of

errors, no error rate Is computed, The reason for this is

that the most difficult aspect of SIF is the Provisions

* of a safety factor, which is an ability for tne systeiz to

recoanize inputs that it cannot handle. It is clear thait

one can create a system that is robust and acceptanlv

accurate which has unacceptable error rates for certain

innuts. Yf the system is to be usef ul , it must 1)e

Possible automatically to determine whicii documents

contain unacceptable error rates, If tine safety factmr can

be improved, STE offer a promising area of aplicatorn.

SIE Proqrams are more feasible than auto'natic

translation because the restrictions has lessen tho

amoicuity problems, This is true even In co'mparison to

other tasks with a restricted subject matter, such as
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natural language computer programming or database query,

Furthermore, these latter tasks require a very low error

rate in order to be useful, because users will not tolerate

either incorrect results or constant queries. whlile SI'F

p Programs would be successful If they could produce results

In, say, 80% of cases, It is required that information

extraction be done by humans in other ibstractini2 metnols .

E2ven small rates of undetected errors would be tolerable 1n

many situations, thouqh one would naturally wisn to

minimize them (kef, 401,

The fourth is MIF (The Model for Inforrnatton

Pormattini), which is an apjproach tflat uses an exvlicit

grammar of Enqlish within the domain to derive a tab~ular

representation of the information in a message narrative.

This method employs artificial intelligence techniques to

extract information, In simalest terms, an inforriation

format is a large table, with one column for eacn type of

information which can occur In a class of texts and one reow

for each sentence or clause In the text, The inforxtation

carried by the narrative can be extracted mucn morea

easily trom the fornat entries than from the orilinal

text. mappino the text into an information entails four

processes, which are discussed later.

The lona term goal of this work i s t o develo'

caoabilities that will enable systems to handle a broad

spectrum of military messages, from highly formatted
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messaoes with little English description to messaqes

consisting entirely of English narratives, Currently, tne
I 4

experimentation Is limited to Navy operational reports.

The narrative oortion of each messaqe is automaticallV '...e.-.

transformed into a series of format entries usina a_

procedure wnich involves tour staoes of processi mo.-

parsing, syntactic regularization, :nappina into tr ,e

information format, and tormtat normalization,

First, the text sentences are oarsed usinq the broi -

coverage string grammar, which has been extended to nandle

the sentence fragments which appear in these messaaes.

Second, the parse trees are syntactically reqularizen ov

a series of transformations in order to sinplity t" '

subsequent mapping Into the information format (i.e., tre

various tyoes of clauses such ms Passive, relative, sr.ntence

fragments and other and others are transformed into simple

active assertions).

Third, the Phrases in the syntactically reoularizel

parse trees are moved, one by one, into the Information

format, This Process is controlled in larqe opart Oy 'f

the semantic word classes associated with each word.

These classes, along with syntactic information aeout the

word, is recorded in each word's dictionary entry.

The fourth stage, adds to the format certain information

which is Implicit in the text. This Includes missinn

arguments, such as subject and object of verbs, and pronouns
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which~ can be reconstructed from earlier format entries.

Results from' this study has underlined the Importance of

continued research into two areas, knowlelce

representation and robustness# in order to e'ctanf this

method Into more diverse applications (Ref, 413.

Currently, the most promisinq application of All

thie above techniques is in the extraction of Inforne~tion

from the hicihly restricted semantic domnain ot soecializei

technical journals,

ISO-
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Xl. QAZA ACESS LUC~ £EZRIEUAL I1LZMa

An Important task of an operating system is the

maintenance of files. Certain facilities are provilel by a',

ooeratinq system for creatina, destroylna, oreanizin;,

reading, writing, modifying, movinq, copvng, an--

controllino access to files. The component of an oppratin,.

system that provides these facilities Is usually referred to

as a file system, One of the roles that this file svste-

plays is an interface between a Program and the files that .

the program expects to access, Another role ot a file system

is as suoervisnr that monitors files. Tne user communicates

Indirectly with a file system via an roperatinc systell

through a set of Predefined commands commonly called a Joh

command lanquaoe, Assembly lanquaae oroarams, or proqra.s

written in a nign-level programming lanquage. A nigh-level

lanquage program indirectly Invokes an acraz& zac&t~d via a

get, put, read, or write statement. The execution of

these statements causes an access metnod routine to Oe

invoked that Performs the requested input/outnut (T/0)

oneration on the indicated file.

Access methods are file-system orocedures that

interpret and satisfy user requests for storage And

retrieval of data, In short, they are the "go-between"

.o
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for a user program and a tile, They can handle bufferin"

(holding data In the main memory), blocking (placing many

records into one block), and deblocking and serve as

interfaces with devices (Ref. 41].

There are generally many access methods which are

Provided by large operating systems, These are sometimes

grouped into two categories, namely aguad a a QQ...%

zr.Z & and -aLo.Z ac€ai

The queued methods Provide more powerful c~oabi1itips

than the basic methods, Oueued access methos are user!

when the sequence in which records are to be processed cas"

be anticinated, such as In sequential accesstn.q

(accessina ordered data), The queued metnods oerfor..

anticipatory buffering and scheduling of I/ ooerations.

They try to have the next record available for processin'-

as soon as the orevious record has been processed, More

than one record at a time Is maintained in the Primary

storage. This allows processing and i/O to be

overlapped. The queued access methods also nerfnr.

automatic hlockinq and dehlocKing.

On the other hand, the basic access methods are

normally used when the sequence in which records are to oe

processed cannot be anticipated, particularly with direct

accessing. Also there are many situations in ,hicM user

arolications want to control record accesses without

incurring the overhead of the queued methods* In the basic
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methods, unlike the queued methods, the user Iust

perform blockinq and deblockinq [Ref. 42],

During the last decade there has been considerable

interest In file structures suitable for storin larae

dynamic files of records, Dynamic means that records can be

Inserted Into and deleted from tne tile, causino the size of

the file to vary. Tn a static file, records are not inserted

or deleted and attritlite values are only updated.

The file structures intended for retrieval on orinlary

key can be divideo into two classes: tnose based on

laz±d= a , which makes use of key fields to provide access

to a file, and those based on l&akata, whicn provides

rapid access to a file,

The indexing techniques techniques have mostly developeA

during the sixties and at the beginning of the seventies,

while hashing schemes are more conventional. We disctss

hashing first, then indexing next In the following sections.

A. THE USE OF HASHING FOR DATA ACCESS

In most on-line systems, the dominant moae of tile

access Is random, as is the case of reservation systerms

for airlines, hotels, and car rentals, and information

retrieval systems, for libraries and stocK roarket

cuotations. In these systems, both uOdating and retrieval I
are accomplished In the random mode, and there Is rarely a

need for sequential access to the data records. In such

"A,
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applicationst a hashed file organization is often

preferred, A hashed file organization Provides raoid

access to individual records, since it is not necessary to

search Indexes. However, here the low loading factor Is

traded for raold access, In other words, in all nashedJ

files, there are many, scattered and unused file soaces

which any left unloaded with file data, ConsequentlV,

hashed files take more secondary storaaes tnan inaexeA

files,

The oasic idea behind a hashed access file organtzatton

Is that the records of a file are divided amonq o ickets,

each of which consists of one or more records for storarie.

The malor components (see Figure 36) associated with nashed.

files include the identifier, transformation, ori'ary anr.

overflow storaqe areas, The orimary stordoe area is .
divided into a number of addressaole locations, calle-

bucket&, which are simply physical storaae blocks, Facn'

bucket consists of one or more Alajta, where records may r ..

stored, Pecords are assigned to bucKets by means of a ,.

UaSLAG X &l, i, which is an algorithm that converts each

primary key value into a relative disk address or bucket

numher, Ideally, the hashing routine trat is chosen

Should distribute the records as uniformly as possible

over the address space to oe used, this rrovides the

following two Important benetitsS first, collisions, wnich

occur when two or more records are assiqneo to tne same
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bucket, are minimized, and secondly, file space is utilized

as efficiently as possible. Tne record is stored in that

bucket If there is an empty slot, If all $lots in the

bucket are full, then tne record is stored in an overtlow

area of the bucket.

One hashing algorithm that has been proposea that .

consistently performs best under most conditions is tre

a~ .&±: g/ :ea .t daa m d, which works as follows:

(1), First, the number of buckets to be allocated
to the file must be determined, and a prime
number that is approximately equal to
this number is selected;

(2), Secondly, each primary key value is divided v
the prime number, and the remainder is used as
the relative bucket address.

To retrieve a record in a hashed file, the haSni..

algorithm is applied to the Primary key value to calculate

the relative bucket address. If tne record is located at

its home address, then only one disk access is reqluired. if

it is in an overflow area, then two or more accesses are

required. The number of accesses Per record or average

search lennth is computed as follows: averaqe search

lenoth a (number of records * number of disk accesses) /

number of records [Ref. 43J.

4ost files systems today support hashed files. In fAct, --

the ease of using hashed files, of wnich there are six

types to be discussed, is one of the major advantages of a

file system. These six types are Jtaaax basfiag, l;JgA&M L
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Figure 36. Hash organization
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laxasuaiata laabiQ9, A~tA±bJ121 baXA1±&g and Coaagaaad

The starting Point for linear hashjna is ;3

traditional hash file where overflow~ records are Pandlei

by bucket chaining, which Is the method where overflow

records are stored by linking one or more overflo" L

buckets from a separate storage area tn' an'

overflowjing bucket, E~ach overflowin"e buicket has its Own~

separate chain of overflow buckets.,

An Inherent characteristic Of hashina teChniques is

that higher storage utilization results in increased sp,4rcrb

lengths, both for successful and unsuccessful Searches, ift

the search Performance of a growing file is to revain

within acceptable limits, additional storace "Tust somenow

be allocated to the file. The linear hasnino increases tre

storaeie space gradually by solittina the Primary buckets

in an orderly fashion: first bucket 0, then Wicket 1,

etc. A pointer p keens track of which bucket Is tno newt

to be split*

In general terms, to imolemert the linear virtual

hashing, starting from a file Of N buckets, we need a

ranc condition (a sequence of hashing functions) H(O),

H41,1(2),... where
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HMi K is an element of (0,1,2 ... N2 to tne o),

1 r 0#1,2,.o

and (for the split condition), where for eacn key K,

either

(1) H(i~i) K a H(i) K or

(2) SCi+1) K = (i) K + N2 to the I , 1 0,1,2,....

The haShInq functions are assumed to h-Ish

randomly and hence event (1) and event (2) are equa1iV

likely* An example of such a sequence is trip

division/remainder technique use above wriere .1(j) K~ m "om

N2 to the 1,

In order to compute the address of a record at any

time we must keep track of the state of tfle file. This

can be done- by two variables, let's say r anid ii, rre

variable p denotes the level of the file anld counts tne

number of times the size of the file nas doubled, he

the variable q Is a pointer to the next bucket to ,e aulit.

A simple algorithm (see Figure 37) exists t o coviptt hoth

the address h of a record with key K arnd tle solittinn of

the tbucket,

Retrieval of a record Is simple. First, H4(O) K is

computed and If Hi(0) K > n the bucket has not yet b~een

solit and H(O) K is the desired address, It H.(O) K

(i~e., a bucket has been split), then H4(1) k Is comouted an6

gives the address, Finally, a Method is required to

establish rules for decidinq when splittinq of the next

.4 
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1. ... .n.- o - ;. - .. ...... N- .

Sp ilt Condition for each I. £ H,,ik) = H ,V)

or

H (LI = H (k) * . N
.. 1

w.here N is the initial numoer o+ buckats.

Frocess 'Next = ne,t chain to be split

Level = C o4 times the original buckets split

Accass 1. mi H Level

?. if m Next then m s= H 1k)

Split Ca bucket is split when the storage utilization iactor
sut) becomes larger than the predetermined threshold

I. create ne buclet with addresa Ne'e * 2-Level S N

2rehash 4 6 Next using H ee-

L ther remains in Next or moves to

Next *- Level N

7. Net t- Next *I

i t r ,Level N h then L

Next o

Level Level .. I

Figure 37. Linear Hashing Algorithm
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bucket Is to take Place, called the control function. Of

the several alternatives availablep the followinq two

strategies are noted, called uncontrolled and controlled d

splittino,

Uncontrolled means that a bucket Is split N',emever

an Inserted record Is placed in the overflow area. Ti~s

rule leads to low storace utilization, but good retrieval

Performance, if we want to achieve nioner stora:;e

utilization, the control function Must he more rpstrictive.

Controlled splitting allows splitting ot a tnucet tO

take place only when an inserted record Is Plices in tMP~

overflow area and the overall storace utilization is~ aIhov

a certain ore-determined threshold. This role

obviously leads to better storage utilization nut

slower retrieval (Ref. 44].

Figure 39 illustrates how linear hashino works.

The dynamic hashinQ scheme is hased on nor-nal

hashing exceot that the allocated storaae space can ea~sily

oe increased and decreased witnout reorganizing the file,

according to the number of records actually stored In tne

tile, The exrected storace utilization is aporoxtmatplv

6q% at eacm time, and there is no overflow recorls.

The Price which must be paid for this is the

maintenance of a relatively small index, Lf this

Index is available In the main storage, only one access to
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secondary storage is necessary when searching for a record,

The file organization for this scheme employs A data

structure consisting of a data tile In Which tne data

records are Stored, and an Index to the data tile, The

Index is organized as a forest of binary trees, Tne

hash trees used here are closely related to binary tries.

The data file consists of a variable number of ML.CKetS Of

fixed size, Thle set of records to be stored at a certain~

time Is denoted by ri, where 1 2 i,2p.,en, The nuvter of

records n Is not fixed but may vary with time, A record tt.

is assumel to contain a qnique key kl, The set of keys is

denoted by Ki, Where I 102,...n. Each bucket in tho

data file has a capacity of N records,

rhe tile is initialized In Much the same way as

normal hash tile, The secondary storage space Is allocd.t~

for M bucxets. In the Index N. entries are initialized, oine

entry for eacn bucKet, each entry containimg a PoInter to

a bucket in the data file, Each index entry is either an

* internal node, which contains pointers to its father Arn1

sans, or an external node, which contains, besides tflC

* Pointer to its father, a Pointer to a bucket In the dAtA

file and the number of records actually stored In tht

bucKet. The Initial buckets are Said to be on tne level

zero. A hashing function Ho for distriouting theI1
records among the buckets is also needed, The value

No(KI) In this case is used to define an entry point in tne
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Index and does not refer directly to a bucket, The bucket

is found by means of the pointer In the corresnondinq

entry@ 
%,w&

When the file 1s properly initialized we can stArt

loading the file, This Is also done In approximately thle

same way as for a normal mash file, but using the tn~ex

to locate the buckets, Sooner or later a bUCe. will

overflow, i~e. when tryino to insert a recori in Ai

bilcket that is already full. *nen this napoemS tnP

btucket Is split Into two, The storage space for A e

bucket Is allocated and the records are distributed equally

among the two buckets, At the same time the Index 1is,*~

Uodated to depict the new situation, Additional recoris that

would be stored in the split bucket are distributed between

thue t~eo buckets, If later, one or the otrier of the tro..k

buckets become full, this in turn is split into rwM

buckets* Figure 39 illustrates the structure of a lyraic

file 8tter three splits, The levels represent the ru8snini

table or directory, the circles represent tne branch noces, **

the squares represent the leaf nodes, and tne arrnwn

represent the the record addresses*

iwhen the numtuer of stored records decreases* the

allocated space can also be decreased. Ahem the nklMher of

records in tuo brother buckets becomes less tnan or eqgual

to the capacity of one bucket, the two brother bUCKets are

merged Into ornep and one bucket can be freed. Two buckets
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are brothers If the corresponding external nodes have the -

same father nodes At the same time the correSPondi~j search
kp

tree Is updated,

Some of the most important characteristics of ts~ts

hashing scheme include that the allocated Physical

storage space is easily increased or decreased as

required hy the actual number of records stored* Tlare

is no overflow pronlem, since overflow records 40 tnot

occurs Retrieval Is fast, The retrieval ot a recorl

requires only one access to the secondary storae provttlen

that the forest of hasning trees Is In main Storagje, Also.

it is a simple task to find, insert or delete a record

with Key K, or to establish the fact tnat a certain

record Is not in the file.

Simple alqorithms exist to accomplish this.

Although the tree structure for this scheme is simple,

It does lead to additional storaae requirements. Several

variants of dynamic hashing have been Proosea t~

compensate for this drawback. The first variant is ttn 4

dynamic hashing with the deferred splitting, in which tne

splitting is deferred until both the bucket itself anv4

Its brother are full, In other words, if the "home" bucker

Is full, tne record Is attempted to be stored in its hrotner

bucket. If this is full as as well, or has already been

split, the "home" bucket Is split, This moditicatiom

leads to better storage utilization but requires more
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complicated (and therefore slower) algorithms for searchimq,

insertion and deletion, Also, searching is slower, since It

may be necessary to search two buckets. Furthermore it is

evident from experiments (Ref. 45] that deterrel

solittina leads to m~ore unstaole storage utilization.,

Thus,ther@ Is the trade-off Detween fast retrieval and nioh

storaae utilization,

Another variant to dynamic hashino is tne linear

splitting, In which the file supports a larcer Mwmver o~f

records before th'e Index overflows on seconclary

storage, provided that tne index is available in tne Tt'4in

storace, experiments show that linear solittina Lerforms .. \

Just as well as the deferred splitting, The 4dvantaie over

deterred splitting Is tnat the Index node size is smallsr.

Also, as far as the number of accesses to the

secondary storage Is concerned, this scheme is rittier

unfair, since some records are accessed very fast, -Nnile

other records may require a larae number of accesses (Pef.

451, The linear hash inci evolved from tnis second scnemte. *

3. lbs LiJaaL gaiaJlng x±tU gazLialL ganaslo

The linear hashing with Partial expansions Is a

dynamic hashing scheme that i s a qeneralizatint, of thle

linear hashing and contains linear hasning as a special

case, The main advantages of the linear hashing are * -

retained: the file size grows and shrinks aracefully, there
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is no index and the maintenance and retrieval algorithms

are simple. However, a signiticantly better search
B

performance can be achieved. Using this technicue a ,ivnamic

tiler with a constant storaqe utilization of 85 f, for

example, can be designed, where retrieval of a recori

requires an average of only 1.05 accesses to seconJarv

storage@

This above scheme is based on the observation ttiat
L

an important characteristic of hasninq techniques Is tnAt

the best oerformance is achieved when the records are

distributed as uniformly as Possiole over all rt'ie

buckets in the file. The record listribution of tno ...

linear hashinq deviates quite radically from tnis ideAl.

The load factor of a nucket already split is only nAlt f

tbe load factor of a Ducket not yet split. If a more evn-.

load could somehow be achieved, the Pertormance of the tile

would be considerably improved.

Fhe main difference ompareI to tne lin-ar

hashing is that the djoublinlg of ttie tile size is ai~ne

in a series mf Partial expansions, I tnis is one 1-

tro steos, the first expansion increases the file size to

1,5 times the original size, wnile the secona exoansion

Increases it to twice the original size (see Fiqure 4q).-

Note that when examining a qroup of buckets, It is not

necessary to rearrange records among tne old buCKpts. Tt

does suffice to scan throuah the old ouckets collectinui
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Figure 40. Linear Hashing with Two Partial Expansions
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poly those records *hich are to be re-allocated to the

new bucket, rhis makes It Possible to maKe the
7-

expansion in one scan, and no lumping back and f orthi is

necessary.

1he Performance will he cyclical where a cycle

corresponds to a full expansion. The rate of exoansion is

governed ty a control function, which is sim~ly a set Of

rliles for determinina wheni the next expansion is tro taKP

place rRef. 46).

The performance measures are the same as tnp lynamic

MashtnQ: lenejth of successful and unsuccessful seArcres,

cost of inserting a record , and cost of t Ie 1 et~ i nc

record* The cost measure is the same for all operAtions:

the expected number of accesses to secondary stor~ap

recuired to carry out tre oneration in question,

Simple alciorithms exist that compute expected overflow sDco~

K renirements, Performance measures for the expected valtie

at any point of a Partial expansion and the averaqe nt tnre

expected values over a full expansion, Also, contrarv to

what Is often believed, the analysis reveals t-lat the

lonriest Probe sequence Is not expected to t-e Very lon'a for

normal Parameter coMbinations.
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The above control function is optimal in a

certa&in sense, Everythinq else being equal, there is A

trade-off between storage utilization and the exoected

length of successful searches, The higher storaae

utilization Is, the longer are the searches exnectel to

be. Any one of trne two factors can be controlled, out not

both simiultaneously, Une Proposal is that stnriqp

utilization is controlled by requiring trnat it snooii

L always be hiaher than, or equal to, some tnreShOll. Tht

once the threshold has been fixed, trie expected length of

IL successful searches will be minimized by always KeePin'3

storage utilization as low as possible. The rule alnOVO

allows stnraqe utilization to go sliqhtly Delow tr~e

threshold, simply becauise the storaqe utilization after am

expansion is not known before the expansion has oeen male.

However, when the number of buckets In the tile is

moderately large, this rule will result In a stnrmup

utilization which, for all practical purposes, is cnnstant

and eatial to the threshold (Pet, 46].

4. 0 aa~a~ a~.

The interpolation hashing scheme is an adaptation of

the linear hashing, This scheme supnorts tne desJred1

operations insert, delete, update and raroe query, As

before, the hash functions will map records to cnains.

Each chain will be associated with a region; however, the
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association of chains and regions will vary as records are

inserted and/or deleted from the file, The ensemble of

chains partitions the key space ito disjoint regions of the

eaual volume.

The conditions of hash functions are to caot~ire

the order preserving nature of the scheme. The functions of

the sequence H (z nio,hl,fl2,,,.) are srlit functions

for ho provided the followina ranrie amed sviit

conditions are satisfied for all i:

The range condition of Pi is: h - ,1,2..*2

to the i-1)

The operations Insert, delete, and uodate each

concern a single record at most, In view of tfle above

remarks In reference to H, the ooeration are identical tn

the equivalent operation in the linear Masninq. rne

implementation of the range query operation is unique

to this scneme, The notion of renae query includes botrn**

the exact match query and partial match query as soecial

cases. That IS to Say, an exact match ouery Is a ranige qluery

for which u z v, where u and v are a Pair of poin~ts

representing the range query. A partial match ouery S is A2

ranae query where for some components 11(j) = an,!

VMj I while for the remaining components u(j)

v(J), Now, as expected, the set of records correspondino L
to the Pair Curv) can change with insert, delete, and

undate operations. The set of chains associated wltn the
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pair (u,v) however will not change [Ref, 47). The

interoolation hashing handles the ranoe query efficiently tv

ordering the Key attribute values. However, range querv

cannot be answered efficiently ,itn a file structure thiat

has keys scattered all over the buckets, Otherwise, t.is

scheme does preserve the order of keys. Access ani split

algorithms are exactly the same as the linear hasnino, only

the hash function has been changed [wef. 42).

The extendible hashing is a fast access Tpthod fir

dynamic files, Wlth this technique, tne user is quaranteeA4

no more than two page or bucket faults to locate tile data

associated with a given unioue identifier, or Key. Unlike

other hashino schemes, the extendible hashino has a dynam"ic

structure that orows and shrinks as the database Irows ani

shrinks. This aoproach simultaneously solves the nroblem

of makina hash tables that Are extendible anl of *Paxin'.

'ad 1 CU aafc i tBBS that are balanced. Radix search trees,

also known as digital search trees, or tries, nIcn r

examine a key one digit or letter at a time, have lor-.

ueen known to provide potentially faster access than tre-

search schemes that are based on comparisons of entire

keys, for the simole reason that one comparison loads to a

laroer fan-out (equal to the number of characteristics in

the alphabet linderlying the key space). In Practice,
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however, radix search trees tend to be used only for small

files, since they often waste memory. Usually, this

wasted memory occurs at the nodes near the bottom of the -

tree, since a trle normally contains space for many Keys

not in the table, because the scheme of allocatLinq a

field for each character of the alphabet at each none is

vetter suited to representing the entire key space rather

tnan the contents of a particular file,

The most important performance characteristic of tie L

extendible hashing is its speed, Even for tiles that ar.x

very larae by current standards, there are never rrt n r-s

than two page faults necessary to locate a key and, it,;

associated information. In order to utilize this scheme,

the file is structured into two levels (see Fioure 41):

directory and leaves. The leaves contain vairs (K,I(K)), .

where K is a key, and I(K) is associated informatiir,

which is either the record associates with K, or a Pointer

to the recora, Tne directory has a header, in whicn 1is

stored a quantity called the deoth, d, of toe directory.

After the neader, the directory contains Pointers to leaf

panes or buckets. The pointers are laid out as follovs,

First, there is a pointer to a leaf that stores all Keys

X for which the pseudokey KI h(h) starts with -I

consecutive zeros. This is followed by a pointer for A1

keys whose pseudoKeys begin with the d bits O..,Ol, and then

a pointer for all Keys whose pseudoKevs beqin 0 .., 01o,
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and so on, lexicographically, Thus, altoqether there are

2 to the d pointers (not necessarily distinct), and the

final pointer is for all keys whose pseudokey begins with M

consecutive ones. The depth ot the directory is the

maximum of the local depths of all of tne leaf olocks, ___

In the situation where there Is a sinale leaf

block, with the local depth 1, which finally overtills,

or reaches a predetermined unacceptably full level, such"

as 90 f full, it would split into two leaf paces, eacr"

with local depth 2. On the otner hand, if a leaf bLocK

overfills, and the local depth of the leaf block already

equals the depth of the directory, then as te directory--.

douhles in size, its depth increases by 1, and tho leaf

Page splits. This process of doubling the directory is not -.

expensive because no leaf blocks need to op touchel (

except, of course, for the leaf block that caused the

split and its new sibling). For example, if there are .-

few million keys when the directory doubles, ano it trie

secondary storaqe device has a data transter rate ot arounfi

a million bytes Per second, then it's stralanttorwiri to

estimate that the time involved In doublinq the directory

(,hich is mainly data transfer time) would be less toan a

second If there were 400 keys per leaf block. kyen in the

extreme case of a billion keys, the time Involved in

doubling the directory would be less than a mintite. A

number of advantaqes accrue from the simple, intuitive
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Figure 41. Extendible Hashing
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structure of the extendible hashinq. The Most oovious is

the simplicity of the Coding, thus leading to lower

likelihood of bugs, Also, the extendible hasnin--

alqorithm is easily modified to accommodate IndtviCual

needs (Ref. 48]. Moreover, its operatinq costs, as analyzed

by Mendelson (Ref, 491 are fairly low. Furthermore, there

is an easy, essentially one-oass algorithm for aoublino

the directory, that proceeds by workini from the bottom of

the old directory to the top of the old directory.

This technique Provides an attractive alternative to

other access metnods.

6. ZUS CaaJ1saCa~ HaasJ.&o

The term coalescina refers to the phenomenon In

which a record Ri collides with another record R2 that L_

Previously collided elsewhere, and Ri is linKed into R?'s

Chain even thouqh the two records have different nash

addresses.

The coalesced hashing Is a very efficient techniiue

for storing and retrievinq Information dynamically. Then

aloorithm comhnlIno storaqe and retrieval works as follo-s:

Given a record with the key K, the algorithm searches for

it in the hash table, startinq at its hash address nash (K)

and following the the linKs In the chain. If the recnri

is found# the search is successfull otherwise, tne end

of the chain is reached and tne search is unsuccessful In

which case the record is inserted as follows: If the
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position of hash (K) is empty, then the record i stored at

that location; otherwise, the record is stored in the

largest-numbered empty slot in the table and linKed int'

the chain that con'tains slot hash (K) (i.e., at some ootnt

In the chain after slot hash (M).

Ihere are several different ways to link that .

record into the chain. The conventional method linKS tne

record to the end of the chain that contains the slot nasn

(K). Another method is to insert the record into trip

chain immediately after slot hash (K) by reroutin"-

Pointers, This method Is called &4L±&-*:&Laa c a.as"-

ial2l,& or F.ICH, because the record is inserted early

Into the chain; whereas the conventional method is reterred.

to as "late-insertion coalesced hashing" or LICH. For tne

standard coalesced hasnlnq, i.e., when there is no c.lldr

(a cellar refers to the extra space reserved for storina

colliders), these methods are abbreviated EIiSCR and uISCm.

Insertion can be done faster with the early- insertion

method when It is Known a priori that the recora is not

already present in the table, since it is not necessary to

search the end of the chain.

Search times can be imuroved oy devoting the

bottom portion If the table has a cellar, In whicn only

colliding records can be storeo. Colliders that are

stored in the cellar are thus protected from hetnni

collided into by records insertel later. Coalescine,
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cannot occur until the cellar becomes full and

colliders beqin to be stored In the address reqion.

As far as performance, without a cellar ETSCH has

faster search oerformance than LISCH, out when tne

early-insertion coalesced nashino method is usea itn

a cellar, the averaoe searcn oerformance is interior

to that of LICH, since in EICH the records of a chain-

that are in the cellar come at th, end of the ch-ain, 4

whereas in LICh they come immediately after the first

record in the chain,

A new variant of coalesced hashinq is called ua±LJ "4

3AZ4~ 10, which Combines the advantaoes of early

insertion and late insertion, This method (VICH) is

sliohtly different from EICH, in that the colliaer is

Inserted Immediately after its hash address, ds In FICN, ,

except when the cellar Is full, when there is at least .

one cellar slot in the Chain, and when the hash address of

the collider is the location of the first record in tne

chain. In that case, the collider is linked into te ,,

chain immediately after the last cellar slot In the chain,

For the case of the standard coalesced hashing, tre tton

methods are identical; that Is, the varied-insertion

standard coalesced hasninq (VISCH) is the same as early-

insertion standard coalesced hashinq (EISCH).
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The varied insertion is superior to bothl early

insertion and late insertion with respect to search-tim~e.

VTCH is search time optimum among all direct cpNaininu

methods, under the assumptions that the records Are not

moved once they are inserted, that for each Cnaim -ne

relative order of its records does not c'nanoo! after

further Insertions, that tnere is only one link field rner

table slot, ani that cellar slots aet Priority on tnt'

available-slots list. It rem'ains an ooen prot1.em mmether

there are methods with faster search times than VtC if

we remove the last assumption roef. 9 inn,

7. A

F~ile orqjanlzations based on hashinq are suiitable

for data whose volume may vary rapidly and for rapid iatA

accesses at the expenses of lower loadini factors, Tn the

different variants of the hashing previously discussei, tnre

rehashing is avoided. Tney do not requlire ariv thoroiin

reorqAnization of the file; Further, the storaie smace is

-"%

dynamicnlly adjusted to the number of recordls oeiriv;

stored and there are no overflow records. Some of tne

techninues emoloy an index to the data files; otnors 'in

not, The retrieval is fast; the storaoe utilization Is lov.

In order to Increase storage utilization, new

schemes have been discussed, In these schemes, overflow

records are accepted, ana the price which had to be paid for

2 0
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the Improvement on storaqe utilization is a slilht

access cost degradation,

Dynamic hashinq schemes and extendible hashin,.

schemes employ an Index to the data file; trierefore, once

the bucket's address nas been found, the retrieval Is fast.S4
The extendible hashinq is implemented by i.eans of

partItioninq, in contrast, dynamic nashinq scnenes ire
- '."

lSiolemented by means of a tree structure, whic roos ani

shrinks more smoothly, but the Index node size is larrer

than that of extendible hashino's index entry.

The linear hashing schemes are similar to the

extendible hashing but do not employ any in,1ev. the

retrieval of a record then require only one access ti

secondary storage. The price to be paid for tnis is A v.rv

low storage utilization, compared to the other schenes.

Coalesced hashinq schemes have been snown to ne

very fast tor the dynamic information storaie n '

retrieval. Its parameters relate the sizes of tE.

address recilon and the cellar. Tecnniques discussed Ar-

oesigned to tune the narameter in order to achieve oott1'uk,'

search times, but do have sone open problems (Ref. ol,.

B. THE EmPL'Y PE4,T OF IHDICES FOR PPECISE ACCESS
or An index is a file in which each entry (record)

consists of a data value together with one or more

_%%

pointers. The data value is a value for some field of some
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record or records In the Indexed file, and the pointers

Identify records in the indexed file havino the value for

the field in the record(s), Thus, there are two types of

files: The index file and the indexed file, i~e., thPe record "

file. There are also two types ot records, The record in, the

index or index file is an index entry dfld the record in tnP

record or indexed file is tne data aqqrecate of fields. TnrP

fields whose values are kept in the index are referrei to as

key fields of the records. The Indexed access vertains to

usinq an index of key fields that provide the a1sc Ad'iressps

of records stored in a file, Generally sPeacinq, tr-

contents of the index file are an abstra~ction of the tilp of

basic source documents, i~e., it can be considerel as .1

sort of shorthand Substitution for the oriainal docum"ent,

containiro only as such inforMAtion as essential attri, utps

and statistics required to satisfy the user's ne~d. In

addition, the advantaqe of Indexing Is that, Altnounh it

does not access as fast as hashing. schem'es, it does h~ave .3

very hint, loadinj factor,

It is possible to -constrtict two typs of Inrleyes?

12aooa and mUltaj.sal indexes. The idea hehind nndCe5p

Index (see Fiour@ 42) is that the tile beina inlexed is

divided into groups, with several stored record nccurrpncrs

In each qroup, such that for any two qrOups, all the storer!

record occurrences In one precede all those In the Other,

with respect to the Sequenclnq being Iinosed on the tile.
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The term nondense refers to the fact that the index does

not contain an entry for every stored record occurrence in

the indexed file, Thus, the stored record occurrences must

contain the indexed field (Ref. 51].

multilevel indexing (see Fiqure 43), on the other han,-

refers to the construction of an index to the index. mere,

the indexed file is divided into qroups of one tracK edch.

The track index contains an entry for each such track. Tr--

track Index in turn is divided Into qroups, each of 'hic..

consists of the entries for all tracks of one cylinder in

the indexed tile, and a cylinder index contains an-

entry for each such qroup in the track index. Eacn arou.

within the track index Is normally recorded at tha

beqinning of the aporopriate cylinder of tte inevel file,

to cut down on seek activity. In general, a i'ilttlevel

index can contain any numoer of levels, each of wnicn acts

as a nondense index to the level below. An index, no*, can

be used in two ways. First, It can ne usel for t t_

sequential access to the indexed tile, In accordance tn

the values of the indexed field. In other oraOx, It can.

Impose an orderinq on that indexed file. Second, it can o-

used for direct access to individual records In tne indexea

file on the basis of the value for the same key field, rither

file Organizations and other Index techniques that are *

are presented are the heap, direct, primary enI seconlav*

Keys, B and B+ trees, clustering, and directory nierarcny.
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The most obvious and basic approach to storing a

tile of records is simply to list them in as many

blocks as they require, although one does not nenerally

allow records to overlap block boufloaries. TViis

organization Is sometimes called a Imm wmen it Is

necessary to dignify it with a name, The blocks used for a

heap may be linked bY Pointers; or, a table O1 th'eir

addresses may oe stored elsewnere, perhans on one or mori

additional blocks. To insert a record, the record is rilacei

In the last block if there is space, or in a net* blac.i

there is no more soaces Deletions can be fertormel by

setting a deletion bit in the record to be deleted. Rel2sina

trne space of to-he deleted records by storiny nowIv

insertel records in their space is dangerolls if Pointers ti~

these records still exist,

Given a key value, the record lookup requires a scan

of the entire heap-organized tile, or at least o~lf tnf,

file on the average, until the desired record is foun..

It Is this operation Whose cost is Prohibitive if tn'o

file in question is spread over more than a few blocks

[Pef, 521.

Niote that the data file has no Particular order,

All records are stored randomly in the file, Insertini a

new record is simple: deleting a record requires a lot of

Cata mfovemenlts
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In short, the hean structure is beneficial If trhe

records are small, an-i the file is temporary@

2. Zra laaad fiaunaa

The developmemt of direct-access storane levicps

made It feasible to transform a senuential file into a filoA

that could be accessel1 both sequentially and ranlomlv via A

primary key. The tae aca *&ta.L .L1.Ja azaazao i s

such a file organization. It is Probably the most non'ular

and si?"niest file orianization for sirvle-key files. It I's

referred to as ISAM, indexed sequential access nethod UY

Prior to discussing the above file# let's first

review the sequential access, The sequential access rprtains

to storinq ana retrievino recoras in a ore-after-the-

other order,, Records are aenerally stored in dscenmini or

aescendinm order by a record key. A~ record key is -1

uniiue unchanninq niece of inform~ation S Uc -is ;q

account number, name, or social security ,jijJnrer. ,

sequential access IS the only access technique use-i -Sit'l

'aanetic tape drive, which are, by Its desinn, seatmential

access devices&

rhe storaq@ and retrieval of records in a sequentii]

orde r Is similar to the approach jised In manual sYst~s,

Accordingly, the sequential access has traditionally

atnpealed to organiZations converting from manuial to
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computer-based systems, This appeal, combined with the

early dominance of magnetic tape as a cost-effective storage

medium has led to the use of sequential-access tiles in

most initial computing efforts.

The seauential access is used Primarily in bateh-

processino environments, It is particularly effective ren..

the transaction activities are evenly distributed among tne

records In the file. when a file Is to be u~oaten, t.rn

transactions are sorted into the same sequence of recoros -

required by the transactions. The sorted transactinns are

then sequentially matched against the tile ref, 53].

In the sequential data file, records are storel In

the order of primary key attribute, not necessarily

Physically contiguous, i.e., it could be a linked list. The'

insertion and deletion are straightforward it the dA--

file is organized as a linked list, It is similar to the

heao structure in operation, but its primary key can o'_

processec more efficiently than heap oroanization (Pet.

5?1. It is a sequential organization Wtth two additional .-

features. One feature is an index to orovile ramoom access

to Veyed records, and the other feature is an overflow

area tmat provides a means for handling record additions to

a file without copyinq the file. IBm refers it to the 1SA'

files. An ISAM file (see Viqure 44) consists mf tiree

component areas: an index area, a prime area containino

data records and related track indexes, and an
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overflow area, Am access to an ISA'4 file can be made In

either sequential mode or direct mode, When the access

mode Is sequential# records are retrieved in basically

the same manner as they are tor a keyed sequential file.

The sequential accessingz can begin at any record in thie

file. To start sequentially accessing an ISAM tile at a

sv'ecific record In tne tile, a user must speciiy the key

value of the record, When the access mode is direct, thi

Primary key value of the desired record is slpu.lieI ny ai

user# and an index translates the key valie tnto a

block address. The block is accessed and brougnt into the

main memory Where it is scanned for the record centainini

the specIfied Primary Key value. An Index is createl

automatically by a file as records are written into tne

Prime area, bkecords are written into a prime area In tre

lexical order determined by the value of the Primary key in~

each record. An index is created on the same primary key

that Is used to order the records in tne Prime area.

A number of index levels can exist In the Index

Area of an ISAM tile, The track index is the lowest level

Of the Index, Is always present, and Is written on tne

first track of the cylinder tnat it Indexes, A track inlex

contains two entries for each Prime track of a cylinner:

a normal entry and an overflow entry. A normal entry

contains two elements:
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(1) the address of a prime track, and

(2) the key value of the last record on the track,

When an ISAM tile is created, the highest key

value tnat can appear on a prime area track Is fixed,

and it is maintained in the key value Part of the related

overflow entry, The key value of an overflow entry C~n

change only If the file Is reorganized.

The track ad-tress Part of an overflow entry ts

initially set to contain th~e value 255, and It is ch~iel

When the addition of a record to the home track causes tna

lASt record on the track to be Placed In an overflow ared.,

The last entry of each track Index is a dumny entry

* inuicatinq the end of the index.

Just as a tracK Index describes the storAcle of

records on the prime tracks of a Cylinder, a cylinder

Index Indicates now records are distribtited over ttre

cylinders that make up an ISAM file. There is one cylinler

index entry per track index, that Is, If the dati recoris

I r a file are stored on 20 cylinders, tflere will 1-4a 1

entries In the cylinder Index, Each cyJinder inoex entry *-

contains the key value of the last record in the related

cylinder and the corresponding cylinder address.

A final level of indexing that can exist, but does

not have to exist, in this hierarchical indexinfi

structure is the master Index. Each entry in a master

index contains the address of a track in a cylinder index
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and the key value of the highest keyed cylinder indeX entrv

on that track. The master Index is used wnen the number of

entries In a cylinder index Is large, thus cauSinq a time

consuming serial search through the cylinder index for tne

correct cylinder containing a desired record, The master

index forms the root node of the indexes use. in J*.

files, The Indices for ISAM files partition tne orimp area

into small aroups of records, ise., tracks of records, so

that an Individual record can be accessed witnout accessti.-

all the records that Precede it. The oroblems assmcldten

with adding records to secuential files are oartidllv

avoided in ISAM tiles by the provision of an overtlow

area. Two organizations ot overflow areas are possible: a

cylinder overflow area, and an indenendent overflow area.

An advantage of the cylinaer overflow area Is nr.-

additional seeks are not reauired to locate overtlow

record. A disadvantage Is that snace may me ,astp'd, it

additions are not evenly distributed throuohout a file. bkn

advantage of an independent overflow area is that less

smace need be reservel for overflows, ana a dtSaavantdaf-

Is that accessinq overflow areas large enouqg to contain

the average numoer of overflows, and an inleoendnr.,

overflow area to be used as cylinder overflow area are

filled, Updating an ISAP file may affect ooth tne mrine

area and the Indexes, For example, the addition of A

record to an ISAM4 file may cause one or more of tne key
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values In the index entries to be altered. ISAM files can

be updated either in sequential or direct model. TheA

sequential mode shoull be used when uodates can be oatchea,. -

In this case one pass Is made over the tile. *men-

uodates must be made on an Individual basis, they should op

done in direct mode,

ahen a record Is added to an TSAP file, the nwr ive

track on which it should be Placed is determinea by the

access method - ISA4 Iin this case, The addition is Dlar-As

on the prime track, if the key value of the recor! is less

t'an thne key value Keot In the normAl entry of the relate-1i

track index entry, It thne record must be Placpd on tnp

Prime track, then a record already on tne trdCK Mnav

have to be rem~oved and placed In an overflow Area, All

overflow records for a prime track are linked together in

the overflow area, and a Pointer to this list of overfloo

records is maintained in the address field of the overflow

entry* The list of overflow records, It any, for e; ch tracK

Is maintained in sorted order on the primary key, Thus, all

records associated witin a PrIite track, whether they are on

tine Prime track or In the overflow area, are In loqica.

sorted order, If the Key vaLue of a record to he aldel is

greater than the key value in the normal entry of the

related track Index entry, then the record ooes directly to

the overflow areas Records are never moVed from an overflow

area to a Prime track, unless a file Is reorganized,
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Records, to oe deleted, on the other hand# are not

physically removed from an ISAM file; instead, records to

be deleted are marked by a deletion Code 1111li1'06

with 6 indicating a binary constant, in the first byte of a

fixed-lenoth record or in the fifth byte of a variable

length record, If a marked record Is forced off its urtme

track during a Subsequent update, it is not rewritten 1'M

the overflow area unless It has the highest Key v~ltie om

tiat cylinder, If a record that has the sam~e key value as

a oreviously deleted record Is later added, tne spa~ce

occupied vy the record to be deleted may oe recoveren.

During direct Processing, marked records are retrieved anl

the proorammer must check them for the delete code.

A record In an ISAI4 file can be modified in either

sequential or direct processing modes. It tav have

to be reorganized occasionally if the Overflow arPA

becomes filled or additiors increase the time6 renuirpo to -

directly locate records, -

Reorganization can be accomolished by Seqiientlallv

copying tre records of a file, leavino out all recores that

are marked fir deletions, Into another storage area and thn

rocreatini the file by sequentially copyina the recorls hACK

Into the original file areas The reorganization an ISAM tile

with records in the overf low area usually causes neo

indexes to be created CRef. 543. In short, ISAm is an index
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file which contains keys to provide faster direct access to

the record* Its data file Is the same as sequential file,

Insertion may cause an overflow, and its operation is

similar to sequential file, but now the exactwllatch and

range query Can be processed faster,.

3. Itia Q±zcr. ll

The sequential access is inefficient for n.atcr-

processing applications in which only a small rroportion of

the recnris in a file are affected b-y a aiven batcn rnf

transactions, The entire file may h~ve to ne passe! to

IL update a few records, For on-line orocessirna. ti"O

sequential access is Inadeq~uate, The time lapse of several

minutes *hich is Oenerally reiulred to locate a recor-I

sequentially is unacceptable, The semuential access t-ails

to take the advantage of two exceptional capaoilitles ot

cnmputer technology, namely, the speed and direct access.

The direct access is an alternative to tne seuentill

access that siciniticantly accelerates the nrocess or

storini and retrieving records by capitalizing on brntn

the computational speed of the CPU and trie access bnepi of

the disk drive. DISK drives are capable of afrectlv

accessing any record in a tile in a %atter of

pmilliseconds. However, to access a Particular recorn,

the disk location of the record is required. The location

is indicated by the address assioned to It, whicn Is saved *

IL when tne record is stored or recalculated,
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In dj;acL LJ.aI there is a definite relationship

between the primary-Key value of a record and its address
p

on a direct-access storage oevice, Records are stores and.,

retrieved through the use of this relationsnip, Direct tiles

allow individual records to be accessed very quicklv. Since

direct accessing requires the address of trie snecific

location of a record desired, direct access

requires an addressing scheme that comutes a unqu -

address for each record, Generally, the record Key Must r".

transformed Into a disk storage address.

The most common approach to transformna record Kys

into storage addresses Involves an arithmetic procedure ta.-

generates "ranoom addresses" from record keys, mere Are

several randomizing alooritnms, The most comimon Alcorit, , .

involves the generation of addresses by dividing the recmr..

key by positive prime nufrner, usually, the prlime numioer

is the largest prime number that is less than the numtrer of •

available addresses. The remainder of a division operitio.

is used as the address locator. A randomizing alooritn,.

always oenerates tne same address for a oarticliar Key.

Therefore, given the Key to a record, the computer can

calculate the disk address and then access the record in A

matter of milliseconds.

Unfortunately, as in the case of hashimg,

occasionally, a random-address generator generates the same

% °
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address for two or more keys, The second and succeedina

records with duplicate addresses are referred to as synonyms

(as collisions In hashing), When a synonym occurs, the

record having the duolicate address can oe stored In a

location next to other synonyms of the record storeo at the

computed address, or it can be stored in a general overtlow

area, In either case, if a desired record, .4micn is

determined by checking the key stored In the recori, is

nnt located at the Computed address, a sequential search of

synonyms is Invoked until the desired record Is located.

This sequential search slows Processino slightly. A rino-1

randomizing algorithm generates tew synonym (collisions)

for a Particular set of keys, further analysis And

modification of the randomizInq algorithm Is needed.

Another drawback of a direct-access tecnnlaue is

that, by design, it usually leaves large gaos between

records on a disk, This results In wasted aisic space, as

in the case of hasiting. Some of the niaps tray oe consulted rv

synonyms# 6ut e(naiderable wasted srace still

remains, An offsetting advantage is the Increlile SLpee

with records can be accessed, recardless of the size ot th-e

tile, A very PImportant concept to grasp witri respect

to direct accessinq Is that the Physical locations of

records bear no relationship to the logical view of

the data, rh* random generation of addresses omysicaliv

scatter records throughout the disk Such that, without
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knowledge of the randomizinq algorithm used to transform

the Keys# locatina a record requires a sequential

search through a non-sequentially ordered tile. The use of

a randomizlng algorithm Is an extraordinary devlatimn from

the way that files are maintained manually. Yowever, it %

is a liqhly suitable techniaue for computer-orocessel

files, Any one record of several thousand or even geveral.

million can Oe located instantaneously at the exnemses of

some diSK-space wastage (Refs 531,

4. &Z.maZU and SacQaZaM Xags

The run-time performance of a file system is

influenced by the software to organ4ze and subsequentlv

access the requested data, Fast-access metrnaus can

generally be designed when all logical Conditions Are

expressed in terms of primary keys alone, i .e, all access

requests are to single records via tneir orimary KeyS. It

is much more difficult to design fast-access metnods

when logical conditions require secondary keys, that is,

when access requests are to set of records, A prijarY key

is a data Item that uniquely Identities a recori. Tn p'""

Primary key of a record corresponds to the identitler of a

real-world entity, As with identifiers, thlere may he.

several possible or candidates primary keys for the se--

record. Also, two or more data items may be requires to

identify a record. A secondary key Is a data Item that
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does not uniquely identify a record but identifies a number

of records in a set that share the same oroperty. For

example, the data item MAJOF might be used as a seconlarv

Key for STUDENT recorls, of course, this data iteT loes

not Identify a unique recora; for examole, many students

will have business as a major. However, the secorn1ary

key does identify a subset of students who Are v.,siress

majors* Secondary keys arise when riata .rp

referenced by categories.

tot all secondary keys need to h~e indexed, hut

tefore a database desiqner can decided whicn inlvexes to

create, all secondary keys must be identitied, Ano.n all

data processing is known In advance, then comPuter nrocra'.

specifications provide an excellent source to iientifv

secondary keys, Figure 45 illustrates sooe aenera]

auidelines for identifyinq secondary and even

alternative Primary keys rPef, 53],

5. B'-1Z&ABS aad 11+ zea'-

Tf an index is helpful in storr, and searchinn

throunh data records, then it Is Possiole for one inlex

to help to orcanize another index, ISAV4 and other file

organizations, as well as a most of other date structures,

are all based on this approach of indexing inlexes, This.

type of hierarchy of data and pointers to data is

generalized by the tree data structure. Trees can be used

to organize data directly or organize indexes into data,
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DData ittms
DataUitem DESCRIPTION FINISH ROOM PRICE

names t 0100 TABLE OAK DR 500 L
0350 TA B LE MAPLE DR 623

0975 WALL LNIT PINE FR 730
1000 DRESSER CHERRXz BR S00
1250 CHAIR MAPLE LR 400

143 BOOKCASE PINE LR 250
1600 STAND BIRCH BR 200

2000 DRESSER PINE BR 500
200 WALL UNIT OAK .LR 1100

Primarv key, Secondarv keys

Figure 45. An Example of Primary and Secondary Keys
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A tree data structure has the Property that each

element of the structure, except the root has only ine

path comino in,(that is to say that there is only one

pointer that points to any given element), but they naV'

be zero or many Paths comning out of an element,

The tree structure described ahove are binary

search trees and multiway (rn-way) search trees. A oiniry

tree is one of the best known and most freatiently use's

data structures for oroanizinq data that ire storei

entirely In the main nemory while beina Processed. %cdl&p

binary trees have seldom oeen used for orgtarizini

laroe files in two-level storaoe, the multiway tree, Wrljc.,

i s essentially a generalization of the binary tree, 01 ds

received widespread use for organizino indexes for larrp

tiles in external memory,

The Principle reason for the frequent use oft t rie

multiwav search tree and the infreauent use ot the Otnr-,;

search tree in two-level storaae Involves tree n umen er n f

accesses to the external storace to locate a record w~t .

specific key value,

Thne S3-tree, where S stands for balanced, (meAnni

all leaves are the same distance from tne root), ibs

* multiway-search tree with restricted eirowth (see "'toure 46)),

8-trees guarantee a predictable efficiency tnat many other

types of trees do note A Lb-tree of order m' is 4 ree that

that satisfies the followino properties:
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Ml Every node has less than-or equal to m sons,

(2) Every node, except the root and leaves, has
at least m/2 sons,

(3) The root has at least 2 sons unless it is
a leaf (terminal node),

(4) All leaves are at the same level and only
contain pointers to the actual data records,
ioe.* carry no information,

(5) A nonleaf node (an Internal node) that Mas k
children will contain k-1 keys,

The effectiveness of a 6-tree search is detprmine-1

bv the Shape of tne tree* and the shape of the tree is

determined by the order, m,. 4hen m is snall, a tree is

tall and narrow, and when m is larqer a tree is short anri

bushy, The maximum number of nodes, K, that must be accessel .

durina a B-tree search is

K < or a 1 log (m/2) ((nl-l)/7)

where M, is the order and n is the number of key .

values I n the tree,

Since it is preferable to use a large value for Mr,

if m : ntl), then only one level exists in a tree; t*)i S

choice of m, however, Is not reasonable it a tree is too

laroc to fit In the main memory. ohen a value Lor m Is

selected, the primary ohiective is to minimize the total

amount of time required to search a P-tree for a key value

(V. This tine has two component:

(1) the time required to access a node in the
external storage, and, *
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(2) the time required to search this node,
in internal memory, for KY, It turns
out that there is a value of m, ml, for
which the search time is a minimum,
For values of mi exceeding ml, the
total amount of time required to search
a 8-tree Increases rRef, 543,

Searching a A-tree for a specified keV value is as

follows* A node, starting with the root node, is 5r"uirt

into the main memory and searched, possicDy using a bin~rV

search for the given arqument Key value among the Key vdlies

KI,K2P,.KJ9 If the search is successful, tnen the lesire'i

Key Vdlue IS located, but if the search Is unsuccessful

because the argument Key value lies between ki ani w(i~l),

then the node pointed to by Pi, which points to a subtree

holdino key values between Ki and K(1+1), i.s retrieve!

and the search continued. The pointer Po is used it an~

arqument key value oreceaes K1, and PI is used If an

aroument key value follows KJ in sorted order. rj Pi =null,

the search is unsuccessful.

The Insertion process for R-trees is relativply

simple; each terminal node corresponds to a oleco where A

new key value may he inserted, its alq~oritmm is Fat-net

stinDle and straightforward, In oeneral, a key value intm a3

P-tree of order m with the terminal nodes at level Ui is

placed In an appropriate node on level r-.It this node

now contains m key values, then it must be split into two

aistinct nodes. For example, If a node after the

Insertion of a new key value looks like
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Po K1 P1 K2 * P(m-1) Km PT then it

is split Into two nodes

Po K1 P1 K2 ... K(Cm/2)-1) P((m/2)-1) 4nd P(m/2)

9((l2+i*so Km Pm and the key value I((m/2) is inserted

into the father of the original nodes This insertion T~ay

cause a father node to contain M key values# and it SOP i

is split in the manner illustrated above. If a root node

must be split C a root of course has no father), then a

new root node is created containino the single Key value

K(m/2). The tree becomes one level taller in this case.

Thus, a B-tree grows upward from the root top Insteadl of r

downward from the leaves, The Procedure described above for

inserting new key values Into a b-tree is exactly the

Procedure used to create a A-t tee (Pet, 431.

The deletion of a key valu~e from a 13-tree Is more

complicated than insertinq a new value Into a B-tree. rhoa

deletion of a key value on level L-1 simply causes It to ai

oe erased trom a node, When this erasing MaKes a node too

empty that Is, tinderflo% occurs, the rirint or left

brother is examined and key values are movel Ito"' the

brother until both nodes h~ave approximately the same

number of key values, rhe key values are not moved directly

from the brother to the undertlow node, insteao. the

preceding key value In the parent made Is move* to the

underfloved node and the PrecedinQ Key value In the b~rother

replace the Key value in the father node, A delete
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operation that results In underflow fails only It the

brother is minimal full (Ref. 54].

In snort, as far as its operation, B-treps are

similar to the indexed-sequential file, but *jtn,

better performance for Insertion and deletion. -Aso,

it does not require a separate index file. Hoever, toe

scanninq of subfiles is not efficient as tne indexeo-

sequential file,

A $+tree Is represented by nodes oniCh Are

implemented by different blocks in the file. The tree-bloc'

list (FFL) is used to maintain a list of free blocvs f o "

dynamic (space) manaqement ot hlOCKS, Initiallv, all

blocks of the file are placed on the list by initializin-'

the Ft3[ fields accordinqly. Subsequently, the t-loci-

allocation from the list takes place at tne beqinnii of

the list. Once a block Is allocated to tre runntnq

process, the same field is used for a different ourpose If

it happens to be a sequence nlOCK, Tt is used to store trip

block nulmber of the sequence bloCK next in tne

lexicnqrapical order. If the block Is an index tyoe, tne V

field Is not used any lonrier, The second field or 6&TYPE

indicates the type of the block (node), whether It be an

Index or sequence. Each B+tree in the index file is

identified by Its root node, and the root node number is

stored in the master index, in which there is an entry for 1%

each secondary key and the primary key defined for the file.
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Research has been Undertaken by Koymen rRe. 551

to design and implement a B+tree-oased keyed sequlential

access method CKSAM), KSAK provides Primary and seconaarv

access for either direct or sequential Process inq. Pr itar,

access to a data file requires three levels of imdexes:

super# master, and Primary indexes, Secondary access

requires an additional index level, I.e.# is secondary

indexes. The suPerlndexes and master Indexes are transparen~t

to the user and are used solely by the system. The or I'ra rv

index Is oroanized as a B~tree, containing proper lini~iiP

to the respective data files, In the I rn pIe men t dtI n n o0f

secondary Indexes, a file is used to store accessin'n lists,

a term applied to the records in a secondary Index, Writch'

contain pointers used in accessing the data records, . Aci

secondary index is in turn organized as a PB+tree conrainlni

Proper linkages to accession-list files. Thus, linkage from

the S+tree of a secondary Index to the respective dati

files is Provided via tne accession-Xist file. kFinally,

another file is used to represent all the 4+trfees

associated with a data file. Tnus, tItree files suffice tor

the Implementation of a KSAM data file and its assoctatei4

indexes. The implementatior schema organizes eacri of the

*three files as a direct-access file. Tnus the rnj&or

Popularity of direct-access files makes the implementation

'. . 9..

possible In alm'ost any Programming language (Ref, !351,
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In short, then, a B~tree has the same Index file as

the B-tree (with Key values only), has similar data tile as

the sequential tile, and as far as its overations, it has

the benefits of both the indexed-sequential file and Is-tree

index structure.

6. CIU~aad LI&&

The notion of the classification has been usea for

centuries in many disciplines of the social and natural

sciences, The classificationi involves Placing a set of

obJects into classes or "clusters" In such a way that toe

objects within a class are more similar to each nth'er Vandt

they are to objects outside the class, rhe slinilarttv

between objects Is defined in terms of known oroperties of

the objects, Such a grouping is referred to as a

"clustering" or a classification. A file In wmich documen~ts

tnat exhibit same sets of Index terms are grouped Into

clusters is called a clustarad 111Ja. To facilitato

searching in a clustered file each cluster Is identified

by a representative called the "centroid". A search is

usually carried out by first comparing a query witl All

the cluster centroidsi then, for those centroids

ehibiting a sufficiently high similarity with~ the query,

all objects In the corresponding clusters are examlinedt

and those that nave a sufticiently high query docum'ent

similarity are retrieved. This acoroach is based on tFhe
JI

assumption tnat documents in the same cluster are of
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interest to the same user and would therefore be requested

Jointly,

Since the objects within a cluster are retrieved

Jointly, it is desirable that they oe kept in clnse . ,

Proximitv within the physical storage, A Simple schene

by which objects of the same cluster can be kept Close ti

each other is to store objects oy clusters, so th~t each

object is stored as nany times as the num-er ot clusters

in which it appears, and all objects In the same cluster

are stored consecutively. this scheme is called"

"cluster-inverted" oraanization,

Clearly, it the clusters are pairwise disjoint,

that is, the classification is a partitiorn, the

above scheme has no redundancies, This is the case ot

formatted databases, However, if clusters are allowed to

overlap, which is the case of textual databases, texts tmat -

are Pertinent to more than one cluster nave to be stored

reoeatedly, One solution to this Problem is to store

oojects (i.e., texts) of each cluster in contiiuous

locations while minimizing redundancy, this Is

accomplished by characterizing conditions under which an

arrangement Without redundancy exists, Since the recoras

are to he jointly retrieved in the response set of any
or

query, the Property is termed the consecutive retrieval

Property, CRP. There are two types of clustered tiles; a
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single-level clusterinq tile to have CRP has been developed,

in the form of a linear time algorithm to test CkP for a

given clustered file and to identify the proper arrangempnt
.4" . '"

of objects, if CRP exists, Experimental results by Deogun,

Raghavan and Tsou [Ref, 56], indicates tnat the

algorithm qenerates minimum redundancy organization miost of

the time, Moreover, on the averaqe, the near optimal

solutions show approximately a 50 percent improvement in

the anount ot redundancy over the the worst cAs"

organizations,

In the case of multilevel clusterinas, the orotlem

of minimizing the number of different arrangements of

objects that have to be stored has been investloatei wtt.

the following results. It is shown ttaat Lnr ;nv

nonoverlanpino multilevel clusterino, there exists an

arrangement of the objects such that every level

clusterinq has CRP with resnect to the arrannement.

Similar results nave been obtained for certain classes of

overlapping rultilevel clusterinqs (Ref. 561,

A directory oerforms an important function within a ..

file system called maopinq. This particular phenomenon

permits a user to create name soaces and to stor-

Cretrieve) oata in (from) them, Name marpimq converts R

symbolic file name into a physical file address that

identified where tne file is stored.
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Each user may have a directory of his own files

and may create subdirectories to contain groups of files

conveniently treated together, A directory normally

behaves like an ordinary file* A file system controls

access to the contents of directories; however, anyone

with the appropriate authorization can access a directory

just like any other file, In designing a system of tile

dIrectories, it is natural to think in terms of a hierarchv

with the entries in the higher levels of a directory

being otner directories. The entries in the lower levels

are a mixture of files and irectories. The Jirectnrv

entries in a hierarcnically structured airectory ran .

contain either system directories or user directories. Data

files are at the lowest level (see Fiaure 47).

rhe most important system directory is the mAster

directory (or root director Files created bv us-rs are

usually located hy tracing a oath through a cna v of

directories, startinq witn the master directory, until th-e

desired tile is found, ..-..

An interactive user or a Proqram runninq n

behalf of a user references a soecific file via a svymnolic

file name, A symbolic file name is usually in the for-

of a oath name that is a seauence of names senarated

ov some specially designated character such as a periol

or slash, In the simplest case there is one to one *\,- .

correspondence between symbolic file names and tiles,
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However, in more advance tile systems the same file T~AY

appear in several directories under possibly diffshrent

names; that Is, a single file may be shared by two or more

user proupsp with each oroup having a different ctn

throuan the directories to the file itself.

N)rectory strucetures Imply that the output of ;q

directory search for a f ile Is the file itself. ?nts is

sliahtly misleadinq, because the terminal nodes nI tf'R

hierarchical structure, rather than containirvq tnp file,

normally contain an object commonly referred to as *

file descriptor or a pointer to a file descrintor. A

file descriptor contains information concerning~ the pmysical

location of the file and the Physical cnaracteristics ot thp

file tRef. 543,

C. THF STRUCTURE OF DATA FOR RKTRIEViL

The rrimary objective of f ilIe organization is tn

provide a means for record retrieval and updates Ime unciate

of a record involves its deletion, changes In some of its

fields or the insertion Of an entirely neo recor.

Certain fields In the record are designated as Vev

fields or search keys, Each record incluaes at lea'st a

search key which is used to ceflerate the index of ti~e file.

A combination of search keys specified tor retrieval is

termed as a Query, The simplest structure of data is the
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jadazad &&guentJia agzb which has already been discussed,

For m'ore elaborate retrievals, the structures, include

ault1lU±, inuarL L11a, and cailular. aJLU±1a, as wvel~l as

gya~ and r1ma strwaruad t±J1as They are discussed herein.

I. lba Mlti.Jlla Ell Qzaazatla

The multL11t LilJa Qz~aalzatlaa consists of a

directory tile containina index entries, and a data tile, Ai

Index entry for a key value consists of the key value, A

pointer to the list ot records In the data file, contatninn.

toe key value, an'1 th~e number of records in the list,

Figiure 48 illustrates a multilist file ind~exed1 on~

the n~FPARTM4FNT and SALAPY keys, The format of eden -lata

r.record In a multilist file consists of two segiments IR e t

411. Segiment one consists of one or mnore key/KeY-

valtie/pointer triples, i n Which the p o int er ocints to

another record containini the same key/key-value cair. rI'p

second seciment contains the values of the nonkey data iteis,

It any, For example, a record in Fioure 48 has the form4~t:

PFPARTY'T/AJ'rUj/ I 7,

OPARTt'NT/HIr)4E/1 .9,

SALARY/20000/I .6,

Ivonkey data item values,

a., A,,Swerinq Queries

A technique that can be employed for answerincl

aoucries witnin this file organization Is to minimizP tne

number of records that must be searched, This is especially 1
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important, since some lists may be lenqthy and require

lonqer search times. For example, a query to retrieve the

records of all employees that work in an auto department

and have a salary of 15,000, is evaluated as follows.

First, the two key values in the oroper Indexes

DFPAPTMENT/AUTO and SALARY/1500U are evaluated, Secondly,

the Index entries for AITO and 15000 are examinei to

determine their resoective list lengths. Then, tnpe

shortest list Is examined, which in this case Js ATIT(O fit

nas 6 records as compared to 4 for 15000). Since the

records with addresses 1.7, 2.2, 2.7, and 3.7 in Fiiure 4

have both of these occurrences, they therefore satistv 4""

the query, For query conjunctions, we sedrch only tne

shortest list.

b, The OQlery Cost

The cost to process a query for the multilist

organization is measured In terms of the time reoufred tn,

decode all key values in the query and to retrieve dta

records, The query cost is therefore defined as I L'r,

where D is the query cost, L is the shortest list lenqth in

a query, and T is the averaqe time to access a record,

which includes the seek time, latency time dnd mit a

transfer time. Thus, when the list lengths associated with

key values In the terms in a product are small, thp cost

for query processinq is minimized,
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*.1*c, Updating MUltilist Files

Lists can be ordered or unordered, Addina a

record to an ordered list requires that the record, be

inserted in a specific position# While for an unordered

list# at tne head of the list, thus avoiding the need to

traverse the list,

(Jodatinci of multilist tiles involves either

key value addition, whole record addition, or deletion.

Regardless of the type of addition, whether whole record or

new key value, one or more ot the index entries are also

updated, When the lists are not ordered, tnere exist a

simple algorithm In which a new record can be easily

placed at the loqical head of each list of which it is to

be a member, rhis is true both types of additions, For

example, to add key values to an existini record, suer)

that an employee who works in HODWE department snares nhs

work time between the HDWIE and FURNi departments. rhe

e~ployee's record must he updated by addinoc tthe Kev value

Fl1kJ to his record. Adding a new key value to a recorrd

implies that the record must be added to the list of

records indexed by the new key value, The simple alaoritn

can be used to add one or more key values to a record.

Deleting a key value from a record Is -

essentially the same as deleting the record from the list

indexed by the key value, K~ey value and whole record **

deletions can be accomplished by iasina a simple delption
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algorithm, which simply adjusts pointers, If, however,

deletion implies physically removino a record from

lists, and the retrieval system performs real-time uodatin.

and retrieval, then bi-directional lists should be

considered to represent the multilisto A bi-directional

list allows deleting records without traversing the list

to locate its predecessor record. Althouqn bi-directio-al

liStS allows deletions of records to be done more ripidlv,

there is the storage overheac of an additional noirter

element for eacn Key value in a record,

2. The Zaaza Ella Q;zaa&zat.Lon

Unlike the multilist files, where records are

linked together with oointers kept in the individiial

records, the pointers in an inverted file are removed fro" %-'

the Individual records and kept in separate list, called

inverted lists, An inverted file consists of two components,

a directory and a data file (see Piaure 49), The varianle- zr'

lenqth Inverted lists of Pointers corresponding to Kev

values are kept in the directory. Thus, when a Key value i"

oecoded in the directory, the record address list i"

immediately available and no additional access is reculrel

to move It into the main memory, It is imnortant to nntp

t*1at the directory should be kept as small as oossible so I
that updatinq can be performed quickly and easily, and

that it can he keot in its entirety on a fast storAqe

device. However, unlike the directory of the multJlist file
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which tends to be small In size, the directory of the

inverted file tends to be larger In size, The size of a the

directory can be controlled by limiting the numher of

data Items on which a file Is Inverted. A oartially

inverted file stores the record addresses associatel witm

all values of certain (i~e., keys) but not all data items. A~

cnrinetely inverted file Is one in whien every data ttem is

treated as a key and the record addresses associatei *it,)

* every key value are stored in Inverted lists, In this case,

the directory Subsumes the file, rhere is no need of

keeping the data file any more,

a. Answerina Queries

The inverted file erqanlzatln, allows raviti

access to records based on any Key, Jueries can be

determined by accessing and manioulatinq the inverted

lists of record addresses Prior to accessing any data

records, This advantage Is possible because the pocinters -

to records Indexed by a key value are maintained in an

inverted list rather than In the data records. F~or exd~ole,

to retrieve the records Of all the employees that wolk In

an AUTO department and have a salary of 15000 dollars,

the key values AUTO and 15000 are decoded in tne rroner

index and Produces the address of the list of iata

records Indexed by the key value, DEPARTMFNT/AUTO, an'

SAILARY/i500O. The address Of the list Of data records are

Pointers in. th.netdlssfr e ausAT n
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DEPARTMENT INDEX

AUTO 1.5 1.7 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.7

FURN 0.9 1.4 1.6 2.1 3.8 3.9

HDWE f 0.3 0.7 1.4 1.5 1.9 2.0

SHOE j 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.2 1.9 2.3 3.5

SALARY INDEX

10000 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.9 2.3 3.5Ir

10 0.7 1.4 1.7 2.2 2.7 3.7 3.8 3.9

20000 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.5

Inverted lists for the data records

Figure 49. An Example of an Inverted List
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15000, respectively, The two inverted lists are moved into

the main memory, and the intersection of these two lists is
'C !

performed. The addresses in the Intersection list, nanely

addresses 1.7, 2.2, 2.7, and 3,7, are the addresses of tn-o

records that are to be retrieved and that will satisfy the "

uery (see FIiqure 4A), .-.-

b, The Query Cost

In the inverted file, the cost to process a

query is the sum of the cost to decode all key values In the

query, Plus the cost to access all Inverted lists, orne ner

key value, Plus the cost to process the inverted lists,

plus the cost to retrieve the data records tnat satistv

th e query. For the inverted organization, tnere are 1,/N!

records, where L Is the shortest list length in a auerv

and N is the number of data record addresses per record,

accessed for each of the average number of terms in A

sinqle query, designated by 1, Thus, the time reoutred to

retrieve the T Inverted lists involved in tme list r.-'

intersection Is b/N * T * A, where A is the averaae tte.

to access a record and move it to internal memory,

Whereas for a multilist every record In the shortest

list, desiqnated S, must be accessed, for the inverted

organization only those PS records, where P Is the ratio of

the number of records that satisfy a query to S, Intist be

accessed, Therefore, the query cost is defined as 0 z (0o

(L/N T 1)) * A, It is important to note that the larger the
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number of records per invertel list, the larger the

amount of time to access the inverted lists.

c, Updating Inverted Files .

Updating an Inverted file is more involved

because the Inverted lists must be updated. For this

reason# the invertei oroanization is most tisetul for

retrieval when the Update volume is relatively 1o4v

compared to the query volume, By perform~ine, intersection~s

and unions of Inverted lists, the inverted file system" cdn

provide exact statistics about the records havinq certlr

key values. Whereas multilist file systems can only oroviae

upper bounds or approximations of the recora numbers of

those records. 4hole record and key value addition And

deletions are accomplished by straiohtforwarl

algorithms.

3. XUA C~jaluax %14tJ.La Li~la azaaniza&J.G

The cellular multilist organization is derived fro,'

the nultilist organization, Since the pertornance of a

multilist system suffers wh-er lists are lengthy, cpllulAr

multilist organization is an attempt to arrange the recoras

for more optimal retrieval with shorter lists. The length of

each list is restricted to the storage-cell size so that

records in the list do not extend beyond cell boundaries. A

cell can be considered as a tracK or cylinder of a disk.

Each Index entry for a cellular mojltilist file

consists of one or more list head pointer/list length~ pairs,
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There exists one such pair for each cell containing records

j indexed by a key value, The directory for this type of files

is similar to multilist file, except that it is larger,

Figure 49 illustrates the corresponding 0OPPkK' NT

index, organized for a cellular multijist tile, tor tne'

same data for multilist tile. The index entry for kev

value A(ITn has three list head pointer/list length oairs,

each one corresponding to a list in a sircile cell. Th3t is,

the AUTO list in Fiqure 46 is subaivided into three~

Shorter lists, one of length two in cell 1 with trne heilj At

address 1.5, one of length three in cell 2 with tne head~ at

L acdress 2.2, and one of length one in cell 3 witn the heac1

at ad~dress 3.7.

a, Answering Queries

The cell concept is used to Provide qoo!i

resoonse time. For example, to retrieve the recorls of all

employees that work in an AUTO and HOPE department, note~

that the records haVinO Key value AULTO3 reside in cells 1,

2, and 3, and records having key value H4DsO can be f o inr)

In cells 0p 1, and 2. The Only records that can Oe colnon ~ I
to hoth lists ore located In cells I ard 2. Tne AUrn list

for cell 1 is traversed, since the length of the list in . .

cell I Is shorter (length is two for AUTO and three tor

HDWE)s Fach record is then examined of the existence of tne

key value H0DE.. Record 1.5 belongs to both lists, in cell

2, the HDWE list is the shortest so each record Inl it is
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accessed and examined for tne occurrence of AUTO, Since

there are no recorls in cell 2 common to both lists, only

record 1,5 satisfies the query,

Updating cellular mfultilist files Is

essentially the same as updating multilist files.

4. Camoazisaa at Muili±st and juxtad Ellas

Figure 5o Illustrates the advantages an!

disadvantages of multilist andi Inverrel

list files*

5. OLLAZ Ella QaamizaLJ.Qua t f; azL;Jal

Other ones Ckef, 543 Include the Ugz~ list tilp

oroanizations and r±aa &ZzucZ~u:*d Ill& organizations,

The hybrid list file organization, as its Marre

implies, is a hybril between a multilist and an invertedf

list organization. Hence, this hybrid file is ornanized 11)

such a way as to minimize the system searcIN effort in

answering queries with shorter lists of records,

utilizing snecial cases of multilist and invertel list

file ortianizations. Note that, for long~st list of recorls,

the multilist striucture is optimum, while for snortest

list of records, the inverted list strtucture Is

practical, ?-

The hybrid list file organization is tneretnro

defined as follows: A hybrid list organization of -

parameter L Is a list structure that stores a set of

Pointers to records containing the key value as a
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separate Inverted list If the query with a list of recoras

is greater than U4 otherwise, the set of Pointers is

embedded in the data records as a multilist organization. In~

answering queries, the retrieval is done in straiaht

Inverted or multilist fashion, dependini7 on the size of the

list of records,

The cost of updating for hybrid tile orl1anizations

lies son'ebhere between that for the two Pure Orqanizdtiors

since it is easier to update a multilist file thdn An

inverted file. The more lists that are storel as

Multilists, the easier it is to perform updates.

A ring structured file orgianization, on the other

hand, is a linear list in which the Pointer in tne last

record points back to the first record called the start ina

record of the ring. In a rinq structure once an arbitrarv

record is accessed every other record in tne rina also

becomes accessible, A rino structure file consists of three

elements, a vAlue of the data item, (wnicn is usuailly

associated with each pointer to specify in which rings A

record Is an element), data, and a Pointer to thet newt

record. Viqure 51 illustrates a rina structure, in whicri,

the value of the data item Is "S" for the starting recorHi

and "b" otherwise,.A

Une of the primary advantages of a ring structure

Is that any record can be accessed startina at any Lvoint,

An Important iise of ring structures Is, thus, to rep'resent
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classIfications (types) of data, All records having thtb

same classification (type) belong to the samne rinq.

PAssociated with each record within a class (tyne) may

be a subclass (subtype), and this subclass Is represented

by a ring of records, Such a classification scnem"e car)

be represented by use of multiple ring struct'2rks,

which multiple rings pass through a ,ecord with tne records

in each ring ioqically related, Figure 52 illustrates such, a

structure, corresponding to the same data as in 'iqiire 4es.

The values of the data items, AD~, P'S, Do andi 3 are Used to

-' designate the major department, major salary, de .artinent

subrino, and salary SUbrina, respectively. A

significant disadvantaqe of ring structures is ttiat tnev can

take a long time to search* U~pdating ring-structureA

files is normally straightforward* Insertions of nev

records Into the middle of a ring Is usually relatively

simnles reletions of records, on the other hand, can bea more complex, When a record is deleted from~ i rina,

noitmer its predecessor record nor the startini receord o'

the ring has to be specified since the predecessor rpcorl

can be found from any point In the ring by traversing theC

structilre. The deletion Performed by traversinoi a

structure and searching for the Predecessor recorii

requires that the address of the record to be deleted be

saved and compared with the address of the slicceedling

records accessed* In this case, the entire rina must ce
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Ring structure with a head record and a special pointer in each record

Figure 51. The Ring Structure I
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traversed for each deletion, Altering the value of data

items In a record poses no particular problems,

6. & 

.um 
ar%

The choice of a file organization has a very • , .

important effect on the performance and associated costs of

a file system, The multilist file orqanization Is

satisfactory for systems that do not require extremely

fast response times, Jor do they require exact statistics ot

the records and attributes, Nevertheless, 
the multilist file L

organization provides very compact directory despite the

volume of data file, 11n the other hand, the invertea tile

organization tends to generate larqe directories.

Consequently, fast accesses to the data file are

overshadowed by the amount of processing and accesses to tne

airectory. The trade-off is not to "invert" a ftie iown to

three level of data items, i,e,, field,

The problem of selecting an epproprimte tile

oroanization depends on the particular users, and tneir

environment. Three very important quantifiable Pertormance

measures for selecting a file organization, that snouli

he considered are the total storaqe costs, tne avera-.

time to answer a tyoical query, and the average time to

Perform an update, The file organizations that have the best

access time may require more storage and complicate update,

i.e., as access times decrease, storage and update costs go

UPS
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The development of massive information storage inz-

retrieval systems have undergone tremendous arowtn.

Accompanying this orowtn In the size of the databas.ss "a

been a large increase in the number of users and duration ot

usaae, resultinq in tremendous amounts of data Ibeinl

transferred from computers to terminals. One alternative

to this run-away database crowth, is to alleviate tne datA"

storaoe oroblem through the representation of data oy more

efficient codes, i.e., by data €OM~r&& .- '.'

Data compression is a technique of reducing the amoint.

of storage reouired for a Piece of stored data by renltcinn .

the data with some representation of the ditferenc-

between it and the data next to it. Data com.pression

can reduce alphanumeric, numeric and binary data to a

shorthand notation, For example, If JA alpaaumeric

positions are allocated to the occupational field of a "

personnel database, for tne occupational 9-character

description PPOFESSON, there are 21 blank positions.

Instead of indicating the occupational title, an

eouivalent 5-digit data code can be encodes,

thereby eliminating 25 character nositions.
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An example of a numerical and binary compression is as

follows: suppose today's date is 1 Jan 1986; numerical

representations are 01 01 Ob, while binary representations

are 00001 00001 1010110, Thus, the numeric compression"

results in 6 numeric characters of storaqe, #hile the ___

binary compression results in only 5 bits for tne day

field (since the day cannot exceed 31), 4 olts tor

the month field, and 7 bits for the year (permittina a

rance of 1900-2027),

Accordinqly, there are five cateqories of data

compression, These five cateqories are: cal &u 4. & , tar-"

bit-maaJa, ;&aa-laatbr taJlt-~lau carcag, ani Matz

1.~
The ntill-suopression techninue Mas been one of tho

earliest data compression techniques, As its name implies, "

it is a technique that scans a data strinq for reveate,.

blanks or null characters, Upon detection of suct, A:

sequence, the null characters are replaced mv a .

srecial ordered oair of characters* The first is a-

compression indicator, Indicating that null suppression has

occurred, and the second indicates the number of null

characters encountered, For example, taKinq the data

stream, XYZbbht'bCVF, where b denotes a blank, the comoressed

data stream aould be XYZSCVF, where @ represents the
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special compression Indicator character, and 5 the quantity

of blanks compressed (Ref, 57].

The technique for decompression is very

straiantforward, A search Is oerformed for the special

character used to denote the null characters, Upon locating

the Indicator, tne next character Indicates the numoer of

nulls compressed, Hence, the original string can O

reconstructed,

This technique is only effective as Iona as it ts

employed for more than two sequentially encountered mill

characters, since a 2-character compression sequence alwAys

results. For monsequential null characters, a tecnninue

known as bit mappino is used,

2. La Alt~ daw~am

This compression technique is emnloyed when tme

data consists of a hiah proportion of soncific datA

types, such as numerics, or a large proportion of a snecitic

character, such as blanks, AS its name implies, a hit 'sr'

Is used to Indicate the presence or absence at ClAta

characters. For example, taking the strina KDorb* wnere

b represents a blanK, th~e bit maopina String would bs"

1cOOOOOKH* The zeros represent the location of blanks,

and the 0 represents the bit-map character, tO denote tnat

bit-mapping compression has taken place, in comiparing II
the two versions of the character string, We note tnat tho

origInal data string of 8 characters of data has been I
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reduced to 4 characters, 3 data characters and the hit-lao

character (Refs 57],

To decompress the string the bit Map is used to

Indicate that certain data Characters have been encoled

upon and Must be decoded In order to reconstruct the

original data string,

This technique is only effective as lona as fixod-

size data units are utilized, such as characters, bytes or

words. Also, this technique Is directly Proporriorial to

the percentage of occurrences of a vartictilar Character.

It there are two or more significant occurrences of ot'ner

characters, only the character with the hionest occurrence

can be compressed, Another compression technique Callei1

run-length encoding, can handle adjacent redondancy of

occurrences of all Characters in a data stremm [Refs SRI.

3. Jha &u-LaqZU Saaa Xacannua

The run-lenqth encoding techniaue is a data

compression method that reduces any type of remeatirrq

character sequence. The method employed is similar to the

null suppression, in that it uses a special chiracter

to denote that this type of compression has occurred, Ttii

comoresslon Indicator Is followed by one of the reoeatina *-

characters which has been in the encountered strin; of

repetitious characters, Finallyt a count character

Signifies the number of times the repeated cnaracter

occurred In thCe sequence, The general character forftat Is:
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a special Indicator, any repeatino data character, and the ..--

character count, For each of these codes, the numerous

unassigned characters witn unique bit representations can

be used (Ref 591,

.t%. .

This comoression technique IS Used when a portion

of the bit patterm that represents certain characters in A

character set becomes repetitive, Tt is actually A

derivative ot the bit-mappinq method, Fot examole,

considerinq taking the EBCDIC (Extended e(inarv-Col'ed

Decimal Interchanl e Code) character set, which is an T--

scheme for representing characters by Combinations ot hits.

The half-byte Packing can be utilized, since the first four

bit positions are all set to binary ones to reoresen-

numerics,

To compress data Into half hytes, up to 15

seqnential numeric or predefined data characters in a strini

can be compressed. The reason of 15 characters results fre,.

the use of a 4-bit, nalt-byte counter to denote the nlmbher

of characters being compressed. The qeneral tormat is as

f.llows-: special character indicating halt-byt.

compression, half-byte counter, up to 255 numerics Oaceo.,

For example, tainq the numeric 2112860, the biniry is,

11110010 11110001 11110001 11110010 11111000 11110l1

11110000, and the compressed data strinq Is 5 0111 0010 OnlOt

0001 0010 1000 0110 0000, where 5 Is the special character
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and 0111 Is the number of packed numerics (7). The number

of bits has beenl reduced from 56 bits to 40 bits,

The half-byte pacicina can also be used when data

characters do not have a repetitive bit structure, Such

as the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information~

Interchange) tables, which Is a standard scneme to

represent characters by Combinations of bits. ASCII

tables emnploy 7 bits. A method of doing this is to

Predefine the occurrence of the dollar siqn, asteriSK,

comma, the decimal point and the 10 numerics, For example,

given the amount $1,234.56, the ASCII code would no

0100100 0110001 0101100 0110010 0110011 011(c100 OlcillO

0110101 0110110, and the compressed data strina is,

00100 0001 01100 0010 0011 0100 0.1110 0101 tdli), where

three 5-bit stream represent a dollar sign, a comma and a

decimal Point, resvectively, and 4-bit streams represprit the

rospective numerics (Ref, 581,

This compression technique substitutes a special%

code for i predefined character pattern, that is,

con~mon Key words or Phrases can be replaced by a special

Code. To use this technique, a pattern table is

required, which contains a set of list arguments (words

or Phrases to be compressed) and a set of function V

values (special character codes), For example, given a

limited pattern table with list arguments: at, all, and#

Its
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both; and function values Sip S2# S3, S4, resnectively, the

data stream# all naval officers, both male anld female, at

NPGS, becomes: S2 naval officers S4 male S3 female St NiPGS.

The employment of pattern substitution can oe higjhly

advantages when texts with known repeating Patterns are

stored in the database (Ref. 57).

6. ZU Auzazv,

When the data compression is used to reduce stor; ap

renuirements, the overall processinq time is also redICPrl.

this is because the reduction in storace results In a

reduction of disk access attemots, Altmouqn, trie

compression techniques result in additional nrogr~rr

instructions being executed# it Is sianificartly

less than the time required to access and transfer lata.

Hence, a reduction of storane requirements in tne case alsi

results in a reduction of Processing times, tne TOst

effective means of employing these comp~ression

techniques is to combine them as they ate needed, l1enendin.

on tne data to be stored,
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A data moda, is an abstract representation or ,

description of a database that describes how toe data is

Put together* The ouroose of the data model is first to-

accurately and completely represent renuired lata of a

database and second to allow the dataoase to k-

understaniaole, The data model also dictates the dest;n of

the corresponding manipulation lanquaqe CupAL), since eAch.

DOL operation is defined in terms of its effect on this.

modeled data, A DmL Is a language used to accss and to .-2_

update a database, A DML may be procedural or nonorncelral,al

To manipulate a database using a orocedural DmL, a user .

normally writes short segments of UkL statements t.dt

traverse the modeled database in order to locate tne recori

to he retrieved or updated, Nonprocedural DM1-s are easter

for a user to use In manipulating a database. with t:his

tyoe Of D1r4L the user does no have to traverse i datahbses

Instead# the user specifies only what is wanted and allnws

the system to decide how to obtain it.

'The more Procedural a DL, the simpler it is to

implement since the user directs the database traversal,

step by step, on how to obtain data. A nonprocedural 0OI, is

Roore complicated to implement since it places the
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responsibility of determining how to obtain the data and,

therefore, how to optimize the searcn, on the database

Database systems are categorized accordinq to the

approach they adopt In data model and accompanyini Dm.Ls.

The three mnst reknowned approaches are, tba WJ.&Azz~Cial

dat.a model# which usually supports the oroceitral fl'L,

because, in qeneral, it is too inefficient to nertor-

database accesses in a strictly nonprocedural manner, tr.

m~xz data moal which also supports the proreIural.

DPL because Of Its efficiency, and zalata1&i. 1ata

moal which supports, the nonprocedural V14 1, hecause

searching, of tables (relations) loes not req~uire traversAls

and is easily expressed In a nonprocedural manner.

A. HIERAPCHIAL DATA MODEL

The hierarchial data model is a tree structure

j orcantzation which represents the data as a set ot nestel

one-to-many 01:Y) and one-to-one (1:1) relationships,

one-to-mnany association froft, a record of tyre A to 4 set

record of type S means that at each period in tim~e, A .4 iven

record of A is associated with zero, one, or a number of

records of a; This association is represented wtt a

p double-headed arrow, A one-to-one association, on tne other

hand, means that for a specified Period of time, a qiven

record of A Is associated with one and only one recordl of B,.
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This association is represented with a single-headed arrow.

In implementations, associations are carried out by recora-

address pointers* we term record type B directly below

record type A,

Hierarchies, althouqh they are a familiar structtures,

k 4
are very explicit In a data model, If one record tyrne Is n~ot

directly oelow any record type in the hierarchy, thn no

accesses to the record type Is vossible. multiple (suhtrpas)

Subhierarcnies are allowed, but there can only he ono

parent, that Is one root -the apex ot the hierarchy. Fiqurs0

53 Illustrates the above points,

The basic operation on a hierarchial latahase is a tree

walk (traversal). The search starts at tfle root and1

continues to all its descendants of the oiven recora tyDe,

until the query is satisfied, This 'Todel uses extensive~

pointers, These pointers could voint to a deoenor'nt

cnild record, to the next record, or to t'ie parent.

record. These linKs (pointers) In a hierarchial strucrirp

are unidirectional from parent to chilo (descendant), This

convention causes certain relationship to os h~ard te._

extract f rom the database, although they may op tinpliem

in the data, This anomaly affects each of the basic storicip

overations, insert, delete, and updates

insertions are not poSsible without Introlucina A

special dummy customer to Insert data concerntnq A me%

IA
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order, until the order supplies some customer (see Fiqure

53). Deletions are corollaries to insertions, The only *ay

to delete a shipment is to delete an order, anI if the

only order Is deleted, all Information aepenlent on

that order is also lost, Updating a specific record

presents tne problem of either searchino the entire model to .

find every occurrence of that chanqe or introducinz an

inconsistency. For example, to charqe tne city for a
| : I

supplier/vendor to make deliveries for the orders, either

the entire database is searched for that supplier or that

supplier may be shown in one city at one ooint ind In

another city at another point.

Normally, hierarchlal databases use the inverted file

technique for indexing as a way to avoid prolonq traversals.

In Fiqure 53, the leaf (descendant) product can be jndexel.

by product#, thereby allowing any record to find its narent

.Pef, 60].

S. NFTWORK DATA MO)E.

The network data model represents data as a set of

record types and oairwise relationships between recmrds of

two record types. It is a more general structure thAn a

hierarchy because a given record occurrence nay have Any

number of immeoiate Patents, as well as any numver of

immediate dependents, This model is not limited to just

one Parent. Hence, it can have many-to-many relationships,
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as In Figure 54, which is the network version of the

rierarChial model as described in Figure 53. The network

mrodel also supports one-to-many relationships.,-

Althouoh the network data model does not liave the

anomalies as in the hierarchial model, storage __

operations are not as straightforward as exoectejs.

Insertions are simple, To Insert data concernini a iew

supplier, a new supplier record occurrence is creatpo.

Deletions, on the other hand, confront the user -vitn tne

choice strategy, that is, to delete shipment associatin-i

Product with vendor, the problem is that there are two

st~rategies for locating this occurrence, one that starts al"

the supplier and scans its chain lookina for a pairwise

relationship to the Product, and one that starts at tne

ProdUCt and scans its chain looking for a pairwisa

relationship to the supplier. Tne choice carn be

significant. !pdatina is straightforward,

Retrieval with most database systems of netwvork

databases begin with accessing a parent record via soine

entry point into the database, Then the searcn continues

tmrouah the relevant database records by Oettlni the first

or next record In relationships. Due to its comrclexity,

Keeping track of Whe~re in the database that tne current

search Is taKina place# is a chore CIkete 611.

The purpose of this model Is to convey wnat is

Implemented In the database. many relationship types can be
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CUSTOMER

SOrders-far-Customer

Items-on-Order ODR1Del iveries-raor-O rder

ORDER-LINE SHIPMENT

Products-in-Order Items-Shipped

PRODUCT SHIPMENT-LINE

Figure 53. The Hierarchial Data Model z
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~~ ~Orders-for-CustomerORE
CUSTOMERORE

Items-for-Orde-

Orders-for-Product ODRLN
PRODUCT ODRLN

t Wndors-fur-Product

7 DLT-EDOR Products- for-Ven dor VNO
PO LIK VEDO

Figure 54. The Network Data Model
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easily depicted, and both relationship type and the record

type are explicitly stated,

C, THE RELATIONAL DATA MOLEL ."..-..

A relational data model, as Its name implies, uses the.

concept of z&tS.Qs&s to represent files, A relation is a

two-dimensional table, which contains rows (tuples) t"-at

correspond to records of a flat file. A flat file contains

no reneatinq groups, i.e., there is exactly one value at

every row and column (attribute) position and never a set

of values. A table represents one record type and eacn row

represents a particular record ot that type. Columns are

attributes, with all values in a column having the same

domain, which is the set of Possible values for an

attribute. An important feature or a relational database

is that associations between rows are represented

solely by data values in columns drawn from a co,-non

domain. Fiqure 55 illustrates the relational version ot

the hierarchial database, as described in Fiqure 93. In

this example, CbST.3NER, PRnflUCT, and Vj, DOqP are

basic relations that exist independently from all other

data* rhe OPDER relation, can also exist independently,

but for one of its attributes, CUSTOdERO, for which no

more than one tuple may have the same value, This attribute

implements the Orders-for-Customer relationship in Figure

53, i.e., any value of CUSTOMER# found In an OROEq tqole

%!
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logically Should exist as a CUSTOmFRO In some unique

existing CUJSTOMER tuple, The Other relations work in a

similar manner CRef, 62],

The tiles In a relational database may be oraanized in,

any of the known file organization techniques, Stich as

heap, seqiuential, Index seoiuential, hash etc, As

for storage operations, Insertions, deletions# ;1111I

urdates are all easily handled,

C', A SUOMARY

In the hierarchical and network approaches certain]

relationships are represented by means of linKs. Basically

Suich links are caoable of representing one-to-many

associations; the ditference between the two approacnes is

that with the latter# links may be Combined to model Tores

complex many-to-many associations* whereas this is not

-,possible with the latter, Another difference, not

emphasized is that links are generally named in a mrCwork

and anonymous in a hierarchical,

the relational model oraanIzes data Into tables of like

data and supports intertable linkages through Corrmom

data occurrences rather than pointers.

In short, the hierarcnial data model is the most

natural, the most familiar and best understood one #hen it

Is used to represent the engineering design databases, In

such a database, we have records on assemblies, records on
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STO- -E(UTMR. CUSTOM ER-ADDRESS.

CUSTONIER-DETAILS)
ORDER(ORDER#-FCUSTOMER#-, ORDER-DATE.

DELIVERY-DATETOTAL-AN IOLNT)
PROD'UCT(PRODUCT#.PDE-SCRIPTION, PRICE,

QUANTITY-C N-HAND)
ORDER-LINE( ORDER# rPRODUCTES

QU:ANTITY-ORDERZED EXTE.NDED-PRICE)

VENDOR(VENDOR#-,VENDOR-\-NME,VENDOR-CITh')

S1PPLUES(VE-NDOR#, PROD UCT#-)

Figure 55. The Relational Data Model
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Subassemblies# records on components of a subassemoly,

records on Parts of a component and records on inalvidual __

Parts* These records naturally form a hierarcny of

engineering desiqn database. A hierarchial database system

can best be used to access, manipulate ana update the

enginleering desion databases, The network model Is th~e most

natural, offers flexiollility for an Inventory reontrol

anplication. In inventory control a ormcitct may nave ranv

suppliers and a supplier may Produce many Products.

network database system can easily manarae, access ana u.t)dAte

these many-to-many relationsflips, The relational data nmocie.

is efficient, understandable# for interactive use and a'6 hoc

cueries. It is a relative new entry to database manaiement.

rhe current commercial database machiihes are relatiocial, for

example, the Britton-L~ee Intelligent Database machinme an'i

the Teradata database computer, OKC 1012.

- .
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XIV. 21EXERUZUL ZZL

A failure or break-doWM of a database cAn be

catastrophic# if there is not any kind of r;&a;~r

tacbn.laa to recover the data that has been broken riown.

A recovery techni'iue can he used to restore data, in such

a situation, to a usable state. This is accom~plish ry

maintaining recovery data to make recovery possible. it

Provides recovery from a failure which does not affect tre

recovery data or the mechanisms used to maintain tne

recovery date and to restore the states of the data in t')f

database. The most Popular recovery technique is th-e use of

A differential file consists of a relatively small

storane area, In which all database alterations are

recorded* It is an efficient method for stnrina a lorge And

changing database, It Is analogous to an errata list tot a

book. Rather than print a new edition each time that a

chance In text is desired, a puolisher distributes an

errata sheet along with the COOK that identifies

corrections in the book by page and line number,

Under a differential database representation, the main

files are kept unchanoed until reorqanization, which can

occur basically at any time, from hours to months,
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dependent on usage, All changes that would normally be

made to a main file as a result of a transaction are

Instead registered In a differential file, The

differential file is always searched first when data is

to be retrieved, Data not found in the differential file

is retrieved from the main database, Verhofstad in (Ref,

641, describes an efficient hashing method to implement

the recovery technique,

A. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DIFFERENTIAL FILE

To Implement a differential file, a small associative

memory In the form of a bit map accessed bY a hashing

scheme is used. To reduce the probability of making an .,%

unnecessary search In the differential fileo the database

system checks the bit map to see whether the bits for a

record are set or not before accessing that record (see

Figure 56). If the bits are set the record is probably in

the differential file; otnerwise, the main file would have

to be searched. The hashing function maps the record

address onto a number of bits in the bit map.

B ADVANTAGES OF A DIFFERENTIAb ILE
Severance and Lohman In CRefe 651, describe five

advantages of differential tiles. The first three

advantages relate to the database integrity, iLe,, the

correctness of data to be recovered, They are, reduction ot

backup costs# speedup of recovery, and minimization of
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serious data loss. The other two advantages are operational;

a differential file can provide Increased data availability

and simultaneously reduce storage and retrieval costs,

10 ZbA RAdUGUAD~ at Ractw. Costs

To recover data from a database that has failed, tne

status of a previous state must be reloaded, The method

available to generate previous states employs either a .1

total dump, or an Incremental dump,

A total dump of the database takes place when the

backup copy of the entire database is reloaded, The

frequency with which the database is Cooled to its

backup file Is dependent upon the database usage, When

it is impractical to dump the entire database, an '.

Incremental dumping Is performed, in which sequential

sections of changes made to a database are

periodically dumped, Frequent dumps Permit fast recovery,

but are associated with a higher system overhead,

A differential file can drastically reouce the cost

to backup a large database, since the time required

for- a dump Is proportional to the volume of data oelnq

copled. This is particularly true when the proportion of

records changed during a backup period is small, ro.

example, a total dump may require up to 6 hours, assuming

that updates are made 5 days per week, 10 hours per day. A

differential file on the other hand, for the same Period of

time, could be dumped In less than two minutes, Moreover, a

*2B0
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I The data base
system operating

T7he data base

read-only data base
read/write
differetal
file

bi.t map

hashing function (record r) -bit pattern-

The bit map suggests that record r is inl the differential
file, because the bits set in the bit patterns produced ~ .

by the hashing function are set in the bit map. r%

A diflerentiai Nol technique using a hashing scheme.

Figure 56. The Differential File
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differential tile would occupy less than one disk as

compared to over 50 for a total dump,

A differential file also permits both realtime

dumping and reorganization with concurrent uodates,

Ourina a conventional backup procedure, no updatina is

possible. But by building a "differentlal-ditferential

file", updating can continue# ror most applications, this

file will be quite small and can oe reasoneoly stored in

the main memory, Acting as a cache store during the dump,

It Is scanned before every retrieval, when the dumP has

been completed, its records is incorporated into the main

differential file, The same procedure would apply for

online organization,

2. Usa Szoadua aL &SCBMS

The major portion of recovery time for for a

traditional recovery method is spent individually

reapplying updates to a small fraction of the restored

records, This small subset of changed records guarantees

that even localized physical damage will require a

lengthy recovery procedure, A differential file, on the

other hand, by concentrating updates In a small physical

area minimizes the critical exoosure area of the

database, Most physical damage can be quickly repaired with

a localized backup-copy procedures Also, the critical area

can be allocated to a more reliable device type than is

practical for the lar;er main file, and this critical area
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can be duplexed to provide the most valuable redundancy for

a marginal increase in operating costs. Moreover, since

the use of a differential file can dramatically reduce the

cost of dumping a large database, an Inexpensive dump ..

Procedure can be Invoked frequently to reduce the

number of chanqes to be remade in the event of a database

loss.

3. &A n~ aL Data Ama±ai-.u

Traditional online updating requires complex

software to assure data recoverability. Therefore, updates

are normally batched for end-of-day processing, to minimize

overhead. With a differential file, since the main file

and its associative index Is not affected by updates, a

less complex and more efficient software Procedure Is

required, thereby enhancing the achievement of a qreater

density of data storage. Neither free space nor record

pointers need to be allocated for record growth. moreover,

the cost reduction that a differential file provides will

greatly enlarge the realm of database systems.

4. Znas~amr

A differential file is the most popular

representation of database recovery techniques, By

localizing modifications in a small storage area and 'A

physically Isolating it from the main file, It Is

possible to realize some important benefits as

aforementioned, A differential file is conceptually

4%
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simple, ie., a dominant characteristic of a successful

Implementation.

ft.,. . t
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ComputeriZed database applications have grown over the

past thirty years to a point where they have now become a

pervasive Influence In our society@ For the past thirty

years the conventional magnetic recording has, almost

exclusively, fulfilled the online storage requirements of .

this database applications community.

As the range of applications has qrown, a contlnuinq

concern has been the cost and access time of tme online I_

database storage* A wide range of technoloaies have been

investigated to address this challenge, As rapia as the

progress In the storage technology has beenp the need for

more capacity with faster access has increased even

qreater.

while the conventional magnetic recording is enterina t.i

yet another Phase of explosive growth In applications and

advances in technology in order to meet these stringent

requirements, the optical disks have begun to challenge

the magnetic media, There are pressures to break free

of the limitations of magnetic storage where large volumes

of data are involved. These Pressures come from tne

continuing growth of conventional storage, existing

requirements of large corporate and governmental databases,
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and the development of new applications such as storage of

digitized documents where large volumes of data must be

stored at a lower cnst. Such applications often demand a

cost, capacity and performance combination that Is difficult

to achieve magnetically. The optical storage is able to

provide a performance that is competitive with the

performance of magnetic recording. In fact, emerging

ootical technologies are already capable of replacing

magnetic disks in certain applications. However, there is

no sinale technology that is right for all applications.

Whereas technologies such as RAMS are fast and technologies

such as magnetic disks and optical disks are inexoensive, we

Know of nothing tnat is both fast and inexpensive. Thus,

database installations often have available a wide ranqe of

different storage technologies* The needs of an application

must be analyzed to determine the appropriate tecnnoloqy to

use,

In this thesis we have examined high-volume, on-line

storage media of current and emerginq technologies and

software techniques for supporting these on-line, hiin-

capacity storaqe and access requirements, In the first

part, we have analyzed such media as vertical magnetic

recording, thin film media# optical data disks, magneto-

optic disks* bubble and Bernoulli-effect disks. Then,

comparisons and evaluations of Products and oroduct

categories have been illustrated. In the second Part, we
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hived reviewed the modern software techniques for on-line or

database storage and access, We haved explored the

techniques for data abstraction, data access and retrievale,

data compaction, date models for storage, and differential

f*les There are advantages and disadvantages to all

technoloqies and techniques, The Individual application of

the organization must be used to dictate the sOecific

requirements, along with its financial constraints. with
J

these requirements, the organization can then take the

advantage of certain strong points of hardware technologies

and the software techniques and utilize them In meeting tne

requirements, This thesis has provided a comprehensive and

up-to-date analysis of the strong points and weak points of ..

the hardware technologies and software techniques wnich in

turn make It easier for an orqanization In meetinq its

requirements# for online storage and access.
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